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Preface
This book presents the foundations of a recently developed general
theory of statistical decision functions.

It is mainly an outgrowth of

several previous publications of the author on this subject and contains
a considerable expansion and generalization of the ideas and results

given in the earlier papers. A major advance beyond previousresults

is the treatment of the design of experimentation as a part of the general decision problem.

Until about ten years ago, the available statistical theories, except

for a few scattered results, were restricted in two important respects:

(1) experimentation was assumed to be carried out in a single stage;

(2) the decision problems were restricted to problems of testing a hypothesis, and that of poit and interval estimation. The general
theory, as given in this book,is freed from both of these restrictions.
It allows for multi-stage experimentation and includes the general
multi-decision problem. A brief historical note on the developments
leading up to the present stage of the theory is given in Section 1.7 of
Chapter 1.
Thefirst chapter is devoted to the formulation of the general decision
problem and various basic concepts. It is shown that the decision
problem may be interpreted as a zero sum two-person game in the
sense of von Neumann’s theory of games. The second chapter deals
with a generalization of von Neumann’s theory of zero sum two-person
games, which is then used in Chapter 3 for the development of the

theory of statistical decision functions. In Chapter 4 a numberof ad-

ditional results are given in the case of a sequence of identically and
independently distributed chance variables. In Chapter 5 various
special problems of interest are discussed, partly for the purposeof il-

lustrating the general theory.
Throughout the book, general ideas and results are emphasized

rather than specific methods or techniques. Some knowledge of probability, including probability distributions in the infinite dimensional
space, is necessary for the understanding of the book. Because statistical concepts and ideas are developed in the book from the very

beginning, a previous knowledgeof statistics is not essential, although
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still desirable. A knowledge of calculus and some familiarity with the

elements of set, measure, and integration theories will suffice as a
mathematical background for the reading of the book.

I am indebted to J. M. G. Fell, E. L. Lehmann, M. Loéve,C. Stein,
and J. Wolfowitz for reading the manuscript and for making valuable
suggestions and remarks. The book was written under the sponsorship of the Office of Naval Research, and I wish to express my thanks
for their generous support.

Mrs. E. Bowker was most helpful in the

preparation of the manuscript for publication, and I take this opportunity to thank her for her careful work.

Columbia University
May, 1950

A. W.
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Chapter 1. THE GENERAL STATISTICAL DECISION PROBLEM: DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION
1.1

Formulation of the Statistical Decision Problem

1.1.1 The Stochastic Process Underlying the Statistical Decision
Problem

Any statistical decision problem is formulated with reference to a

stochastic process. By a stochastic process we mean finite or infinite

collection of chance variables having a joint probability distribution.

Weshall restrict ourselves to the case where the stochastic process

consists of a countable collection of chance variables. Thus weshall

assume that the stochastic process is given by a sequence X = {X;}

(1c =1, 2, ---, ad inf.) of chance variables. For any sequence
x = {x;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) of real values, let F(x) denote the
probability that the inequalities X; < x; hold simultaneously for all
positive integral values 7; i.e., F(x) is the (cumulative) distribution

function of X.

Statistical decision problems with reference to the

stochastic process X arise only when the distribution function F(z)
of X is not completely known. A characteristic feature of any statis-

tical decision problem is the assumption that the unknown distribution
F(z) is merely known to be an elementof a given class 2 of distribution
functions. The class © is to be regarded as a datum of the decision
problem; it will generally vary with the decision problem and the

stochastic process under consideration. In most decision problems the

class Q will be a proper subset of the class of all possible distribution
functions.
A frequent assumption in statistical problems is that the chance

variables X,;, Xo, ---, etc., are independently and identically distributed. If this is all that is known about the distribution F(z) of
X, then the class © consists of all distribution functions F(z) which

can be written in the form F(z) = [| G(za,), where G(y) may be any
isi

univariate distribution function.

In some problems merely the inde-

pendenceof the chance variables X;, Xo, ---, etc., is postulated. The

class Q is then the class of all distribution functions F(x) which can

be written in the form [| G;(z;), the G,(z;) being any univariate
a=]

distribution functions. Much of the present-day statistical literature
1
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deals with problems where is a finite-parameter family of distribution
functions. For example, if the chance variables X;, Xo, ---, etc., are
known to be independently distributed with the same normal distribution, but the mean and the standard deviation of the common normal

distribution are unknown, then © will be a two-parameter family of
distribution functions. Here is another simple example of a parametric

class 2: Suppose that it is known that for given values 2, ---, tm of
Xi, +**, Xm, respectively, the conditional distribution of Xnu4
(m = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) is normal with standard deviation o and expected value ax, + 8, where the values of the constants a, B, and o
are unknown.

Suppose also that X, is known to be normally dis-

tributed with mean zero and standard deviation «. Then © will be a
three-parameter family of distribution functions.
1.1.2

Space of Possible Decisions at Termination of
Experimentation

A statistical decision problem arises when we are faced with a set
of alternative decisions, one of which must be made, and the degree of

preference for the various possible decisions depends on the unknown
distribution F(x) of X.

As will be seen later, which of the possible decisions should be made
will generally be determined only after some experimentation. By
experimentation we mean making observations on some of the chance

variables in the sequence {X;}. Since the decisions under discussion

here are made at the termination of experimentation, we shall refer

to them as terminal decisions, as distinguished from decisions as to
how to continue experimentation, which will be discussed in the next
section. Weshall use the symbol d’ to denote a terminal decision and

the symbol D‘ to denote the space of all possible terminal decisions d’.
In any decision problem there will be given a space D’ whose elements
d’ represent the possible terminal decisions. The space D* is to be
regarded as a datum of the decision problem and will generally vary
with the problem underconsideration.
As an illustration, consider the following simple example.

Suppose

that a lot consisting of N units of a manufactured productis submitted
for acceptance inspection.

Suppose, in addition, that each unit is

classified in one of two categories, defective or non-defective, and that

the proportion p of defectives in the lot is unknown.

Weshall assign

the value 1 to any defective unit, and 0 to any non-defective unit.
The two possible terminal decisions under consideration here are
acceptance or rejection of the lot.

Obviously the degree of preference

for acceptance or rejection of the lot will depend on the proportion p
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of defectives in the lot. In general it will be possible to specify a
value po such that acceptance is preferred when p < po andrejection

is preferred when p = po.

A decision problem arises if complete

inspection of the lot is too costly and we haveto decide on acceptance

or rejection on the basis of a limited random sample drawn from the
lot. For this problem the space D‘ consists of the two elements dj,’
and dz‘, where d,’ denotes the decision to accept the lot, and dg,’ the
decision to reject the lot. The stochastic process underlying this
decision problem consists of the finite sequence {X;} (¢ = 1, ---, N)
of chance variables corresponding to successive random drawings
from the lot without replacement (X; corresponds to the ith drawing).
The joint distribution of X;, ---, Xy is determined as follows: Each
A; can take only the values 0 and 1. The probability that X, = 1 is
equal to p. The conditional probability that X, = 1, given that
m—1

Xy = 2%, °°, Xm—1 = Lm—1, 18 equal to

pN — Qo1 2;

Thus Q in

N-—-m+1—
this problem is a one-parameter family of distribution functions, the
only unknown parameter being p. Experimentation consisting of the
inspection of m units drawn from the lot means making observations
on the first m chance variables X,, ---, Xm.
In general it will be possible to associate each element d’ of the
space D* with some subset w of 2 such that the decision d‘ can be
interpreted as the decision to accept the hypothesis that the true
distribution F(x) of X is an element of w. For instance, in the example
discussed above the decision d,‘ can be interpreted as the decision to
accept the hypothesis that p < po, and d2’ as the decision to accept the
hypothesis that p = po.
Suppose that for any element F of Q and for any two elements d,’

and d,’ of D* one (and only one) of the following three statementsis
true: (1) d;* is preferred to do’ when is true; (2) do’ is preferred to d,’
when is true; (3) neither of the two decisions d,’ or dz’ is preferred
when F is true.
An element d’ of D* maybecalled optimal relative to an element F
of © if there is no element of D‘ that is preferred to d’ when is true.

With each element d‘ we associate the set wy: of all elements F of Q

relative to which d‘ is optimal. In general it will be possible to interpret d’ as the decision to accept the hypothesis that the true distribution F' is an element of wg, provided that wg is not empty. Although

in most decision problems the set wy: will not be empty for any d’,

there are problems, not without interest, where wg is empty for some

d‘ and the above-mentioned interpretation of d' becomes meaningless.

4
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In most of the problems treated so far in statistical literature, each

element d’ of D® is defined from the outset as the decision to accept

the hypothesis that F is an element of a certain subset w of Q. While

this is undoubtedly the most important case to be considered, we do
not wish to restrict the generality of our investigations by imposing

such a condition on the nature of the elements d’.
1.1.3
_

Space of Possible Decisions as to How to Continue

Experimentation at Any Given Stage

As mentioned in Section 1.1.2, by experimentation we mean making

observations on some of the chance variables in the sequence {X;}

(c = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.). It will be assumed that at most one observa-

tion is made on each chancevariable X;. There is no loss of generality

in making this assumption.

Suppose, for example, that the experi-

menter makes r(r > 1) independent observations on X;, say X71, --°,

X;,; then X; can be replaced by finite set of independently andiden-

tically distributed chance variables Xj, --+, Xér, and 2; can be
regarded as a single observation on X,;.!
Weshall permit experimentation to be carried out in several stages.

The first stage consists of the selection of a certain finite set of chance

variables from the sequence {X;} and observation of their values.
After the first stage has been completed, the second stage is carried
out by selecting a finite set from the remaining chance variables in

the sequence {X,;} and observing their values, and so on. If experimentation is terminated after the kth stage, we shall say that the experiment has been carried out in k stages. Experimentation in several
stages is frequently preferable to experimentation in a single stage,
since in the former type of experimentation the selection of the chance
variables to be observed in the next stage may be made dependent
on the observed values obtainedin all the preceding stages.
Before the start of experimentation, the experimenter is confronted
with the following question of choice for the first stage of experimentation: Which finite group of elements of the sequence {X;} should he
observe? Thus any decision concerning the first stage of experimentation can be represented by a finite set of positive integers 71, -°-°, %%

which are pairwise different. The set {2, ---, 7} represents the decision to make an observation on each of the chance variables X;,, ---,

1 More generally, the sequence {X;} can be replaced by the double sequence
{Y:;} (, 7 =1, 2, ---, ad inf.) of chance variables, where the distribution of
Y; = {Yi;} G = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) is identical with that of X = {X;} G = 1, 2,-->,
ad inf.) and Y,, Yo, ---, ete., are independent. The double sequence {Y;;} can
be arranged in a single sequence Z = {Z;}, and we may regard Z as the stochastic
process underlying the decision problem.
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X,,. Consider nowa later stage of experimentation when observations
have already been made on X,,, ---, X;. but on no other chance variables.

Then any possible decision to continue experimentation one

stage further can be represented by a finite subset of I — {7,, ---, j-},
where I denotes the set of all positive integers. If hy, ---, hm are
elements of I — {71, ---,7,}, then the set {h1, ---, hn} represents the
decision to observe X;,, °°°, Xin

At this point, one may raise the question why a single stage of
experimentation should consist of more than one observation. On

first thought, it may seem more reasonable to select merely one chance
variable for observation at a time and to make furtherselections of
chance variables dependent on the observed value of that chance variable. There are situations, however, where such a procedure would
be rather costly and impractical. For example, if making an observation requires a considerable amount of time, as it frequently does in

agricultural experimentation, the selection for observation of merely

one chance variable at a time may makethe time neededfor the com-

pletion of the experiment so long as to make its value almost worthless.
There may also be other reasons why theselection of more than one
chance variable at a time maybe desirable.

Let D® be the space of all possible decisions as to thefirst stage of
experimentation; i.e., D® is the space of all finite (non-empty) subsets
of the set J of all positive integers. Thus any element d° of D® is
simply a finite (non-empty) subset of J. After observations have
been made on X,,, ---, X;,, but on no other chancevariables, the space
D*;, ... 4, of all possible decisions on the next stage of experimentation,

if experimentation is to be continuedat all, consists of all elements d°
of D* which are subsets of the set I — {2, ---, zz}.

As anillustration, consider the following example: Suppose that the

elements of {X,;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---) are independent, those with odd subscripts are normally distributed with mean 6, and variance 1, and
those with even subscripts are normally distributed with mean 65
and variance 9.

The values of the parameters 6, and 9, are assumed

to be unknown. Let the decision space D* consist of the two elements
d,’ and d,’, where d,’ denotes the decision to accept the hypothesis H
that 6, < 62, and d,’ the decision to reject the hypothesis H. Since
the X’s with odd subscripts, as well as those with even subscripts, are

identically distributed, the question as to how experimentation should
be carried out reduces to this: How many X’s with odd subscripts,
and how many with even subscripts, should be observed in thefirst
stage of the experiment? After thefirst stage has been completed, the
question is again how many X’s with odd, and how many with even,

6
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subscripts should be observed in the second stage of the experiment,

and so on. Since the standard deviation of an X with even indexis 3

and that of an X with oddindexis 1, it is intuitively clear that it will

be advantageous to observe more X’s with even subscript than X’s
with odd subscript, provided that the cost of observing the value of
X; is independentof7.
1.1.4

Decision Functions

Weare now in a position to define the notion of a decision function.

First we shall give the definition of a special type of decision func-

tion, the so-called non-randomized decision function. Let D be the
set-theoretical sum of D’ and D*; i.e., D consists of all elements d* of D*
and all elements d° of D*®. Furthermore, for any subset {7,, ---, ¢,}
of the set I of all positive integers, let D;, ...;, be the set-theoretical
sum of D‘’ and D*,,...,;,. A function d(z; s1, ---, s,) is said to be a
non-randomized decision function if: (1) it is a single-valued function

defined for all positive integral values k, for any sample point x, and

for any finite disjoint sets s1, ---, s, of positive integers; (2) the value

of d(x; 81, ---, 8%) is independent of the coordinates x; of x for which

the integer 7 is not contained in any of the sets s,, ---, s%; (3) it is a

constant when k = 0 [we shall denote this constant by d(0)]; (4) for
k = 1, the value of the function d(z; s1, ---, s,) may be any element
of D;,...;,. where the set {2, ---, 2,} is the set-theoretical sum of

Si, -°°, Se; (5) for k = 0, the value of d(x; 51, ---, sz), i.e., the value
d(0), may be any element of D.
Such a decision function can be used to determine uniquely a rule

for carrying out the experimentation and for selecting a terminal

decision d’. This can be doneasfollows: If d(0) is an element d‘ of D*,
no experimentation is made and the terminal decision d(0) is chosen.
If d(0) is an element d° = s; = (1%, ---,72,) of D°, then observations are

made on the chance variables X;,, ---, X; and the value of d(x, s;) is
computed. If d(x; s,) is an element d’ of D‘, experimentation is stopped
and the terminal decision d(z; s,) is made. If d(z; s,) is an element

d° = so = (ji, -**, ju), then observations are made on X,,, ---, X,;, and
the value of d(x; 81, so) is computed. If d(x; 81, se) is an element d’
of D‘, experimentation is stopped with the terminaldecision d(z; s1, 82).
If d(x; s,, s2) is an element of D°, observations are made on thecorre-

sponding set of chance variables, and so on.

Let Cp be a certain Borel field ? of subsets of the space D which

2 A class C of subsets of a space A is said to be a Borelfield if (i) the emptyset
belongs to C; (ii) if a subset a of A belongs to C, then the complement of @ also
belongs to C;(iii) the sum of a sequence {a;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) of subsets of A
belongs to C if a; belongs to C for each 7.
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contains all denumerable subsets of D as elements. By a probability
measure 6 on the space D weshall mean a probability measure defined
for all elements of the Borel field Cp. Let A be the spaceof all prob-

ability measures 6. For any subset {7,, ---, 7} of I, let A,, ...;, be the

class of all probability measures 6 for which 6(D,, ...;,) = 1.
A function 6(x; 8}, ---, 8%) whose values are elements of A is said to
be a randomized decision function if: (1) it is a single-valued function

defined for any positive integer k, for any finite disjoint sets s1, ---, s;

of positive integers, and for any sample point z; (2) it is a constant
5(0) when k = 0; (8) 6(x; s1, ---, 8,) is an elementof A,,...; if r 2 1,

and 6(0) is an element of A where {7;, ---, z,} is the set-theoretical sum
of s;, ---, 8%; (4) the value of 5(x; s,, ---, s,) is independent of the
coordinates x; of x for which the integer 7 is not contained in any of

the sets s1, ---, Sx.
Clearly, a randomized decision function is equivalent to a non-

randomized decision function if for any values k, s,, +--, s,, and x the

probability measure 6(x; 81, «--, s,%) assigns the probability 1 to a

single element of D. Thus a non-randomized decision function may
be regarded as a special case of a randomized decision function.? A
randomizeddecision function 5(x; s1, ---, s,) can also be used to determine uniquely a procedure for making the experimentation and
selecting a terminal decision. First an element d of D is selected with

the help of a chance mechanism constructed so that the probability
distribution of the selected element d is equal to 6(0). If the element d

so selected is a terminal decision d’, no experimentation is made and
the terminal decision d‘ is adopted. If the element d so selected is an
element d° = s; = (4, ---, 2,) of D%, then observations are made on
Xj, °*°*, &;, and the value of 6(x; s,) is computed. Then the probability distribution 5(x; s,) is used to select an element d of D. If the

element d so selected is contained in D‘, experimentation is stopped
with the corresponding terminal decision. If it is an element of D*,
observations are made on the corresponding set of chance variables,
and so on. The procedureis the same as in the non-randomized case,
except that at each stage, instead of choosing a particular element d,

the experimenter chooses a probability measure 6 on D and then the

elementd is selected with the help of a chance mechanism that produces
the desired probability distribution 6.
It would seem reasonable to assume that 5(z; si, ---, s%) = (x; 8’,
--+, §’,) if the set-theoretical sum of s,, ---, s, is equal to that of
s’1, --:, 8’, We shall, however, not make this restriction on 6 for
reasons that will be apparent in Chapter3.
3 We mayidentify “selection with probability 1’’ with “selection with certainty.”
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In what follows the term ‘decision function’”’ will be used for ran-

domized as well as for non-randomized decision functions, since the

latter are a special case of the former.

For any subset D* of D, we

shall denote the probability that deD* by 65(D* | 23 81, °°*, Sx) when
d(x; 81, --+, 8%) (k > 0) is the probability measure on D, and by
6(D* | 0) when 6(0) is the probability measure on D.

An important special case arises when the decision function
6(x3 81, ---, 8%) used is such that it is certain that experimentation is

carried out exactly in one stage. This will be the situation when
5(DE| 0) = 1 and 6(D' | 2; 8) = 1 for any z and s;. We can charac-

terize this case also by saying that we decide in advance (before
experimentation starts) which chance variables in the sequence {X,}
should be observed during the total course of experimentation. This
is the classical non-sequential case. A decision function 6(x; 81, ---, Sx)

will be said to be sequential if it is such that, if adopted by the experi-

menter, the probability is positive that the experiment will be carried
out in more than one stage.
1.1.5

Losses Due to Possible Wrong Terminal Decisions and
Cost of Experimentation

The experimenter is confronted with the problem of choosing a

particular decision function 6(z; s1, ---, s,) for carrying out the experimentation and making a terminal decision. But, to be able to judge
the relative merit of any given decision function, it is necessary that
something be stated about (1) the relative degree of preference given
to the various elements d’ of D* when the true distribution F of X is
known, and (2) the cost of experimentation.
The degree of preference given to the various elements d’ of D*
when is known can be expressed by a non-negative function W(F, da’),
called weight function, which is defined for all elements F of 2 and
all elements d‘ of D‘'. For any pair (F, d’), the value of W(F, d’) expresses the loss suffered by making the terminal decision d* when F
is the true distribution of X. We shall say that d’ is a correct terminal

decision when is true, if W(F, d’) is zero. If W(F, d‘) > 0, we shall
say that d‘ is a wrong terminal decision when F is true.

A terminal

decision d,‘ is said to be preferable to another terminal decision d,’
when F is true, if W(F, d;*) < W(F,de").
The weight function W(F, d’*) is to be regarded as a datum of the
problem. In some problems, however, it may be difficult to set up a

numerical weight function W(F, d‘), especially when d’ means the
acceptance or rejection of a certain scientific hypothesis.

Even in

those cases where thereis no difficulty in principle in assigning a numer-
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ical value to W(F, d‘) for any F and d‘, the resulting weight function
may be rather complicated and it would be desirable to replace it by
some simplified function. We shall say that a weight function W(F, da’)
is simple if it can take only the values 0 and 1. In manystatistical
problems it will be sufficient for practical purposes to consider only
simple weight functions. In problems where there is difficulty in
assigning definite numerical values to losses due to terminal decisions,
there will generally be no such difficulty in constructing a simple

weight function, since the latter merely requires that for any given F

the elements d‘ of D* be classified in two categories only, wrong and
correct decisions. If a numerical weight function W(F, d’) can be
constructed, but we wish to replace it by a simple weight function
W*(F, a’) for reasons of simplicity, we may proceed as follows: For
any F let c(F) be some properly chosen positive value.

We then put

W*(F, d‘) =0 when W(F, d') <c(F), and W*(F, d*) = 1 when
W(F, d‘) = c(F).
As an illustration, consider the example discussed in Section 1.1.2.
In that example the space D* consists of two elements d;’ and dz’,
where d,° denotes the decision to accept the lot and d,’ the decision
to reject the lot. Since the proportion p of defectives in the lot is the
only parameter on which F depends, we may replace F by p in the
weight function W(F, d‘). Consider the following weight function:

W(p, di") = 0

for p S Do,

W(p, de") = ce(po— p) forpSpo,

=¢(p — po) for p > po
=0

for p > Po

It will generally be possible to choose the constants po, ci, and cz so

that the resulting weight function will express the preference scale
sufficiently well for practical purposes. If we want to replace the

above weight function by a simple weight function W*(p, d‘), we
choose two values p, and po(p1 < po < po) and put
W*(p, d\*) = 0

when 7p &S pao,

=1

whenp> po

W*(p, do") = 1

whenp S pn,

= 0 whenp> 7p

Such a simple weight function, if p, and pe are chosen properly,
will frequently be satisfactory for practical purposes.
The cost of experimentation may depend on the chance variables
selected for observation, on the actual observed values obtained, and
also on the stages in which the experiment has been carried out. Thus
we shall denote the cost by c(x; s1, ---, s,) when (1) the experiment
was carried out in k stages; (2) the ith stage consisted of the observa-

tions on the chance variables X; for all j that are elements of s,; (3) x is
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the observed sample point. Of course, the cost c(x; s1, ---, s,) does

not depend on the coordinates x; of x for which 7 is not contained in
any of the sets sy, ---, S%.
A special case of interest is that where the cost of experimentation

depends only on the number of observations made and is proportional
to it. A cost function of this sort will be called a simple cost function.
In many problemsit will be possible to approximate the cost function
by a simple one.
1.1.6

Statement of the Decision Problem

Weare nowin a position to give a formulation of the general decision

problem. It may be stated asfollows:
Given (1) the stochastic process {X;}, (2) the class © of distributions
which is known to contain the true distribution F of X as an element,

(3) the space D* of possible terminal decisions, (4) the weight function
W(F, d*) defined for all elements F of © and all elements d’ of D‘,
and (5) the cost function c(z; s1, ---, s,) of experimentation, the

problem is to choose a decision function 6(2z; s1, ---, s,) to be adopted

for carrying out the experiment and for making a terminal decision.

The adoption of a particular decision function by the experimenter

may be termed “inductive behavior,” since it determines uniquely the

procedure for carrying out the experiment and for making a terminal
decision. Thus the above decision problem may becalled the problem

of inductive behavior.‘
In attempting to solve the above decision problem, the first essential

step is to set up some principles which will lead to a complete, or at
least a partial, ordering of all possible decision functions with respect

to their suitability for purposes of inductive behavior. This will be
done in Sections 1.2 and 1.3 by introducing the notions of uniformly
better decision functions and admissible decision functions.
1.2

Consequences of the Adoption of a Particular Decision Function

1.2.1

The Risk Function

First we shall introduce some notation that will prove to be con-

venient. Let s,, ---, s, be r disjoint subsets of the set I of all positive
integers, and let s denote the sequence {s,, ---, s,} of the sets s;, ---, S;.

For any sequence z = {2;} (« = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) of real numbers we
shall use 65(z; s) as an alternative notation for 6(x; s,, «++, s,-) and

4The term “inductive behavior’ was introduced by Neyman [88]. (The
number in brackets refers to an item in the Bibliography at the end of the book.)
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c(x; s) as an alternative notation for c(z; 81, --+, 8); 1.e., we put

(1.1)

5(z; 81, +++, Sr) = A(z; 8)

(1.2)

c(t; 81, +++, 8) = c(z; 8)

In accordance with the notation in (1.1), for any subset D* of D,
weshall use the symbols 6(D* | z; s;, ---, s,) and 8(D* | x; Ss) synonymously to denote the probability that the decision d made will be
contained in D* when the decision function 6 is used, x is the observed
sample, and r stages of the experiment have beencarried out in accordance with s,, ---, s,, respectively.

Weshall occasionally use the same symbol, d’, to denote a given
element of D*, as well as to denote the set of positive integers by which
this element of D° is represented, provided that this can be done without any danger of confusion.
If the decision function 6(y; s) is adopted and if x = {z,} is the
observed sample point, i.e., x; is the observed value of X;, then the
probability that the experiment will be carried out in k stages, the
first stage in accordance with d,°, the second in accordance with
dj°, «++, the kth stage in accordance with d;°, and that the terminal

decision will be an element of the subset D’ of D‘ is given by
(1.3) p(dy°, do’, «++, dy’, D*| x, 8) = 8(d,* | 0)5(d_° | 2; dy’)

5(d3° | Lv; d,°, dz°) on 5(d;,° | oo dy°, a) d°,_4)8(D! | Lt; dy°, a) d;,’)

For k = 0, the right-hand memberof (1.3) reduces to 6(D*| 0).
The probability of the same event when merely the adopted decision
function 5(y; s) but not the observed sample point z is given, and when
F is the true distribution, is equal to ®
(1.4)
°

q(d1°, me fy d,°, Di | F, 5) = f pay’, me, dy”, Dt | w, 5) dF (x)
M

where M denotes the whole sample space; i.e., M is the totality of all
sequences x. Thus the probability that the terminal decision will be

an element of D* when 6 is used and is true is given by

(1.5)

PWDW|F,3)=>>

Dd

k=0 d1°,---, dx°

adi’, --:, dk’, D'| F, 8)

5 The integral in (1.4) has a meaningonlyif p(dy’, -- -, dx°, D* | z, 8) is a measurable

function of z. The precise measurability conditions which will insure the existence
of this integral, as well as that of the integralswhich will appear in subsequent
formulas of this chapter, will be stated in Chapter oun ee
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Hence the expected value of the loss W(F, d’) when 6 is used and is
true is equal to

(1.6)

r4(F, 8) = fWEF,dt) dP(D'| F, 8)

The expected value of the cost of experimentation when F is true

and the decision function 6(y; s) is used is given by ®
eo

(1.7)

ro(F, 6) = D

k=1

»

dy1°,°° +, dK

f c(z; dy", de", -- "9 di”)
M

pd’, a) di’, D* | wt, 5) dF (zx)

The sum of the expected value of W(F, d*) and the expected cost of
experimentation is called the risk; i.e., the risk is given by
(1.8)

r(F, 6) = r1(F, 5) + ro(F, 6)

The risk r(F, 5) will be called simple risk if the underlying weight
and cost functions are simple.
It seems reasonable to judge the merit of any given decision function
do for purposes of inductive behavior entirely on the basis of the risk

function r(F, 59) associated with it. This already permits.a partial
ordering of the decision functions as to their suitability for purposes
of inductive behavior. Clearly, if the merit of any decision function
is judged entirely on the basis of its risk function, the decision function

5; will be preferred to the decision function 42 if the following inequalities hold:
(1.9)

for all F in Q, and

(1.10)

r(F, 51) < r(F, 52)

r(F, 8) < r(F, 89)

for at least one element F of Q.

If the above inequalities hold, we shall also say that 6; is uniformly

better than do.

As an illustration, we shall discuss briefly the following simple
example. Let X,, Xo, ---, ad inf., be independently and normally
distributed chance variables with variance 1 and common mean @, the
value of which is unknown. Suppose that the space D’ of terminal
decisions contains only two elements d,’ and d,’, where d,’ is the decision to accept the hypothesis H that 6 < 0, and d,’ is the decision to
6 Formula (1.7) is valid if the probability is 1 that the experiment will be carried
out in a finite numberof stages. Otherwise, ro(F, 5) = ©, since it will be assumed
in Chapter 3 that the cost of making infinitely many observations is «. The cost
of taking no observations is assumed to bezero.
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reject the hypothesis H. In this case, Q is a one-parameter family of
distributions, since each element F of Q is determined by a particular

value of 6. We shall assume that the cost of experimentation is proportional to the number of observations made and that the weight
W(6, d*) is given as follows: W(6, d,*) = 0 when 6 S p and = 1 when
6 > p; W(6, do") = 1 when 6 < —p and = 0 when 0 = —»p, where p is
a given positive value. Thus we have a simple weight function and a
simple cost function. Consider now the particular decision functions

6; and 6. defined as follows: 6,(0) assigns the probability 1 to the

element d° = (1, 2, ---, 9), and 5;[z1, ---, 29; (1, 2, ---, 9)] assigns the
probability 1 to d,‘ or dy’ according to whether # = (zx; +---+29)/9
<0or >0. The probability measure 52(0) assigns the probability 1
to d® = (1, 2, ---, 9), and 5a[x, ---, x9; (1, 2, ---, 9)] assigns the probability 1 to d,‘ or d,’ according to whether the median £ of (x1, -+ +, 29)
is $0 or >0.

Thus, if 6, is adopted, the experimenter makes one

observation zx; on X; for 1 = 1, 2, ---, 9, and accepts H if

rejects H if >0.

£0 or

If 52 is adopted, again one observation x; is made

on X; for each 1 S 9, and then H is accepted if £ S 0 and isrejected

if £ > 0. We shall now compute the risk functions associated with
6; and 59. Let G(y) be the Gaussian distribution function; i.e.,

(1.11)

Ly
Gy) = Vand e—?/2 dt

Clearly the probability that the terminal decision d,° will be made

when @ is true and 6, is used is given by

(1.12)

P(d,' | 6, 6:) = G(—36)

and the probability of the same event when @ is true and 5p is used is
given by
9
9
.
,

(1.13)

Du ( ) [G(—A)[1 — @(-0)>
P(i'| 6, 85) = j=5
\J

The risk associated with 6; (¢ = 1, 2) is equal to

(1.14)

r(0, 6;) = 9c + P(do'| 6, 6;) when @ < —p
= 9%

when —p S090 p

= 9c + P(d,' | 6, 6;)

when @> p

where c is the cost of a single observation and P(d,’ | 6, 4;)

= 1— P(d;*| 6, 5;). Clearly r(6, 5:) = r(0, 82) when |6@| Sp.

One
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can verify that r(@, 6,) < r(6, 62) when | 6 | > p. Thus 6; is uniformly

better. The decision functions 5, and 5, are of the classical type, since
according to both decision functions experimentation is carried out
in one stage. Since the cost function assumedin this example does not
depend on the number of stages in which the experiment is carried
out, a reduction of the risk is possible if one uses decision functions

for which the probability is positive that the experimentwill be carried
out in more than one stage. Consider, for example, the decision function 53 defined as follows: 63(0) assigns the probability 1 to d*® = (1, 2,
3, 4).

43[%1, re, v3, 24; (1, 2, 3, 4)] assigns the probability 1 to

d° = (5, 6, 7, 8, 9) if —a < (a +---+24)/4 <a, the probability

1 to d,’ if (a, +---+ 24)/4 S$ —a, and the probability 1 to

da if (x, +---+ 24)/4 2 a, where a is a given positive number.
Furthermore we put 63[21, ---, 29; (1, 2, 3, 4), (5, 6, 7, 8, 9)] = 6;[z1,

-++, ag; (1, ---, 9)]. Clearly the expected cost of experimentation
associated with 63 will be smaller than that associated with 6,, the

reduction being considerable when |@| 2 a. On the other hand,if a
is sufficiently large, the expected value of the loss W(6, d’) when 63
is used will for all practical purposes coincide with that corresponding
to 6,.

1.2.2

The Performance Characteristic

The probability P(D‘*| F, 5) that the terminal decision will be an
element of a given subset D’ of D' when F is true and the decision
function 5 is adopted becomes a function of the two variables D‘ and

F if 6 is specified. For any particular 6, say 59, we shall call the func-

tion P(D!* | F, 59) the performance characteristic of 59 regarding

terminal decisions.

Let g(dy°, «++, dx? | F, 5) be equal to q(d1°, ---, dx°, D’ | F, 6), where
q(d,°, -+-, dx’, D'| F, 6) is the function defined in (1.4). Thus
q(dy°, +++, dy’ | F, 5) is the probability, when F is true and is used,

that the experiment will be carried out in k stages, the first stage in
accordance with d,°, ---, the kth stage in accordance with d;’. For
any given 6, say 59, the function g(d1°, ---, dx’ | F, 59) will depend only

on k, d;°, ---, d,°, and F. This function will be called the performance
characteristic of 59 regarding experimentation.

The performance characteristic regarding terminal decisions determines uniquely the expected value of W(F, d‘) for any given weight

function W(F, d‘) [see formula (1.6)]. The performance characteristic

regarding experimentation determines uniquely the expected cost of
experimentation for any given cost function, provided that the cost
of experimentation c(z; d,°, ---, dx’) does not depend on 7; ie.,
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c(x; dy°, --+, dy’) = c(d,’, ---, dx’), which will be the case in most

problemsarising in applications.
1.3

Admissible Decision Functions and Complete Classes of Decision
Functions

A decision function 6 will be said to be admissible if there exists no
other decision function 6* which is uniformly better than 4,i.e., if
there exists no decision function 6* satisfying the following two conditions:
(1.15)

r(F, 6*) < r(F, 6)

for all F in Q, and
(1.16)

r(F, 6*) < r(F, 4)

for at least one element F of Q.

A class C of decision functions 6 will be said to be complete if for
any 6 not in C we can find an element 6* in C such that 6* is uniformly
better than 6.
A complete class C will be said to be a minimal complete class if
no proper subclass of Cis complete. If a minimal completeclassexists,
it must be equal to the class Co of all admissible decision functions.
This can be seen as follows: Let C; be a minimal complete class.

Clearly Co must be a subset of C,;.

Suppose that there exists an

element 5’ of C; that is not an element of Co. Then there exists a
decision function 6’ which is uniformly better than 6’. Since C, is a
minimal complete class, 6’’ cannot be an element of C,;. But then
there exists an element 6’” in C; that is uniformly better than 6”

and, therefore, also uniformly better than 65’, which is not possible
since C’; is a minimal complete class. Thus Cy = Cp.

If the class Cy of all admissible decision functions is complete, it is
evidently a minimal complete class. Since no minimal complete class
exists that is different from Co, a necessary and sufficient condition for
the existence of a minimal complete class is that Co be complete.
As will be seen in Chapter 3, the class Co will be complete under
very general conditions. Exceptional cases may arise, for example,
when the space D* is not complete in the following sense: there exists a

sequence {d;*} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) such that lim W(F,d;’) = W(F)

but no element d’ exists such that W(F, da‘) = W(F).
The notions of admissibility and complete classes are of basic importance in the theory of decision functions. They will be studied in
Chapter 3.
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1.4 Bayes and Minimax Solutions of the Decision Problem
1.4.1

Decision Functions which Minimize Some Average Risk
(Bayes Solutions)

Let Cg be a Borelfield of subsets of 2 which contains all denumerable

subsets of 2 as elements. By a probability measure ~ on © weshall
mean a probability measure defined for all elements of Cp. The question of how to choose Cg will be discussed in Chapter 3. A probability
measure £ in Q will also be called an a priori distribution in Q.
If an a priori distribution é in Q exists and is known to the experi-

menter, a decision function for which the average risk (averaged with
the a priori distribution £), i.e., the expression

(1.17)

fr(F, 8) dt = r*(&,8)
Q

takes its minimum value may be regarded as an optimum solution.

A decision function 59 which minimizes r*(é, 6), i.e., for which

(1.18)

r*(E, 80) S r*€E, 8)

for all 6 is called a Bayessolution relative to the a priori distribution &.
Let & be the particular a priori distribution which assigns the

probability one to the element F of ©. Then obviously we have

(1.19)

r(F, 6) = r*(ép,6)

Thus we can interpret the value of r(F, 5) as the value of r*(ép, 5). In

what follows we shall write r(é, 5) for r*(é, 5), and r(F, 6) will be used
synonymously with r(ér, 5). This can be done without any danger of
confusion.
In manystatistical problems the existence of an a priori distribution
cannot be postulated, and, in those cases where the existence of an
a priori distribution can be assumed, it is usually unknown to the
experimenter and therefore the Bayes solution cannot be determined.

The main reason for discussing Bayes solutionshere is that they enter
into some of the basic results in Chapter 3. It will be shown there

that under certain rather weak conditionsthe class of all Bayes solu-

tions corresponding to all possible a priori distributions is a complete

class.
Let {&;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) be a sequenceof a priori distributions
and 69 a decision function. Weshall say that 59 is a Bayes solution
relative to the sequence {£;} if

(1.20)

lim [Infs r(é:, 6) — r(é:, 59)] = 0

t= 0
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where the symbol Inf; means infimum with respect to 6.
Weshall say that a decision function 6 is a Bayes solution in the

strict sense if there exists an a priori distribution ~ such that 6 is a

Bayessolution relative to &. A decision function 6 will be said to be

a Bayes solution in the wide sense if there exists a sequence {é;} of a

priori distributions such that 6 is a Bayes solution relative to the
sequence {&;,}.
One of the main results im Chapter 3 is that under very general
conditions the class of all Bayes solutions in the wide sense is a com-

plete class. It is also shown there that, under somefurtherrestrictions,
the class of all Bayes solutions in the strict sense is already a complete
class.

Consider the following simple example: © consists of two elements

F, and F2, where F; = [J P,(z;) (¢ = 1, 2), and P,(u) is a given onej=1
dimensional distribution admitting a density function p,(u). The
decision space D‘consists of two elements d,;’ and d,', where d,’ denotes
the decision to accept the hypothesis that the true distribution F is
equal to F; (« = 1, 2). Let g; be the a priori probability that F; is
true (« = 1, 2). Assume that experimentation is to be carried out in
one stage and consists of m observations; i.e., the values of Xj, ---, Xm
are observed. Let the loss due to making a wrong terminal decision
(accepting a hypothesis that is not true) be 1. Then a Bayes solution
will be a decision function given asfollows: After the sample x), +++, %m
has been drawn, the a posteriori probability of the hypothesis H; that
F is equal to F; is given by
Jim

_

gipi(t1) +++ Dim)

91p1(%1) +++ P1(em) + Gepe(t1) +++ Po(em)

(4 = 1, 2)

If Jim > Jom, accept Hy; if gim < gam, accept Ho; if gim = gam, any
chance mechanisms may be used to decide between H, and Hz.

The

inequalities gom = Jim are equivalent to pom/DPim = 91/92, where
Dim = D:(21) *** Diltm). Thus the decision rule may be formulated
as follows: If pom/Dim > 91/92, accept H2; if Pom/Pim < 91/92, accept
Hy; if Ppom/Pim = 91/92, any chance mechanisms maybe used to decide
between H; and Ho.

Let 6, denote the above Bayes solution when

gi/g2 = c. It follows from the results in Chapter 3 that the class of
all Bayes solutions 6, corresponding to all non-negative values of c
is a complete class, provided that experimentation is restricted to a
one-stage experiment with m observations.’

7 For a more detailed discussion, see Section 5.1.1.
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1.4.2

Decision Functions which Minimize the Maximum Risk
(Minimax Solutions)

A decision function 5p is said to be a minimaxsolution of the decision

problem if it minimizes the maximum of r(F, 5) with respect to F,
Le., if

(1.21)

Supr r(F, 59) S Supe r(F, 6)

for all 5, where the symbol Supp stands for supremum with respect to F.
In the general theory of decision functions, as developed in Chapter

3, much attention is given to the theory of minimax solutions for two

reasons: (1) a minimax solution seems, in general, to be a reasonable
solution of the decision problem when an a priori distribution in Q

does not exist or is unknown to the experimenter; (2) the theory of
minimax solutions plays an importantrole in deriving thebasic results
concerning complete classes of decision functions.

There is an intimate connection between minimax solutions and
Bayes solutions. It will be seen in Chapter 3 that under general
conditions a minimax solution is also a Bayes solution. More precisely, a minimax solution is, under some weak restrictions, a Bayes

solution relative to a least favorable a priori distribution. An priori
distribution & will be said to be least favorableif

Infs r(éo, 6) 2 Infs r(é, 6)
for all é.

In a number of cases a minimax solution can easily be obtained by

finding an a priori probability measure — and a Bayessolution 6;
relative to & such that Supp r(F, 5:) = r(&, 5:). Obviously 6 is a

minimax solution and é is a least favorable a priori distribution.
1.5

Relation to Earlier Theories

1.5.1 Testing a Hypothesis Viewed as a Special Case of the
General Decision Problem

By a hypothesis we mean a statement that the unknown distribution
F of X is an element of a given subset w of 2. For any non-empty
subset w of 2, we shall use the symbol H,, to denote the hypothesis
that Few. The problem of testing a hypothesis H is a special case of
the general decision problem. In the case of testing a hypothesis H,

the space D’ of terminal decisions consists of two elements d,’ and d.’,

where d;’ denotes the decision to accept H and d,° the decision to

reject H.
|
The theories of testing hypotheses, as developed during the last
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thirty years by Fisher, Neyman and Pearson, and their schools, deal

almost exclusively with the case where experimentation is carried out

in a single stage; i.e., it is determined in advance (before experimentation starts) how many and what kind of observations should be made

during the whole course of experimentation. In other words, the choice

of the experimenteris restricted to decision functions 6 which satisfy

the following condition: 6(D°|0) = 1 and 6(D*| y; s;) = 1 for any

sequence y of real values and for any subset s, of the set of all positive

integers.
It should also be remarked that the problem of design of experiments

as treated by Fisher [18] and his school is contained as a special case
in our formulation of the decision problem.

If experimentation is

carried out in a single stage, the problem of design reduces to deciding
(in advance of the experimentation) how many and what kind of
observations should be made during the whole course of experimentation. In other words, the problem of design reduces to the question
of how to choose the value 6(0) of the decision function 6 to be adopted.
As an illustration, consider the followimg example: Suppose that we
are interested in investigating the yields of m agricultural varieties

11, °**, Um Suppose also that for the purpose of experimentation a
piece of land consisting of m? plots {p,;} (2,7 = 1, ---, m) is available

and that one variety can be planted in each plot p,;. The problem of

design that arises here is the problem of how to assign the varieties
to the different plots. Let the chance variable X;;, stand for the
yield that would be produced on the plot p,; if the variety 1; were

assigned to it. Thus there are altogether m® possible chance variables
Xijx (t, j, & = 1, +++, m). Since we can observe only m? of them (one
variety is to be assigned to each plot), the problem of design here is
simply the problem of which subset of m? chance variables of the set

{Xin} (, 7, & = 1, ---, m) of m® chance variables we should select

for observation. But this is precisely the problem of choosing the value

5(0) of the decision function 6 to be adopted. A subset S of m? chance

variables of the given set {X;;,} of m® chance variables is said to be a
Latin square ° if for any prescribed values of two of the three indices
1, j, & there is precisely one element X;;, in S having the prescribed

values for these two indices. The solution of the design problem
suggested by Fisher is to select a Latin square at random from the
class of all possible Latin squares. Each Latin squareis a particular
element d° of the space D®. Let N be the total number of possible
Latin squares. Then Fisher’s solution of the design problem can be
expressed in our notation and terminology as follows: We choose 6(0)
8 See, for example, Fisher [18].
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to be the probability distribution in D* for which 5(d’ | 0) = 1/N if d°

is a Latin square and 6(d° | 0) = 0 if d° is not a Latin square.

It may be of interest to point out the relation between someof the
notions in the present general decision theory (when applied to testing
a hypothesis) and the corresponding notions in the Neyman-Pearson
theory.? For this purpose weshall restrict ourselves to non-randomized
decision functions according to which experimentation is carried out
in a single stage by observing the valuesof the first N chance variables

of the sequence {X;}, since this is the only case treated in the NeymanPearson theory. In this case 6(0) assigns the probability 1 to the
element d° = (1, 2, ---, N), and it is sufficient to define the value of
5(x; s) when s is equal to the set (1, 2, ---, N). Thus, since 6 is a
non-randomized decision function and since D* consists of the two
elements d,’ and d,*, the decision function 6 can be expressed by a

function d(2x1, --+, 2), whichis definedfor all real numbers 21, ---, ty

and can take only the values d,‘ and d,’ for each point (71, ---, zy). If

21, °*+, xn are the observed values of X,, ---, Xw, respectively, then
we accept the hypothesis H under test when d(x, ---, xv) = d,’ and
reject H when d(x, ---, tv) = do’. In the Neyman-Pearson theory
the set of all sample points x = (21, ---, zw) for which we decide to
reject H is called the critical region. Thus the choice of a critical
region in the Neyman-Pearson theory is equivalent to the choice of a

decision function in our terminology. Let the hypothesis H under
test be the hypothesis that Few. In the Neyman-Pearson theory, the
probability that H will be rejected when some F, not an elementof w,
is true is called the powerof the critical region with respect to F. Thus

the power function is a function of F defined for all F not in w. The

probability of rejecting H when some F is true that is an element of w
is called the size of the critical region with respect to F. Thusthesize

function is a function of F defined for all F in w. The notionsof size
and powerare special cases of the notion of risk in the general decision
theory. In fact, let W(F, d’) be defined as follows: W(F, d,*) = 0
when Few and = 1 when Faw; W(F,do*).= 1 when Few and = 0 when
Fa. Thus W(F, d’) is a simple weight function. We can disregard the
cost of experimentation here, since we restricted the choice of the

experimenterto decision functions for which the expected cost of experi-

mentation is the same constant. Then the simple risk corresponding
to the above simple weight function is equal to thesize of the critical

region when Few, and to (1 — power) when F¢w.
In the Neyman-Pearson theory the choice of the critical region is
subject to certain conditions imposed on the size function, such as
9 See, for example, [35] and [37].
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that the size function be equal to a prescribed constant a, or that the
size function be bounded from above by a prescribed constant a. The
imposition of such bounding conditions on somepart of the risk function may be desirable when the errors due to possible wrong terminal
decisions fall into classes which are of completely different kinds(e.g.,
one type of error may result in loss of life, the others in economic
losses). The general decision theory, as developed in Chapter 3,
remains applicable also when the choice of the decision function is
subject to certain bounding conditions imposed on the probabilities
of some types of errors. This is due to the fact that the class D of
decision functions 6 to which the choice of the experimenteris re-

stricted, is not assumed to be theclass of all decision functions. The
class D is permitted to be any class satisfying a certain set of conditions. This set of conditions remains generally satisfied if bounding
conditions of the above-mentioned type are imposed on the risk
function.

In recent years a sequential method for testing a hypothesis H has

been developed.”

In this theory the restriction that the experiment

is to be carried out in a single stage is removed. It is assumed, however,
in that theory that (1) each stage of the experiment consists of a single
observation, and (2) the chance variable X; is observed in the 7th stage.
There is no loss of generality in the first restriction if we assume that
the cost of experimentation depends on the total number of observa-

tions but not on the number of stages in which the experiment is

carried out. The secondrestriction is more serious, since it does not
leave freedom of choice for the selection of the chance variable to be
observed at any stage of the experiment. In the special case when the
chance variables X;, Xo, ---, ad inf., are independently and identically
distributed, there is no loss of generality in the second restriction either.
1.5.2

Point and Interval Estimation Viewed as Special Cases of the
General Decision Problem

The problem of point estimation is the problem of deciding, on the

basis of the results of the experiment, which element F of 2 should be

adopted as our estimate of the true (but unknown) distribution of X.
For any element F of © let dr’ denote the terminal decision to adopt F

as our (point) estimate of the true distribution. Thus a point estimation problem is a special case of the general decision problem charac-

terized by the fact that D* consists of the elements dr’ corresponding
to all F in ©.

. The theory of point estimation as developed by Fisher and others
10 See, for example, [65].
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during the last thirty years " deals almost exclusively with the case

where experimentation is carried out in a single stage by observing

the values of the first N chance variables in the sequence {X;}. It
may be of interest to point out the connection between some of the
notions of the present general decision theory and the corresponding
notions in the point estimation theory of Fisher and his school. For
this purpose we shall restrict ourselves to non-randomized decision
functions 6 according to which experimentationis carried out in a single
stage by observing the values of X,, ---, Xv. In this case the nonrandomized decision function 6 can be expressed by a function d(2j,
--, an) defined for all real values 21, ---, zy. For any sample
(21, *++, ty) the value of d(2x1, ---, zy) is an element d’ of D’, and the
experimenter makes the terminal decision d(x, -+-, xy) when zx; is
the observed value of X; (¢ = 1, ---, N). We shall also assume that

Q is a finite-parameter family of distribution functions F; i.e., each
element F can be represented by particular values of a finite number

of parameters, 6,, ---, 6, (say). For the purpose of our discussion it

will be sufficient to consider the case where there is only a single un-

known parameter 6. We shall use the symbol W(6, 6*) to denote
W(F, dr’), where @ is the parameter value corresponding to F and 6*
is the parameter value corresponding to F*. Thus W(6, 6*) is the loss
suffered when6 is true and 6* is adopted as a point estimate of 6. The
decision function d(x,, ---, xy) can be represented by a real-valued
function 6*(x1, ---, zy) such that the value 6*(z,, ---, xy) is adopted
as our point estimate of 6 when 21, :--, zw are the observed values of
X31, -*+, Xn, respectively. In the theory of point estimation the
function 6*(a,, --+, xy) is also called an “estimator.’’ Since the cost

of experimentation is independent of the choice of the estimator

6*(x1, ---, tn), we shall disregard it in computing therisk associated

with the estimator 6*(21, --+,2y). Then therisk is simply the expected

value of W[6, 6*(21, ---:, zw)] when 6 is true. Suppose that
W(6, 6*) = (6* — 6)”. Then the risk is simply the second momentof
the estimator referred to the true parameter value 6. If 6*(x1, ---, xy)

is an unbiased estimator,i.e., if the expected value of 6*(X,, ---, Xw) is
equal to the true parameter value 6, then the risk becomes equal to

the variance of the estimator. A great deal of the literature on point

estimation is devoted to the study of unbiased estimators with minimum variance, which are called efficient estimators. This theory
can be regarded as a special case of the general decision theory when

W(6, 6*) is given by (6* — 6)”. Minimum variance is not the only

possible criterion for a ‘‘best’’ estimator. ‘Various other definitions of
11 See, for example, [15] and [16].
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“best”? estimators have been considered in the literature. Most of
these theories can be represented as special cases of the general decision

theory corresponding to some particular choices of the weight function

W(6, 6*). For example, Pitman [41] considered the problem of finding

an estimator

6*(1%,;,

---,

zw)

for which the probability that

| O*(21, +++, tv) — 6 | < c is maximized, where is a positive value.”
This becomes equivalent to the problem of minimizing the risk if
W (6, 6*) is defined as follows: W(6, 6*) = 0 when | 6 — 6*| <c, and
= 1 when | 6 — 6*| ><.

The problem of interval estimation is again a special case of the

general decision problem. For the purpose of the present discussion
it will be sufficient to consider the case when © is a one-parameter

family of distribution functions. Let 6 be the unknown parameter.
The problem of interval estimation may be formulated as follows:
Let C be a given class of intervals. For example, C may be theclass
of all intervals, or the class of intervals of a given length, or the class

of intervals whose length does not exceed a given value, and so on.
The problem is to decide on the basis of the results of the experiment
which element of C should be adopted as an interval estimate of 0.

For any element I of C let dy* denote the terminal decision to adopt I
as an interval estimate of 6. Thus an interval estimation problem is a
special case of the general decision problem where D* consists of the
elements d;’ corresponding to all elements J of a given class C' of
intervals.
In the theory of interval estimation as developed by Neyman ** the

only case considered is that where experimentation is carried out in a
single stage by observing the first N chance variables of the sequence
{X;}. In this case any non-randomized decision function 6 can be
expressed by an interval function I[(2,, ---, xy) which associates an

element J of C with each sample (27, ---, xy). The rule is then to

take the terminal decision d'zy,, .... 27) When 21, ---, zw are the

observed values.

The weight function can now be represented as a

function W(6, I) of the true parameter value 6 and the interval I
adopted as an interval estimate of 6. We shall disregard the cost of

experimentation, since it is independent of the choice of the decision
rule when experimentation is carried out in one stage by observing

the values of X,, ---, Xy.

Then the risk associated with a given

interval estimator I(21, ---, zn) is simply the expected value of
W[6, [(Xy, «++, Xy)}. A simple choice of W(6, J) is to put W(6, J) = 1
12 Pitman [41, page 401] calls an estimator 6* “‘best’’ if the probability that

| «* — | < cis maximized forall positive valuesc.
13 See, for example, [38].
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when 6¢Z, and = 0 when 6ef. Then therisk associated with a given
interval estimator I[(x1, ---, xy) is equal to the probability that
I(X1, +++, Xw) will not cover the true parameter value. Neyman
calls an interval function I(21, ---, zy) a confidence interval if the

probability that [(X1, ---, Xyw) will cover the true parameter value

is equal to a fixed value y, no matter what the true value of the pa-

rameter is.

This fixed value y is called the confidence coefficient

associated with the confidence interval I(7, ---, xy). If the weight
function W(@, I) is defined as above,andif I(21, ---, xy) is a confidence
interval with confidence coefficient y, the risk associated with I(x,
-++, zy) is equal to 1 — y.
1.6

Interpretation of the Decision Problem as a Zero Sum
Two-Person Game

1.6.1

Definition of the Normalized Form of a Zero Sum
Two-Person Game

The theory of games was developed by von Neumann[55]. It will
be shown in Section 1.6.3 that the decision problem may be viewed
as a zero sum two-person game and, therefore, the theory of such

games can be applied to the statistical decision problem. A precise
definition of a game was given by von Neumann. Weshall not give

it here, since for purposesof statistical applications it will be sufficient
to consider merely the so-called normalized form of the game. As

von Neumann has shown, any gamecan be brought into a normalized

form.
The normalized form of a zero sum two-person game is given by
von Neumann as follows: There are two players, and there is given a
bounded and real-valued function K(a, b) of two variables a and 8,
where a@ may be any point of a space A and b may be any pointof a
space B. Player 1 chooses a point a in A andplayer 2 chooses a point b

in B, each choice being made in complete ignorance of the other.
Player 1 then gets the amount K(a, b) and player 2 the amount
—K(a, 6). Clearly player 1 wishes to maximize K(a, b) and player 2
wishes to minimize K(a,b).
Any element a of A will be called a pure strategy of player 1, and
any element b a pure strategy of player 2. A mixed strategy of player
1 is defined as follows: Instead of choosing a particular element a of A,
player 1 chooses a probability measure é defined over a Borel field 2
of subsets of A, and the pointa is then selected by a chance mechanism

constructed so that for any element a of Y the probability that the

selected element a will be contained in a is equal to (a).

Similarly a

mixed strategy of player 2 is given by a probability measure 7 defined
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over a Borel field 8 of subsets of B, and the element b is selected by a
chance mechanism so that for any element 8 of S the probability that
the selected element b will be contained in 8 is equal to (8). The
expected value of the outcome K(a, b) is then given by

(1.22)

K*(E, n) =

il} KG, 6) dé dy

Wecan nowreinterpret the value of K(a, b) as the value of K*(&,, 73),
where £ and yp are probability measures which assign probability 1
to a and b, respectively. In what follows, we shall write K(é, 7) for
K*(&, »). Furthermore K(a, b) will be used synonymously with

K(&a, nv), K(a, ) synonymously with K(f, 7), and K(é, b) synony-

mously with K(é, 7,). This can be done without any danger of con-

fusion.

game.

1.6.2

The function K(é, 7) is called the outcome function of the
Minimax, Minimal, Maximal, and Admissible Strategies

A strategy

(1.23)

of player 1 will be said to be a minimaxstrategy if

Inf, K(f, 2) 2 Inf, K€, 7)

for all &. Similarly a strategy 79 of player 2 will be said to be a minimax strategy if
(1.24)

Sup; K (é, no) = Sup; K (é, n)

for all 7. Minimax strategies play a fundamental role in the theory
of two-person games, as we shall see in Chapter 2.
A strategy 70 of player 2 is said to be minimalrelative to a strategy &

of player 1 if

(1.25)

K(, 70) = Min, K€, 7)

Clearly, if no is a minimalstrategy relative to £, then 7 is an optimum

strategy for player 2 when player 1 uses the strategy £.
A strategy & of player 1 will be said to be maximal relative to a
strategy » of player 2 if

(1.26)

K(£o, n) = Max; K(E, 7)

If player 2 uses the strategy 7, then & is an optimum strategy for
player 1.
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A strategy no of player 2 will be said to be minimalrelative to the
sequence {£;} (¢ = 1, 2, -++) of strategies of player 1 if
(1.27)

lina [K(é, no) ~~ Inf, K(é&, n)| = 0

A maximalstrategy £) of player 1 relative to a sequence {7,;} of strategies of player 2 is defined similarly.
A strategy 7 will be said to be minimal in thestrict sense if there
exists a strategy & of player 1 such that 7 is minimalrelative to & A

strategy 7 will be said to be minimalin the widesense if there exists a
sequence {£;} such that 7 is minimal relative to {£;}. Maximal

strategies £ in the strict and wide sense are defined correspondingly.
A strategy 7, of player 2 is said to be uniformly better than the
strategy ne if

(1.28)

K(é, m) S K€, 22)

for all &, and if
(1.29)

Ke, m) < Ke, ne)

for at least one &

Similarly a strategy & of player 1 is said to be

uniformly better than the strategy £2 if

(1.30)

K(f, ») 2 Ks, »)

for all 7, and if

(1.31)

K(éi, 9) > K(ée, 2)

for at least one 7.
A strategy of player ¢ (¢ = 1, 2) is said to be admissible if there is

no uniformly better strategy for player7.

A class C of strategies of player 7 (¢ = 1, 2) will be said to be com-

plete if for any strategy not in C there exists a strategy in C that is
uniformly better.
1.6.3

The Decision Problem Viewed as a Zero Sum Two-Person
Game

In a decision problem the experimenter wishes to minimize therisk
r(F, 6). The risk, however, depends on twovariables F and 6, and the
experimenter can choose only the decision function 6 but not the true
distribution F. The true distribution F, we may say, is chosen by
Nature, and Nature’s choice is unknown to the experimenter. Thus
the situation that arises here is very similar to that of a two-person
game. As a matter of fact, the decision problem can be interpreted as
@ zero Sum two-person gamebysetting up the following correspondence.

THE DECISION PROBLEM AS A TWO-PERSON GAME
Two-PERsSoN GAME

DECISION PROBLEM

Player 1

Nature

Player 2
Pure strategy a of player 1
Space A of pure strategies of player 1
Pure strategy 6 of player 2
Space B of pure strategies of player 2
Outcome K(a,b)
Mixed strategy £& of player 1
Mixed strategy 7 of player 2
Outcome K(E, 7)
Minimax strategy of player 2
Minimax strategy of player 1
Minimalstrategy of player 2
Admissible strategy of player 2
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Experimenter
Choiceof true distribution F by Nature
Space 2

Choice of decision function 6 by ex-

perimenter
Space D of all possible decision functions 6
Risk r(F, 5)
A priori distribution ¢ in Q
Probability measure 7 defined over a
Borel field of subsets of the space
D

(én) = fn forF, 8) dé dy

Minimax solution of decision problem
Least favorable a priori distribution in
Q

Bayes solution
Admissible decision function

It would have been possible to regard only the non-randomized
decision functions as the pure strategies of the experimenter. The
choice of a probability measure (mixed strategy) in the space of all
non-randomized decision functions can be shown to be equivalent to

the choice of some randomized decision function 6. For purposes of
developing the general theory, as given in Chapter 3, it seemed, however, to be more convenient to regard the randomized decision functions themselves as the pure strategies. By doing so,it will be possible

to disregard altogether mixed strategies for the experimenter, since,
as will be seen in Chapter3, the choice of a probability measure 7 in
the space D is equivalent to the choice of a particular element 6 of D.
The analogy between the decision problem and a two-person game
seems to be complete, except for one point. Whereas the experimenter
Wishes to minimize the risk r(F, 5), we can hardly say that
Nature wishes to maximize r(F, 5). Nevertheless, since Nature’s
choice is unknown to the experimenter, it is perhaps not unreasonable

for the experimenter to behave as if Nature wanted to maximize the
risk. But, even if one is not willing to take this attitude, the theory
of games remains of fundamental importancefor the problem of statistical decisions, since, as will be seen in Chapter 3, it leads to basic
results concerning admissible decision functions and completeclasses
of decision functions.
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The theory of zero sum two-person games was developed by von
Neumannfor finite spaces A and B,i.e., when both players have only a
finite numberof pure strategies at their disposal. In statistical decision
problems, however, the corresponding spaces 2 and D generally have
infinitely many elements. In the next chapter the theory of zero sum
two-person games is extended to the case where the players have
infinitely many strategies at their disposal.
1.7 Note on Some Ideas and Results Preceding the Present
Developments

Until about ten years ago, the available statistical theories, except
for a few scattered results, were restricted in two important directions:

(1) only decision functions were treated for which experimentation is

carried out in a single stage; (2) the decision problems wererestricted
to problems of testing a hypothesis, and that of poimt and interval
estimation.

Among the few early results not subject to restriction (1), a double
sampling inspection procedure by Dodge and Romig [14] may be

mentioned. According to their scheme the decision whetheror not a
second sample should be drawn before a terminal decision is made
depends on the outcomeof the observations in the first sample. The
need for multi-stage experimentation had been recognized long before
any systematic theory regarding such experimentation was available.
This was clearly shown by the occasional practice in the past of designing a large scale experiment in successive stages. A very interesting

example of this type is the series of sample censuses of area of jute in
Bengal carried out underthe direction of Mahalanobis [81]. A number

of preliminary sample censuses were taken, and the information contained in these samples was then used to design the final sampling of
the whole jute area.
The possibility of an extension of the theory of testing a hypothesis

H by admitting three terminal decisions, acceptance of H, rejection
of H, and no choice between H and non-H, was considered by Neyman
and Pearson [34] as early as 1938. The “decision”? character of the
test and estimation procedures has been emphasized by Neyman, who
termed the adoption of a particular test or estimation procedure
“inductive behavior.” 4
The basic ideas of a general theory of non-randomized decision functions when experimentation is carried out in a single stage and when
the space D* of terminal decisions is any general space werefirst out14 See, for example, [38].
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In this publication

the notions of weight and risk functions are introduced ® and the
nature of the minimax and Bayessolutions are studied. The results
of this paper were considerably extended, and therelationship to the

theory of games was recognized in 1945 [59], but the assumption of

one-stage experimentation hadstill been maintained.
A major advance in the theory of multi-stage experimentation took
place during World WarII with the development of sequential analysis.’ This theory deals mainly with the problem of testing a hypothesis
(D* contains only two elements) with no definite upper bound on the
number of stages of experimentation.

It is assumed, however, that

the zth stage of experimentation consists of a single observation on X;

(¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.). Thus, if the experimentis carried out in n

stages, it consists of the observations on Xj, ---, Xn. The numberof

stages of the experimentis, of course, a chancevariable, since it depends

on the observed values obtained. The main part of the theory consists

of the development of the so-called sequential probability ratio test,
a particular sequential method for testing a hypothesis. Contributions

to the further development of sequential analysis have been made in
the last few years by several authors in this country and in England,
notably by Anscombe [2], Armitage [3], Barnard [6], Bartlett [8],
Blackwell [10-12], Burman [13], Girshick [19-21], Mosteller [21],
Savage [46], Stein [49-52], Stockman [53], Wald [57, 60-71], and

Wolfowitz [69, 71, 73-75].
A very interesting paper by Bartky in 1943 [7] may be regarded as a
forerunner of sequential analysis. In this paper a multiple sampling
scheme is given for testing the mean of a binomialdistribution.
In 1945 Stein [49] published a highly interesting double sampling
method for obtaining a confidence interval of fixed length for the mean
of a normal distribution with unknown variance. His method is
particularly interesting, since no confidence interval of fixed length
can be obtained with any single sampling method.
The concept of a complete class of decision functions was introduced
by Lehmann,andthefirst result regarding suchclassesis due to him [80].
He obtained the minimal complete class of decision functions in the
following special case: the chance variables X1, Xo, ---, Xn admit a

16 The idea of assigning weights to the various possible wrong decisions had
already been considered by Neyman and Pearson as early as 1933 [34]. Also the
minimax principle is mentioned in [84] as a possible approach to the decision
problem.

16 See, for example, [48b] and [65].
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joint probability density function f(a, ---, tn, 9) which is known
except for the value of a single parameter 6 (Q is a one-parameter family
of distribution functions). Experimentation is carried out in a single
stage by observing the values of X1, ---, X,. The function f(x, ---,

Xn, 9) satisfies essentially the conditions formulated by Neyman [37]
to insure the existence of a uniformly most powerful unbiased test

[these include the fulfillment of a certain differential equation by the
function f(71, ---, Zn, 9)|. The problem consideredis to test the hypothesis that @ is equal to a specified value 6.

Soon after Lehmann’s paper appeared, the author obtained general
results concerning complete classes of decision functions in three

successive papers [66, 67, 70], the first of which deals with the nonsequential case and the second and the third with the sequential case.
It was shown that under very general conditions theclass of all Bayes
solutions is a complete class.

The general theory of non-sequential decision functions contained
in the author’s paper in 1945 [59] was extended to the sequential case
in two successive papers in 1947 [67] and 1949 [70]. These papers deal

with the general decision problem where experimentation may be

carried out in any number of stages, but it is assumed that the 7th
stage of the experimentconsists of a single observation on X;.
Stein [52] was the first to formulate a model for statistical decision
procedures which includes the design of experimentation (selection of

the chance variables to be observed) as a part of the decision problem.

His scheme is, however, restricted in several ways. The space 2 and
the space D’ of terminal decisions are assumedto befinite.” Furthermorethereis a fixed finite upper bound for the total numberof observations that can be made. The problem considered by Stein is related
to, but different from, and morespecial than, the problem treated in
the present book. He is concerned with the problem of finding a

decision function which is optimum in the sense that, under some side

conditions on the probabilities for making wrong decisions, it minimizes

the expected cost of experimentation when a particular element Fg of 2
is the true distribution. His main result consists in giving sufficient
conditions for a decision function to be optimum in his sense.

The

question whether decision functionssatisfying his sufficient conditions
always exist is left open.

In a numberof special cases, however, he

verified that such decision functions exist.
The present book is mainly an outgrowth of several previous publica7 Actually it is not assumed that © is finite, but the theory developed by Stein
is such that only a finite number of elements of Q enter andtherest of the space 2
can be disregarded.
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tions of the author on the general theory of decision functions [59, 66,
67, 70], and it contains a considerable expansion and generalization of
the ideas and results obtained in these papers. Particularly, the restriction is dropped that the zth stage of the experiment consists of a

single observation on X;, making it possible to treat the design of
experimentation as a part of the decision problem.

Chapter 2. ZERO SUM TWO-PERSON GAMES WITH
INFINITELY MANY STRATEGIES
2.1

Conditions for Strict Determinateness of a Game

2.1.1

The Problem of Strict Determinateness of a Game and the
Introduction of an Intrinsic Metric

Extending von Neumann’s definition for finite spaces of strategies
to the infinite case,' we shall say that a gameis strictly determined if

(2.1)

Sup; Inf, K(é, ») = Inf, Sup; K(é, n)

where the symbol Sup; stands for supremum with respect to & and

Inf, stands for infimum with respect to 7. The common value of the

left- and right-hand membersof (2.1) is called the value of the game.
The question of strict determinateness is of basic importance in the

theory of games for the following reason. If the gameis strictly
determined and both players use minimax strategies, provided that
such strategies exist, then neither player can improvehis situation by
finding out his opponent’s strategy; i.e., neither player will have any
inducement to abandon his own minimaxstrategy even if he finds out

his opponent’s strategy. Thus, for strictly determined games, the
use of minimax strategies creates a perfectly stable situation and the
minimax strategies may be regarded as good strategies.

On the other

hand, if (2.1) does not hold, no stable situation exists; i.e., no matter

what strategies are chosen by the players, at least one of them can

improvehis situation by finding out his opponent’sstrategy.

The main theorem proved by von Neumann? states that, if the

spaces A and B of pure strategies are finite, (2.1) always holds; i.e.,

the gameis always strictly determined. A game with infinitely many
strategies, however, is not necessarily strictly determined, as shown

by the following simple example. Let A and B each be the spaceof
all positive integers. The outcome K(a, b) = lifa>b, = Oifa=b,
and =—1ifa<b. One caneasily verify that for this game we have
Sup: Inf, K(é, 7) = —1 and Inf, Sup; A(é, ») = 1. Thus (2.1) does

not hold.

Necessary and sufficient conditions for strict determinateness were

given by the author [58] for the case when the spaces A and B have
1See Section 14.5.1 in [55].
2See Section 17.6 of [55].
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countably many elements. A special result for spaces A and B with
continuously many elements was obtained by Ville [54]. He considered
the case where A and arefinite and closed intervals of the real axis
and K(a, 6) is a continuous function of a and b.

He proved that in

this case the gameis strictly determmed. <A more general result was
obtained later by the author [67]. Conditions for strict determinateness will be given here in Sections 2.1.8, 2.1.4, and 2.1.5. The results
contained in Sections 2.1.4 and 2.1.5 go somewhat beyond previously
publishedresults.
To give a precise meaning to the relation (2.1) in the case of infinite
spaces A and B, we have to define the Borel field 2 of subsets of A
and the Borel field % of subsets of B for which the probability measures
~ and 7 are defined, respectively. We shall define Borelfields & and S

with the help of an intrinsic metric in the spaces A and B.

The

(intrinsic) distance 6(a,, a2) of two elements a, and ag is defined by ®

(2.2)

8(a1, a2) = Sups| K(a1, 6) — K(ao,b) |

Similarly the (intrinsic) distance of two elements b; and be in B is

defined by
(2.3)

5(b;, be) = Sup, | K(a, b1) — K(a,be) |

The metric in A, as well as that in B,satisfies the triangle inequality,‘
but it may happen that two different elements of A, or B, have the
distance zero. We can, however, replace the original spaces A and B

by the spaces A* and B* defined as follows: For any element a of A

let aq be the set of all elements of A which have the distance zero
from a. Clearly, for any two elements a, and ae of A, the sets ag,
and a,, are either disjoint or identical. The space A* is then the space
of all subsets a, of A. Let a;* and ag* be two different elements of A*.
Then there exist two elements a, and a of A such that ay* = a,,,
d2* = a,,, and a,, has no common element with a,,. We put
5(a,*, dy*) = 6(a1, do). The space B* and the metric in B* are defined

in a similar way. The distance between twodifferent elements of A*
or B* is always positive. In the theory of gamesonly the spaces A* and
B* play a relevant role. In what follows we shall assume that any
two different elements of A or B have a positive distance. There is
no loss of generality in this assumption, since the spaces A and B can
$ A similar distance definition corresponding to a certain function of two variables

was used by Helly [24] in connection with linear spaces. He refers to it as the
“polar distance function.”
4The triangle inequality is said to be satisfied if for any three points aj, ae,
and a3 of the space we have 4(aj, a2) + 5(a2, a3) 2 5(a1, ag).
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always be replaced by A* and B*, respectively. Thus the distance
definitions given in (2.2) and (2.3) make the spaces A and B metric
spaces.
The distance definitions given in (2.2) and (2.3) can be extended to

the spaces of mixed strategies. We put

(2.4)

and

6(&, &) = Sup, | K(&, 1) — K(ée, »)|

(2.5)
5(m, n2) = Sup; | K(é, m) — K(é, ne) |
Of particular interest are the Borel fields 2, and %,, where %, is
the smallest Borel field of subsets of A containing all open subsets, in
the sense of the metric (2.2), of A as elements, and %; is the smallest
Borelfield of subsets of B containing all open subsets of B as elements.

Clearly all denumerable subsets of A and B are elementsof 2, and B,
respectively. It will be seen in Section 2.1.4 that, if the space A(B)is

separable ‘* in the sense of its intrinsic metric, there will belittle interest
in considering a Borel field Y(%) different from %,(%,). However,
for non-separable spaces of strategies, the consideration of Borelfields

different from 2%, and 8, may be useful, as Section 2.1.5 will indicate.
Whenever we speak of a subset of A(B), we shall always mean an
element of the Borel field 2(%).
Let 25 be the smallest Borel field containing all denumerable subsets
of A as elements, and let So be the smallest Borel field containing all

denumerable subsets of B as elements. We shall consider only Borel
fields 9 and $ which contain Yo and Bo, respectively, as subfields.
Any theorem or lemma stated in the present chapter is meant to
be valid for & = %, and B = B, unless stated otherwise.

Let C = A X B be the Cartesian product of A and B,' andlet € be
the smallest Borel field of subsets of C which contains the Cartesian
product of any memberof 2{ with any member of B. In this study we

shall restrict ourselves to games for which the outcome K(a, 6) is a
bounded function of a and b and is measurable (€). In the next section

we shall prove some lemmas which will then be used to derive con-

ditions for strict determinateness of a game.
It is of interest to note that if & = %,, 6 = B, and one of the
spaces A and B is separable, K(a, b) is always measurable (€). For

example, let A be separable and let y be the subset of C consisting of
all points (a, b) for which K(a, b) <r, wherer is a given real number.
Weshall now show that y is a member of ©. Let a be the subset of A

consisting of every poit a for which there exists an element b of B
4s For a definition of “separable,” see Section 2.1.4.
5 See page 82 of [44].
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such that (a, 0) is an element of y. Clearly a is an open subset of A.
For any positive value p, let S(a, p) denote the closed sphere in A with
center @ andradiusp; i.e., S(a, p) is the totality of all points a’ whose
distance from a does not exceed p. For any subset a’ of a let B(a’)
be the totality of all those points 6 of B for which the Cartesian product
a’ X b isa subset of y. Clearly for any a and p for which S(a, p) C a,
the set B[S(a, p)] is open. Let a* be a denumerable dense subset of a,
and consider the subset y* of C given by

y* = >) {SG, p) X BIS(a, p)]}
where the summation is to be taken overall pairs (a, p) for which
aea*, p is rational, and S(a, p) is a subset of a. Since for each pair
(a, p), the set S(a, p) X B[S(a, p)] is a member of G, the set y* is

also a member of ©. Clearly y* is a subset of y. We shall now show
that 7y* = y. Let (do, bo) be any point of y. We merely have to
show that (do, bo) is a point of y*. Clearly there exists a positive value pp

such that S(ao, po) X S(bo, po) is a subset of ~, where S(b, p) denotes
the closed sphere in B with center b and radius p. Hence there exists
an element a, of a* and a positive rational number p, such that

S(a1, p1) © S(a@o, po) and ap is an element of S(a, p,). Clearly
S(a1, p1) X BLS(ai, p1)] contains the point (a, bo). Since S(a1, 1)

X BiS(a1, p1)| is a subset of y*, the point (ao, bo) must be an element

of y*. This completes the proof of our statement that K(a, b) is
measurable (€) where one of the spaces A and B is separable.
2.1.2

Some Lemmas

In what follows, for any subset a of A the symbol &, will denote a
probability measure — on A for which é(a) = 1. Similarly, for any
subset 8 of B, ng will denote a probability measure 7 on B for which

n(8) = 1. Weshall now prove the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1. Let {a;} (@ = 1, 2, +--+, ad anf.) be a sequence of subsets
of A such that a; C p41 and leta = » a;

(2.6)

Then

i=1
lim Sup,;,, Inf, K(E.; 7) = Sup,, Inf, K(é, 7)

Proof: Clearly the limit as 1 — © of Sup,,Inf, K(E.5 n) exists and

cannot exceed the value of the right-hand memberof (2.6). Put

(2.7)

and

(2.8)

lim Sup,,, Inf, K(fe1) = p

Sup;, Inf, K(éa1) =p +6 (520)
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Suppose that 6 > 0. Then there exists a probability measure £,° such
that
i)

(2.9)

K(é°, 1) = p+ 5

for all ». Let &.° be the probability measure given as follows: For
any subset a* of a; we have
2.10

we (a*) =

Ey (a*)

.

(2.10)
far Ka")
Eq" (as)
Then, since lim £,°(a — a;) =0 and since K(a, b) is uniformly
)

bounded, we have

(2.11)

lim K(é,,°, 7) = K(éa’, 1)

= 0

uniformly in 7. Hencefor sufficiently large 7 the inequality
7)

(2.12)

Inf, K(Eas, n)Z2 e+ 3

holds. But this is not possible because of (2.7).
Lemma 2.1 is proved.

Thus, 6 = 0 and

Interchanging the role of the two players, Lemma 2.1 yields the

following lemma.

Lemma 2.2. Let {8;} ¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) be a sequence of subsets
of B such that B; C B;41 and let B = > B;.

(2.18)

i=1

Then

lim Inf,Sup; K(, np,) = Inf,, Supe K(é, m9)

Weshall now prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3. The inequality

(2.14)

Sup; Inf, K(é, 7) S Inf, Sup; K€, 7)

always holds.

Proof: Clearly

(2.15)

K(&, n) S Sup; K(é, n)

Hence
(2.16)

Inf, Ké, n) = Inf, Sup; Ké, n)

This gives

(2.17)

Sup; Inf, K(é, 7) S Inf, Sup; K(é, 7)
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and our lemmais proved. This proof is essentially the same as that
given by von Neumann [55] for finite spaces A and B.
Lemma 2.4. If there exists a subset a of A such that
(2.18)

Supe, Inf, K (&a, 1) = Inf, Sup; K (é, ”)

then the gameis strictly determined.
Proof: Suppose that there exists a subset a of A for which (2.18)
holds. Clearly

(2.19)

Sup; Inf, K(é, 7) 2 Sup,, Inf, K(Ea, )

From this and (2.18) we obtain

(2.20)

Sup; Inf, K(é, ) 2 Inf, Sup; K(é, 7)

From Lemma 2.3 it follows that the equality sign must hold in (2.20),
and Lemma2.4 is proved.

Interchanging the two players, Lemma 2.4 yields the following

lemma.

Lemma 2.5.

(2.21)

If there exists a subset B of B such that

Inf, Sup; K(E, ng) = Sup; Inf, K€, 1)

then the gamets strictly determined.
2.1.3

The Case when the Space of Strategies of One of the Players

Is Conditionally Compact

Weshall consider here the case when one of the spaces A or B is

conditionally compact in the senseof its intrinsic metric given in (2.2)
or (2.3). A metric space C is said to be conditionally compact if any
sequence {c;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) of elements of C admits a Cauchy
subsequence {c;,} (7 = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.), i.e., a subsequence {c;,} with
the property that
iim 5c,5 Ci;,) = 0
I1,J2> 0

where 6(c;, cz) denotes the distance of the points c, and cj.
Theorem 2.1.

If one of the spaces A and B 1s conditionally compact,

both spaces are conditionally compact.
Proof: Suppose that A is conditionally compact.

Then for any

€, > 0 there exists a finite subset a of A that is e,-dense in A. A subset

a of A is said to be e-dense in A if for any point a in A there exists
a point a’ in a such that 6(2, a’) S «. If we replace the space A by
its e;-dense subset a, then the metric in the space B,.as defined in (2.3),
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will be changed.

Let 6,(bi, b2) denote the new distance when A is

replaced by a. Since a is finite, it follows easily from the definition of
5a(b1, bg) that for any e2 > 0 there exists a finite subset B(e.) of B
whichis €9-dense in B in the sense of the metric 6,(b1, be). Clearly
(2.22)

| (bj, bo) —

5a.(b1, bs) |

< 2€)

Hence the set B(e2) must be (e€, + 2e,)-dense in B in the sense of the
original metric 5(b;, bs). Since e, and €g can be chosenarbitrarily small,

we find that for any 6 > 0 there exists a finite subset 8 of B that is

6-dense in B according to the original metric 6(6,, b2). But this is
equivalent to conditional compactness,’ and Theorem 2.1 is proved.
Theorem 2.2. If one of the spaces A and B 1s conditionally compact,
the game ts strictly determined.

Proof: Suppose that A is conditionally compact. Then, according
to Theorem 2.1, B is also conditionally compact. Let ¢ be any positive value. Because of the conditional compactness of the spaces A
and B we can subdivide A and B into a finite number of non-empty
disjoint subsets the diameter of each of which does not exceed e.

Let

Ai, ---, A, be non-empty subsets of A, and By, ---, B; non-empty
subsets of B satisfying the above conditions; i.e.,

(2.28)

Aytes-bAR= A;

Bytes + B=

the sets Ai, ---, Ax, Bi, ---, By are disjoint; and the diameter of any
of these sets does not exceed e. Let a; be a particular point of A;
(4 = 1, ---, k) and b; a particular point of B; G = 1, ---, 2), and let a

denote the finite subset {a,, ---, az} of A and 8 the finite subset

{b,, «++, bz} of B. With any probability measure ¢° on A we associate

the probability measure £,° defined as follows: £,°(a;) = #°(A,) @ = 1,

2,---,k). Similarly, with any probability measure 7° on B, we associate the probability measure ng° given by 17g°(b;) = 7°(B;) Gj = 1, 2,
-, 2). We then have

(2.24)

| Ke, 1) — Kee n)| Se

for all 7, and

(2.25)

| KG, 0°) — KG, 6°) | S «

for all €. It follows easily from (2.24) that

(2.26)

Sup; Inf, K(é, 1) — ¢ $ Sup,, Inf, K(Ea) 1)
< Sup; Inf, K€, 1)

6 See, for example, page 108 of [23].
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From (2.25) we obtain

(2.27)

Sup,, Inf, K(é., 7) S Sup;, Inf, K(Eas 18)

= Sup,, Inf, K(é., 1) +
Equations (2.26) and (2.27) imply that
(2.28)

Sup; Inf, K(é, 7) — e S Sup,, Inf, K(a, ng)

= Sup; Inf, KE, 7) + «
In a similar way, we obtain the inequality

(2.29)

Inf, Sup; K(é, n) — ¢ S Inf,, Supe, K(éa, 0g)

= Inf, Sup; K€, n) + «
According to von Neumann’s theorem,for finite spaces we have
(2.30)

Sup;, Inf, K(éa, 1g) = Inf, Sup,, K(é., ng)

Since e« can be chosen arbitrarily small, Theorem 2.2 follows from
(2.28), (2.29), and (2.30).
In the remainder of this section we shall prove some theorems

concerning the change in the value of the game when the original

spaces A and B are replaced by some subsets a and 8, respectively.
In what follows, for any subset a of A and any subset 6 of B, we shall
mean by the gamerelative to (a, 8) the game we obtain when A is

replaced by a and B by B. The Borelfields 2 and $ will be assumed

to remain unchanged when A and B are replaced by a and 8, respectively. Thus the replacement of A(B) by a(8) simply means that

player 1(2) can use any probability measures &(7) defined over the
elements of 2((%) for which £(a)[n(8)] is equal to 1.

Theorem 2.3. If one of the spaces A and B 1s conditionally compact,
for any « > 0, there exists a finite subset a of A and a finite subset B

of B such that the value of the game relative to (A, B) differs at most by e

from the value of each of the following three games: the game relative to
(a, B), that relative to (A, 8), and that relative to (a, B).

Proof: Let the subsets A,, ---, A; of A and the subsets By, ---, By
of B be chosen as in the proof of Theorem 2.2. Also let a = {ay, ---,
ay} and B = {b,, ---, b:}, where a; is an element in A; and }; is an
element in B;. It follows from (2.26) and Theorem 2.2 that the value
of the gamerelative to (a, B) differs from that of the gamerelative to
(A, B) at most by e«. Similarly one sees that the value of the game
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relative to (A, 8) differs from that corresponding to (A, B) at most bye.

Equation (2.28) and Theorem 2.2 imply that this is true also for the

game relative to (a, 8). Thus our theorem is proved.

Theorem 2.4. If one of the spaces, say the space A, is finite, then for
any « > 0 there exists a finite subset B of B such that the numberof points
contained in B does not exceed the number of points contained in A and

the value of the game 1s not changed by more than ¢ when B is replaced by B.

Proof: According to Theorem 2.3 there exists a finite subset 6* of B
such that the value of the game is changed at most by e when B is
replaced by 6*. If 8* contains more points than A, then, according to
a result by Kaplansky [27], we can replace 6* by a subset 8 of B* such

that the value of the gamerelative to (A, 8) is the same as the value

of the gamerelative to (A, 6*) and A and 8 contain the same number
of elements. This proves our theorem.
Theorem 2.5. If one of the spaces, say A, consists of m points (m < )

and if B is compact, then there exists a finite subset B of B such that B

contains at most m points and the value of the game remains unchanged
when B 1s replaced by B.

Proof: Let {e;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) be a sequence of positive

numbers such that

lim e; = 0

According to Theorem 2.4 there exists a subset 8; of B such that B;

contains at most m points and the value of the game is changed at

most by e; when B is replaced by 8;. Clearly there exists a subsequence

{z;} (Gg = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) of the sequence {z} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.)
such that the number of points contained in 6; (j = 1, 2, ---, ad
inf.) is equal to a fixed integer n, independent of j, and the points in
8;, converge to some limit points aszj — «. Let 6 be the limitof £,,

asj — . Since the value of the game corresponding to (A, 8;,) converges to the value of the game corresponding to (A, 8), the value of

the game corresponding to (A, 8) is equal to the value of the game
corresponding to (A, B). Thus our theorem is proved.
2.1.4

The Case when the Space of Strategies of One of the Players
Is Separable

A spaceC is said to be separable if there exists a countable subset +
of C that is dense in C, i.e., a subset y with the property that for any
point c in C there exists a sequence {c;} of points in y such that
lim c; =c

re )
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Separability of one of the spaces A and B does not necessarily imply
the separability of the other space, as shown bythefollowing example.

Let A be the space of all positive integers and B the spaceofall subsequences of the sequence of positive integers. Thus any element a

of A is a positive integer, and any element b of B is a subsequence of
the sequence of all positive integers. Let K(a, b) = —1 if a is not
an element of the sequence b, and let K(a, 6) = 1 when ais an element
of b. In this case A is separable but B is not, since the distance between
two different elements of B is always 2 and the numberof elements in
B is non-denumerable.
Theorem 2.6. If one of the spaces A and B, say A, ts separable and

uf a is a dense subset of A, then the class of all probability measures &,;

1.€., the class of all probability measures & for which ¢(a) = 1 is dense in
the class of all probability measures & in the sense of the metric given
in (2.4).
Proof: Let {e;} @ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) be a sequence of positive
numbers such that lim e; = 0. Since A is separable, there exists a
sequence {a;,...4,} (4 = 1, 2, ---, ad inf., 72 = 1, 2, ---, ad inf, ---,
4, = 1, 2, ---, ad inf., k = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) of subsets of A such that
the following conditionsare satisfied: (1) The sets a,, ... 4; and aj, ... a*
are disjoint for 7 ~ j*; (2) 2, Diy ee ty F iy oe tery (3) ua a= A;
R=

w=

(4) the diameter of a;,...;, does not exceed ¢,; (5) the intersection
&,...4,0f aand a;,...;,isnotempty. For any k, 2, ---, 2, let a;, ... 4
be a given point in &,,...,;,.

For any probability measure ¢° and for

any k, let §° be the probability measure for which £,°(a;,... ;,)

= £(a;, ...) for all values of 71, ---, 7%. Clearly

(2.31)

| K(, ») — K(&°, ») | S a

for all 7. Hence

(2.32)

lim K(&, n) = K(®, 2)

uniformly in 7. Theorem 2.6 is an immediate consequence of (2.32).
If A is separable, there exists a denumerable subset a that is dense
in A. It then follows from Theorem 2.6 that the class of discrete
probability measures é lies densein theclass of all probability measures
~. <A probability measure ¢ is said to be discrete if there exists a

denumerable subset a of A such that (a) = 1. Thus,if A is separable

and if the gameis strictly determined, the value of the game is not
affected by the choice of the Borel field 2, provided that 2 containsall
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denumerable subsets of A as elements. Hence,if A is separable, from

the point of view of the value of the gameit makes no difference what

Borel field 2 is adopted as long as 2 contains all denumerable subsets
of A as elements and K(a, b) is measurable (€), where € is the Borel
field defined at the end of Section 2.1.1. The choice of 2[ as the smallest
Borel field 2, containing all open subsets of A seems to besatisfactory
in every respect when A is separable, particularly since then K(a, })

is always measurable (€) (provided that 8 = %,). Thus there is
little interest in considering Borelfields 2 different from 2.
Theorem 2.7.

Let A be separable.

Also let {a,;} be a sequence of

subsets of A such that a; is conditionally compact, a; C a4, G = 1, 2,
---, adinf.), and dies = ats densein A.
t=

Then a necessary and suffi-

cient condition for strict determinateness of the game 1s that

(2.33)

lim Inf, Sup,,, K(fas) 1) = inf, Sup; K(é, 2)

Proof: According to Lemma 2.1 we have

(2.34)

lim Sup;,, Inf, K(E.;, 7) = Sup;, Inf, K(, 7)

Since a; is conditionally compact, the game relative to (a,, B) is

strictly determined; i.e.,
(2.35)

Sup;,, Inf, K(é.,, 1) = Inf, Sup,,, K(é.,, 0)

From (2.34) and (2.35) we obtain

(2.36)

lim, Inf, Sup,,, K(E.,, ) = Sup,, Inf, K(éa, 1)

From Theorem 2.6 it follows that
(2.37)

Sup,, Inf, K(é, 7) = Sup; Inf, K(é, 7)

The equivalence of (2.33) with the strict determinateness of the game
follows immediately from (2.36) and (2.37).
When the roles of the two players are interchanged, Theorem 2.7
immediately gives the following theorem.
Theorem 2.8. Let B be separable and let {B;} be a sequence of subsets

of B such that B; is conditionally compact, 8; C B;41, and >> B; = B is
i=1

dense in B. Then a necessary and sufficient condition for strict determinateness of the game is that

(2.38)

lim Sup; Inf, K(&, ng.) = Sup: Inf, K(é, 7)
Tso
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Theorem 2.9. If one of the spaces A and B, say A, is separable and if

the game ts strictly determined, then
(i) there exists a denumerable subset a of A such that the game relative
to (a, B) is strictly determined and its value is equal to the value of the
game relative to (A, B);

(ii) for any « > 0, there exists a finite subset a, of A such that the value
of the game relative to (a,, B) differs from the value of the game relative
to (A, B) at most by e.
Proof: Assume that A is separable and that the gameisstrictly
determined.

Because of the separability of A, there exists a sequence

a = {a,;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) of elements of A that is dense in A.

It follows from Theorem 2.6 that the value of the gamerelative to
(a, B) is the same as that of the gamerelative to (A, B), and statement

(i) of our theorem is proved. Let a; be the set consisting of thefirst 7
elements of the sequence {a;} (7 = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.). Since the game
is strictly determined, it follows from Theorem 2.7 that
(2.39)

lim Inf, Sup,;,, K(é:, 1) = Inf, Sup; K(E, 7)
= Sup; Inf, K&é, n)

For any subset a* of A and for any subset 6* of B we shall denote
by v(a*, B*) the value of the game when A is replaced by a* and B

is replaced by 6*, provided that the gamerelative to (a*, B*) is strictly
determined. Since the gamerelative to (a;, B) is strictly determined,
it follows from (2.39) that

(2.40)

lim v(c;, B) = (A, B)

Thus, for any e > 0, there exists a positive integer 7 such that

(2.41)

| v(a;, B) — o(A, B)| Se

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.9.
Theorem 2.10. If both spaces A and B are
as strictly determined, then
(i) there exists a denumerable subset a of A
8 of B such that (A, B) = v(a, B) = v(A, B)
(ii) for any « > 0,there exists a finite subset

separable and if the game
and a denumerable subset
= v(a, 8B);
a, of A and a finite subset

8. of B such that each of the values v(a,, B), v(A, B.), and v(a,., B.) differs
from (A, B) at most by e.
Proof: It follows from Theorem 2.9 that there exists a denumerable
subset a of A and a denumerable subset 6 of B such that the gamesrela-
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tive to (a, B) and (A, 8) are strictly determined and

(2.42)

v(a, B) = v(A, B) = ofA, B)

For any subset a* of A and any subset 6* of B the following inequalities
obviously hold.
(2.43)

Sup;,* Inf, K(E05, n) < Sup:,+ Inf,i K(E,4, ng)

<= Sup; Inf,4s K(&, ngx)

and
(2.44)

Inf, Sup;,# K(E,3, n) < Inf,g* Sup;,« K(E,%, ng)
< Inf,9 Sup; K(é, np*)

Replacing a* and #* in (2.43) and (2.44) by a and 8, respectively, it
follows from (2.42)—(2.44) that the gamerelative to (a, 8) is strictly

determined and v(a, 8) = v(A, B). Thus statement (i) is proved.
Let a, be a finite subset of A and 8, a finite subset of B such that

(2.45) |v(a,B)—v(A,B)| Se

and

|v(A,B.) — o(A, B)| S«

The existence of such subsets follows from Theorem 2.9. Replacing
a* and 6* in (2.48) and (2.44) by a, and B,, respectively, it follows from
(2.43) that
(2.46)

v(a., B)s v(ae, B.) S o(A, Be)

Statement (ii) is an immediate consequence of (2.45) and (2.46), and

the proof of Theorem 2.10 is completed.

2.1.5 General Spaces of Strategies
Weshall now consider the general case where the spaces of strategies
may be non-separable. In the case of a separable space, we have seen
that the class of all discrete probability measures is dense in the class
of all probability measures.

This is not necessarily true for non-

separable spaces. We shall, however, study the problem of strict
determinateness under the restriction that the mixed strategy of a
player must be either a discrete probability measure or a limit, in the

sense of the distance definitions (2.4) and (2.5), of a sequenceof discrete

probability measures. This restriction is perhaps not too serious from

the point of view of applications.

Theorem 2.11. If the mixed strategy used by player 1 must be etther a

discrete probability measure or a limit, in the sense of the distance defini-

tion (2.4), of a sequence of discrete probability measures, then a necessary

and sufficient condition for the game to be strictly determined is that there
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exists a sequence a = {a;} (4 = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) of elements of A such
that

(2.47)

lim Inf, Sup;,, K(é.,, ») = Inf, Sup; K(é, 7)
t= 0

where Qa; = {d1, eee, a;}.

Proof: Because of the restriction imposed on the mixed strategy that
can be used byplayer 1, there exists a sequence {£;} of discrete probability measures such that

(2.48)

lim Inf, K(é:, 2) = Sup; Inf, K(é, 7)

Since £; is a discrete probability measure, there exists a countable
subset @; such that &(@;) = 1.

(2.48)that

(2.49)

Leta = > a,;.

~

It then follows from

Sup,, Inf, K(éa, 7) = Sup; Inf, K€, 7)

Wearrange the elements of a in an ordered sequence. Let a = {a,}
(¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.). Since a; = {a,, ---, a;} is finite, the game
relative to (a;, B) is strictly determined; i.e.,
(2.50)

Inf, Supg,, K(E.43 n) = Sup¢,, Inf, K (Exz3 n)

It then follows from Lemma2.1 that

(2.51)

lim Inf, Sup;,, K(E.,, 1) = Sup,, Inf, K(£o, 1)
= Sup; Inf, K€, n)

The necessity of our condition follows immediately from (2.51). To
prove sufficiency, let a = {a,;} be a sequence satisfying (2.47). Clearly
(2.50) and the first half of (2.51) are satisfied for this sequence.

It

then follows from Lemma2.4 that the gameis strictly determined and
the sufficiency of our condition is proved.
Whentheroles of the two players are interchanged, Theorem 2.11
gives the following theorem.

Theorem 2.12. If the mixed strategy used by player 2 must be either

a discrete probability measure or a limit, in the sense of the metric (2.5),
of a sequence of discrete probability measures, then a necessary and sufficient condition for the game to be strictly determined is that there exists a

sequence B = {b;} of elements of B such that
(2.52)

lim Sup: Inf, K(E, ng.) = Sup; Inf, K(é, 7)

where B; = {by, +++, b;}.-
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Weshall now provethe following theorem.
Theorem 2.13. If the space of mixed strategies of one of the players,
say player 1, 1s restricted to the closure, in the sense of the metric (2.4),
of all discrete probability measures ¢ and if the game 1s strictly determined,

then there exists a countable subset a of A such that (a, B) = v(A, B),

and for any e>O there exists a finite subset a, of A such that
| v(a,, B) — o(A, B) | Se. If the space of mixed strategies is restricted
for each of the players to the closure of all discrete probability measures
and uf the game 1s strictly determined, there exists a countable subset a

of A and a countable subset B of B such that v(a, B) = v(A, B) = v(a, B)
= (A, B), and for any ¢ > 0 there exists a finite subset a, of A and a

finite subset B, of B such that each of the values v(a,, B), v(A, B.), and

v(a., Be) differs from v(A, B) at most by e.
Proof: Suppose that the space of mixed strategies of player 1 is

restricted to the closure of all discrete probability measures and that

the game is strictly determined. Then according to Theorem 2.11
there exists a sequence a = {a;} of elements of A for which (2.47)
holds. Thus
(2.53)

lim v(a,;, B) = o(A, B)

Theorem 2.7 and (2.47) imply that the gamerelative to (a, B) is
strictly determined and that
(2.54)

lim v(a;, B) = v(a, B)

The first part of Theorem 2.13 is an immediate consequence of (2.53)

and (2.54).

To prove the second half of our theorem, assume that the

space of mixed strategies of each of the players is restricted to the
closure of the class of all discrete probability measures and that the

gameis strictly determined. Let a be a countable subset of A, a, a
finite subset of A, 8 a countable subset of B, and 6, a finite subset of B
such that

(2.55)

v(a, B) = ofA, 8) = oA, B)

and

(2.56) | v(a, B) — (A, B)| S «,| (4, 8) — ofA, B)| Se
The existence of such subsets follows from the first half of our theorem.

It follows from (2.48), (2.44), and (2.55) that the gamerelative to

(a, B) is strictly determined and that v(a, 8) = v(A, B). Furthermore
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(2.43) and (2.44) imply that

(2.57)

v(a, B) S v(ag,B.) S (A,B)

Hence

(2.58)

| v(a., B) — (A, B)| Se

This completes the proof of our theorem.
If the restrictions imposed on the mixed strategies that can be used

by the players are lifted, the conclusions in Theorems 2.11, 2.12, and

2.13 do not necessarily hold, as shown by the following example. Let
the space A, as well as the space B, be the open interval (0, 1) on the
real line. Then any element a of A and any element b of B can be
written in dyadic form as a sequence of 0’s and 1’s.’' For each positive
integer k let S, be a subsequence of the sequence S of all positive

integers such that >) S; = S and Sj, So, ---, etc., are disjoint. Let
k=1

K(a, 6) = —1 if there exists a positive integer k such that a; = b;

for all 2 in S;, where the sequence {a;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) is the
dyadic representation of a and the sequence {b;} is the dyadic representation of b. In all other cases we put K(a, b) = 1. Let & be the
uniform distribution on the interval (0,1); ie., (a) is equal to the
Lebesgue measure of a. Clearly

(2.59)
for all 6.

K(#, b) =1
Hence

(2.60)
for all 7.

K(#, ) = 1
Hence, if & is the class of all Lebesgue measurable subsets

of the interval (0, 1), we have
(2.61)

Sup; Inf, Ké, n) = Inf, Sup: K&, n) = 1

Now let a = {a;} (@ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) be a sequence of elements
of A andlet {a;;} (7 = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) be the dyadic representation of
a;. Let bo be the element of B whose dyadic representation {bo;}
(7 = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) is given as follows: bo, = az, for all r in S;
(kK = 1,2, --+, ad inf.). Clearly

K(&a, bo) = —1
identically in &,.
7To make the dyadic representation unique for the dyadic rational points of
the open interval (0, 1), we shall agree to take the representation which contains
infinitely many zeros.
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Hence for any denumerable subset a we have
(2.62)

Sups, Inf, K(Ea, n) = Inf, Sup,, K(Ea, n)=—-1

This contradicts the conclusions in Theorems 2.11, 2.12, and 2.18.

It follows from (2.62) that, if = is restricted to discrete probability

measures, Sup; Inf, K(é, 7) = —1. On the other hand,Inf, Sup; K(é, 7)
remains equal to 1 even when £ is restricted to discrete probability
measures.2 Thus, if player 1 is restricted to the choice of discrete

probability measures £, the gameis not strictly determined. If ¢& is
not restricted to discrete probability measures, the choice of 2 as the
smallest Borel field containing all open subsets of A would not besatis-

factory here, since any subset of A is open and thus % would be the
class of all subsets of A, which would narrow down theclass of possible

probability measures £ unnecessarily in view of the (total) additivity
condition imposed on ¢. The reason why any subset of A is openis
that the distance between any two different elements a; and dz of A is

equal to 2. This can be seen as follows: Let {a;;} and {a2;} (7 = 1,
2, -:-, ad inf.) be the dyadic representations of a; and dg, respectively. Let bo be an element of B whose dyadic representation {bo;}
(7 = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) satisfies the following conditions: Let r be the

smallest positive integer with the property that a,; ¥ ao; for at least

one value j7 in S,. We put bo; = a;; for allj in S,. For any k ¥ r, we

put bo;, = 1-— a,,, where 7; is the smallest integer in S;. For all other

integers j, the value bp; may be determined arbitrarily subject to the
only condition that the sequence {bo;} should contain infinitely many
zeros. Then we have K(a;, bo) = —1 and K(ae, bo) = 1. Hence

6(a1, a2) = 2.

2.2

Theorems Concerning the Topology of the Spaces of Mixed
Strategies

2.2.1

Two Convergence Definitions in the Spaces of Mixed
Strategies and Their Relations

An intrinsic metric in the spaces of mixed strategies has been intro-

duced in Section 2.1.1 [see equations (2.4) and (2.5)]. We shall say
that a sequence {£;} of probability measures in A converges in the
intrinsic sense to the probability measure { if lim 4(€,, &)) = 0, where

5(é;, £9) denotes the distance defined in (2.4).

Intrinsic convergence

of probability measures in the space B is defined similarly.
Another definition of convergence in the spaces of mixed strategies,

8 One can easily verify that for any 7 there exists an element a in A such that
K(a, 7) = 1.
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more in accordance with the ordinary notion of convergence, is this:
Weshall say that a sequence {#;} of probability measures in A con-

verges in the ordinary sense to the probability measure & if for any

open subset a of A whose boundary has the probability 0 according

to & we have lim £.(a) = £(a).
t= 0

Ordinary convergence in the space

of mixed strategies of player 2 is defined similarly.
Theorem 2.14. If the space A is separable and if {&;} (¢ = 1, 2, --:,
ad inf.) is a sequence of probability measures in A such that §; converges
to Ey in the ordinary sense, then £; converges to &p in the tntrinsic sense also.

Proof: Let {&;} be a sequence of probability measures in A such that

lim £; = £ in the ordinary sense.

For any 6 > 0, there exists a se-

quence {a;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) of disjoint and non-empty open
subsets of A such that for any 2 the diameter of a; does not exceed 4,
>, a = A, and (a; — a;) = 0 (@=1, 2, +, ad inf.).

i=1
denotes the closure of a;.

Here a;

Let a; be a particular point of a; and £,*

(n = 0, 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) be the probability measure that assigns to a;
the same probability as &, to a;3 1.e., &n*(a:) = En(a;) (@ = 1, 2, +>,

ad inf.).

Clearly lim #,* = &* in the ordinary sense and, because of
n=

the uniform boundedness of K(a, 6), we have

(2.63)

lim K(En*, 9) = K(£0*, 0)

uniformly in 7. Since the diameter of a; does not exceed 5, we have

(2.64)

| K(é*, ») — K(&, 0) | 3 8

for all » and for 7 = 0, 1, 2, --+, ad inf. Since 6 can be chosen arbitrarily small, it follows from (2.63) and (2.64) that

(2.65)
uniformly in 7.

lim K(é,, 7) = K(o, 7)
But (2.65) is equivalent to convergence of & to £

in the intrinsic sense, and Theorem 2.14 is proved.
2.2.2

Compactness of the Space of Mixed Strategies when the
Space of Pure Strategies Is Compact
Weshall show in this section that, if the space A of pure strategies
is compact, the space of all mixed strategies ~ is also compact in the
sense of intrinsic as well as ordinary convergence.

It is sufficient to

prove compactness of the space of all mixed strategies in the sense of
ordinary convergence, since, according to Theorem 2.14, this also
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implies compactness in the intrinsic sense. More precisely, we shall
prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.15. If A is compact and if {£,} 1s a sequence of probability

measures in A, the sequence {&,} has a subsequence that converges in the

ordinary sense to a limit probability measure?
Proof: Assume that A is compact andlet {«,} (& = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.)
be a sequence of positive numbers such that lim « = 0. Let Aj, Ag,
k=

“++, Am, be mutually disjoint open subsets of A such that

A, +---+A,, = A and the diameter of A; does not exceed «.% In

general let {A,,,,...4.} (47 = 1, ---, mj3j = 1, ---, k) be a system of
MMz --+* m, Open and disjoint subsets of A such that

(2.66)

Mk

_

.=

and the diameter of A;,;, ...;, does not exceed ¢,.

A;, ... 4 are chosen so that
(2.67)

.

p> Anis «++i, = Aigig---itny (K = 2, 8, ---, ad inf.)
Moreover the sets

t,(A;, eee de A;, eee Po) = 0

for all values of n, k, 11, +++, tx.
Using the well-known diagonal procedure, we can construct a subsequence {&,,} (j = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) of the sequence {£,} such that
lim £,,(Aj, ...«,) exists for any k, 4, ---, 7. For any subset a of A,let
joe
£*(a) denote the limit of &,(a) as 7 — ©, provided that the limit
exists.
(2.68)

Thus we can write

him EAA, eee in) = E*(A,, eae in)

Since £,(A,;, eee ) = £n(A;, eee ins we have &*(A;, eee in) = E*(A,, eee in)

For any open subset a of A, let (a) denote the least upper bound of
£*(8) with respect to 8, where 8 may be the sum of any finite numberof

sets A;, ...,, that are contained in « Clearly ¢(a) = 0, (A) = 1, and
E(a, + ag) = &(a,) + €(ae) for any open and disjoint sets a; and ap.

Let {a;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) be a sequence of open and disjoint

subsets of A. Let B be the sum of finite numberof sets A;, ... ;, such
that B is contained in a = >> a;. Since A is compact, it follows from
t=]

° A closely related theorem was proved by Kryloff and Bogoliouboff [28]. Their
convergence definition in the space of the probability measure ~ is somewhat
different from the one used here.
10 In what follows in this section, for any subset a of A weshall use the symbol @
to denote the closure of a.
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the Borel covering theorem that 8 will be contained in the sum of a
finite numberof elements of the sequence {a;}. From this it follows
that &(>)a,;) = >> &(a;).
i=1
t=1

The measure

function

£(a)

can

be

extended in the usual way to all elements a of the smallest Borel field
containing all open subsets of A.
Let a be an open subset of A such that

(2.69)

Ha — a) =0

For any positive integer k, let 8; be the sum of all those sets Aj,... :,
which have common points with a but are not included in a. Since
£(& — a) = 0, we must have
(2.70)

lim E* (By) = 0

k=0

For any k, let 7, be the sum ofall those A,, ... ;, which are includedin a.
Clearly

(2.71)

En(Ye + Be) & Eno) 2 EnVe)

Hence

(2.72)

&*(% + Br) 2 limsup E,(a) 2 linaint E,(a) 2 &*(Fx)

Since

(2.73)

E*(F, + Br) 2 f(a) = E*(7x)

and since

(2.74)

fim [E*(7z + Bu) — &*(Fx)] = 0

it follows from (2.72) that

(2.75)

hm En(a) = (ax)

Hence Theorem 2.15 is proved.
2.2.3

Separability of the Space of Mixed Strategies when the

Space of Pure Strategies Is Separable

The purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.16. If the space of pure strategies of player 2 is separable,
the space of mixed strategies of player 11s also separable in the sense of
untrinsic convergence.

Proof: Let us assume that the space A of pure strategies of player 1
is separable. Let ag be a denumerable and dense subset of A. It
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follows from Theorem 2.6 that the set of all probability measures &

for which (a) = 1 is dense in the set of all &.

The set of all prob-

ability measures £ for which £(a9) = 1 is obviously separable in the
sense of the ordinary convergence definition. Thus, because of
Theorem 2.14, the set of all & for which &(a9) = 1 is separable also in

the sense of the intrinsic convergence definition. Hence the space of
all £ must be separable in the sense of the intrinsic convergence definition, and Theorem 2.16 is proved.
2.3 Properties of Minimax Strategies "
In this section we shall state and prove some theorems concerning
minimaxstrategies.
Theorem 2.17.

If & is a minimax strategy of player 1 and if the

game is strictly determined, &) 1s a maximal strategy in the wide sense.
Similarly, af no is a minimax strategy of player 2 and the game 1s strictly
determined, no 1s a minimalstrategy in the wide sense.

Proof: Suppose that the gameis strictly determined and £ is a
minimax strategy of player 1. Let {n,;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) be a
sequence of strategies of player 2 such that

(2.76)

lim Sup; K(E, 7:) = Inf, Sup; K€, 7)
10

Since £ is a minimax strategy, we have

(2.7)

Inf, K(o, 1) = Supe Inf, K(E, 1)

Hence
(2.78)

Sup; K¢é, ni) 2 K (Eo, ni) 2 Sup; Inf, K€, ”)

Since the gameis strictly determined, it follows from (2.76) and (2.78)
that
(2.79)

lim [Sup:; K¢&, ni) — K (Go, n)] = 0

t= ©

Hence £ is a maximal strategy in the wide sense. The second half of
our theorem is proved by interchanging the roles of the two players.
Theorem 2.18.

If the game is strictly determined, and if & and xo

are minimax strategies of players 1 and 2, respectively, then &) 1s a maximal
strategy relative to no, no 1s a minimalstrategy relative to &, and

(2.80)

K(£o, 70) = Min, Max; K(é, ») = Max; Min, K(é, »)

11 Mostof the results of this section have been stated and proved by von Neumann
for finite spaces of strategies. See Sections 17.8 and 17.9 of [55].
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Proof: Since £ and 7 are minimax strategies, the following inequalities must hold:

(2.81)

Max; Min, K(é, n) = Min, K(, 7) S K(&o, 20)
< Max; K(é, 0) = Min, Max; K€é, 7)

Since the gameis strictly determined, it follows from (2.81) that

(2.82)

Min, K(&, 1) = K(&, m0) = Max; K(E, 10)

and our theorem is proved.
Theorem 2.19. If the game is strictly determined and if & 1s a minimax
strategy of player 1 and no is a minimax strategy of player 2, then

(2.83)

fo(A — ao) = n0(B — Bo) = 0

where ao 1s the set of all elements do of A for which K(ao, no) = Maz,

K(a, no), and Bo ts the set of all elements bo of B for which K(&o, bo)

= Miny K(&, 5).

Proof: Clearly, for any probability measure £ for which &(A — ag)
> 0, we must have K(é, 79) < Max, K(a, yo) = K(&, 10). Hence
£o(A — ao) = 0. Similarly we can see that no(B — Bo) = 0.
Weshall say that the space B is weakly. compact ”if for any sequence

{nz} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) of probability measures in B there exist a
subsequence {7,,} (7 = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) and a probability measure 7
such that

(2.84)

limint K(&é, 1;) = K€, 20)

for all & This is a weaker property than compactness. Even the
existence of a subsequence {7;,} and that of a probability measure 1
such that lim K(, 9) = K (€, no) for all £ is weaker than compactness,
gd = ©

since compactness requires that the above convergence be uniform in &.
The case when the space B is weakly compactin the sense of the above

definition will play an importantrole in the theory of statistical decision

functions. It will be seen in Chapter 3 that the space of strategies of
the statistician is weakly compact under very general conditions.
Theorem 2.20. If the space B is weakly compact, a minimax strategy
for player 2 exists.
12 The term “‘weak compactness” used here has no relation to the same term
used in the literature with reference to a‘ set of functions. See, for example,
Widder[72].
oo
oo
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Proof: Let {7;} be a sequence of probability measures in B such that

(2.85)

lim Sup; K(é, 7:) = Inf, Sup; K(é, 7)

A sequence {7;} with the above property evidently exists. Since B is
weakly compact, there exist a subsequence {7,;,} (j = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.)
of the sequence {7;} and a probability measure 79 such that

(2.86)

liminf
K(é, 9) 2 K(, 20)
jue

for all & From (2.85) and (2.86) it follows that

Sup; K(E, 70) = Inf, Sup; K(é, 7)
Thus 7 is a minimax strategy and Theorem 2.20 is proved.
2.4

Admissible Strategies and Complete Classes of Strategies

2.4.1 Minimal Complete Class of Strategies
In Section 1.6.2 the notions of admissible strategies and complete
classes of strategies were defined. A complete class C of strategies

will be said to be a minimal completeclass if no proper subclass of C is

a complete class.

Theorem 2.21. For each player there exists at most one minimal
complete class of strategies. If a minimal complete class of strategies
exists, 1t must be identical with the class Co of all admissible strategies.

The proof is omitted, since it is essentially the same as that given in
Section 1.3 in connection with decision functions.

One can easily give examples of games wheretheclassof all admissible strategies is not complete. As a matter of fact, one can easily

construct games for which theclassof all admissible strategies is empty.

For example, let A consist of a single element a and B of a sequence

{b;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) of elements. Let K(a, b;) = 1/1. Clearly
in this case there is no admissible strategy for player 2.
Theorem 2.22. If A is separable and B is weakly compact, the class
of all admissible strategies of player 2 1s a complete class.¥

13 This theorem is related to a theorem of Zorn on partially ordered sets (see
Zorn [76] and Lefschetz [29], page 5) but cannot be derived from it, since Zorn
assumesthat each simply ordered subset has an upper boundin the system, whereas
in our case merely each denumerable and simply ordered subset can be shown to
have an upper bound. Our theorem, however, could be derived (without the use
of transfinite induction) from some more general results by Milgram [32] which
contain Zorn’s theorem as a special case.
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Proof: Suppose that A is separable, B is weakly compact, and the
class of all admissible strategies of player 2 is not complete. Then

there exists a non-admissible strategy 7; such that anystrategy 7 that
is uniformly better than 7; is also non-admissible.

Since 7 is not

admissible there exists at least one strategy 72 that is uniformly better
than 7.

Since 72 itself is non-admissible, there must be a strategy n3

that is uniformly better than 72, and so on. In this way we obtain a
sequence {7,;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) of strategies such that 7; is uni-

formly better than 7; for 7 > 7. Because of the weak compactness of B
there exists a strategy 7.4, that is uniformly better than any element
of the sequence {7;}. But then there exists a strategy 7,12 that is
uniformly better than 7,41, and so on. Continuing this procedure,
we obtain a non-denumerable well-ordered set S of strategies 7 such
that any element of this well-ordered set is uniformly better than all
the preceding ones.

Since A is separable, there exists a sequence {a;} of elements of A

that is dense in A.

Thus, if 7’ and 7” are two strategies such that 7’”

is uniformly better than 7’, there exists an integer 7 such that

K(a;, 1’) < K(a;, 7’).

For any positive integer 7 let S; be the well-

ordered subset of S given as follows: An element 7 of S belongs to S;
if and only if there exists an element 7’ in S that is an immediate

predecessor of 7 and K(a;, 7) < K(a,, 7’). Clearly 2S; = S’, where S’
is the set of all those elements of S which have immediate predecessors

in S.

Since S’ is non-denumerable, there exists a positive integer 7

such that S; is non-denumerable.

Clearly, for any two elements 1’

and 7’’ of S; such that »’ precedes 7’’, we have K(a;, 7’) > K(a,;, 7’’).
But this is impossible, and Theorem 2.22 is proved.
2.4.2

Theorems on Complete Classes of Strategies

In this section we shall derive several theorems concerning complete

classes of strategies. First we shall prove the following two theorems.
Theorem 2.23. If A ws separable and B is weakly compact, the game

as strictly determined.

Proof: Since A is separable, there exists a sequence {a;} of subsets
of A such that a; C a;41, a; is conditionally compact, and
t=]

is dense in A.

a; =a

The gamerelative to (a;, B) is strictly determined.

Let »; be a minimax strategy for the gamerelative to (a;, B). Because
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of the weak compactness of B such a minimaxstrategy exists. Thus

(2.87)

Sup;,, K(a; 21) = Inf, Sup;,, K(é;, 7)

Since B is weakly compact, there exist a subsequence {,;,} (7 = 1, 2,
--, ad inf.) of the sequence {7;} and a strategy 7 such that

(2.88)

for all &
integer r
(2.89)

liminf K(t, 1) = K(E, 10)

From (2.87) and (2.88) it follows that for any positive
Sup, K (E43 no) = iimint Supe, K (Eo) ni;)

< lim SUDEa, K (Sag.J ni;)

jae

= lim Inf, Supe, K(Ea:.5 0)
joo

= lim Inf, Sup, K(Eas n)

Hence, since lim Sup;, K(é.,, 70) = Sup,, K(£a; 10);

(2.90)

Inf, Sup;, K(E., 7) = lim Inf, Sup; K(E.,, 7)

Obviously the left-hand member of (2.90) cannot be smaller than the

right-hand member of (2.90), and therefore the equality sign must
hold. Theorem 2.23 is an immediate consequenceof this and Theorems
2.6 and 2.7.
Theorem 2.24. If A 1s separable, B 1s weakly compact, and the choice
of player 2 1s restricted to a class C of probability measures n which
contains all discrete probability measures » and which does not destroy
the property of weak compactness, then the game 1s strictly determined
and its value zs the same as af no restriction were rmposed on the choice of 7.

Proof: Let C be a class of probability measures 7 satisfying the con-

ditions of our theorem. One can easily verify that equations (2.87)
to (2.90) remain valid when 7 is restricted to elements of C. Hence

the game remains strictly determined under the restriction that 7
must be an element of C. Let the sequence {a;} be defined as in the
proof of Theorem 2.23. It follows from Theorem 2.3 that the value

of Inf, Sup;,, K(é.;, 7) remains unchanged when the choice of 7 is re-

stricted to elements of C. This and (2.90) imply that the value of the
game is not changed byrestricting the choice of 7 to elements of C.
Hence our theorem is proved.
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Theorem 2.25. If A is separable and B is weakly compact, then for

player 2 the class of minimalstrategies in the wide sense 1s a complete class.

Proof: Let A be separable, B weakly compact, and no a strategy of
player 2 that is not a minimal strategy in the wide sense. Weintroduce
a new outcome function K*(a, b) given by
(2.91)

K*(a, b) = K(a, b) — K(a, no)

Clearly the space A remainsseparable, and the space B remains weakly
compact, when K(a, b) is replaced by K*(a, 6). Thus the gamecorresponding to the outcome function K*(a, b) is strictly determined.
Let 7, be a minimax strategy for the game corresponding to K*(a,b).
Because of the weak compactness of B such a minimaxstrategy exists.
Since

(2.92)

K*(E, 0) = 0

for all £, we must have

(2.93)

K*(é, m) $0

for all é. But

(2.94)

K*(§, ») = K(E, n) — K€E, no)

Hence

(2.95)

K(é, m) S K¢E, 20)

for all & According to Theorem 2.17, 7; is a minimal strategy in the

wide sense when K(a, b) is replaced by K*(a, b).

But any strategy

that is minimal in the wide sense relative to the outcome function
K*(a, 6) is also a minimal strategy in the wide senserelative to the
original outcome function K(a, b). Since 7 is not a minimal strategy

in the wide sense, the inequality sign must hold in (2.95) at least for

some £. Thus7; is uniformly better than yo, and our theorem is proved.

Theorem 2.26.

If A 1s compact and B is weakly compact, then for

player 2 the class of minimalstrategies in the strict sense is a complete class.

Proof: Let A be compact, B be weakly compact, and 7 be a strategy
that is not a minimal strategy in the strict sense. Consider the outcome
function K*(a, b) = K(a, 6) — K(a, no). Clearly the space A remains
compact and the space B remains weakly compact when K(a, 6) is
replaced by K*(a, 6). Let 1; be a minimax strategy when K*(a, b)
is the outcome function.

we have
(2.96)

Then, since K*(£, yo) = 0 identically in £,

K*(§, 71) = K€, 71) ~~ K€, no) s 0
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identically in . Let & be a minimax strategy of player 1 when K*(a, b)

is the outcome function.

Such a minimax strategy exists, since A is

compact. Then, according to Theorem 2.18, 7; is a minimalstrategy
relative to & when K*(a, b) is the outcome function. Clearly 7
remains a minimalstrategy relative to & when K(a, b) is the outcome

function. Since 7 is not a minimal strategy in the strict sense,
K(é,m) * K(&, 79) at least for some ¢. Theorem 2.26 follows from this
and (2.96).

Chapter 3.

DEVELOPMENT OF A GENERAL THEORY OF
STATISTICAL DECISION FUNCTIONS

3.1 Formulation of Some Assumptions Regarding the Decision
Problem
3.1.1

Assumptions Concerning the Space 2 of Admissible
Distribution Functions F

In developing a general theory of decision functions it seems neces-

sary to make some assumptions concerning the space Q, the weight

function W(F, d*), the space D* of terminal decisions, the cost function

of experimentation, and the decision functions 6 at the disposal of the
experimenter. The assumptions we shall make are rather weak, and
they do not restrict in any serious way the applicability of the theory

to problemsarising in applications.
In this section we shall formulate some assumptions concerning the

space 2. First weshall introduce some definitions. Weshall say that

the stochastic process {X,;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) underlying the deci-

sion problem is discrete if for any positive integral value r there exists a

denumerable subset M,* of the r-dimensional sample space M, such

that for all elements F of Q the probability is 1 that the sample point
(x1, ++, x) will be an element of M,*. Here x; denotes the observed

value of X; (¢ = 1, 2, ---,7r). We shall say that the stochastic process

{X;} is absolutely continuous if for any element F of Q and for any

positive integral value r the joint distribution of X, ---, X, admits a
probability density function.
Assumption 3.1.

The stochastic process {X;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad anf.)

underlying the decision problem is either discrete or absolutely continuous.
This assumption is not very restrictive from the point of view of
applications, since in most statistical problems arising in practice the

stochastic process {X;} will be either discrete or absolutely continuous.
Clearly, if the stochastic process {X;} is discrete, for each positive
integral value z there exists a denumerable subset S; of the real axis

such that the probability that the observed value of X; will fall in S;
is identically equal to 1 for all F. Let the elements of S; be aj, ajo,

--+, etc. From the point of view of the theory of statistical decision

functions it is immaterial how the various possible values of X; are

labeled.

In particular we may put a;; =7 (g = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.)
59
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without any loss of generality. Thus, in what follows in this chapter

we shall assume that in the discrete case the chance variable X;

(¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) can take only positive integral values.
To formulate the next assumption concerning 2 weshall introduce a
convergence definition inQ. For every subset 1/,* of the r-dimensional
sample space M,, let P(M,* | F) denote the probability, when F is
true, that the sample consisting of the observations 271, ---, 2%, on
Xi, Xo, ++, Xr, respectively, will be contained in M,*. Weshall say
that F; converges in the regular sense to Fp ast — © if for any positive
integer r we have

(3.1)

lim P(M,*| F;) = P(M,* Fo)

uniformly in M,*.

The above-defined convergence is called regular in order to distinguish it from other convergence definitions that will be considered
later.

Assumption 3.2. Q 1s separable in the sense of the regular convergence
definition given in (8.1).
Weshall now show that Assumption 3.2 is a consequence of Assumption 3.1. The reason for formulating both assumptions here is that
some results given later in this chapter remain valid when merely
Assumption 3.2 is postulated (see, for example, Theorem 3.3).
To prove Assumption 3.2, we shall introduce the following distance

definition for each positive integer r: The distance between two

elements F, and Fe of Q is given by
t-(F1, Fe) = Supy,«

P(M,* | F3) —~ P(M,* | Fe) |

where M,* may be any subset of the r-dimensional space M, with the

coordinates 71, --°, Zr. We shall now show that the separability of ©

in the sense of the convergence definition (3.1) is proved if we can show

that © is separable in the sense of the metric ¢, for each r. For this

purpose, suppose that © is separable in the sense of the metric é, for

each r. Then for each r there exists a sequence {F,;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---,
ad inf.) of elements of 2 such that {F,;} lies dense in Q in the sense of
the metric t,. Let F be any element of © andlet {e,} (r = 1, 2, ---, ad
inf.) be a sequence of positive numbers such that lim e, = 0. Clearly
ra 8

for each r there exists a positive integer i, such that ¢,(F, F,:,) S e,-

Since the distance t,(F’, F’’) is non-decreasing with increasing r, we
see that lim F,,, = F in the sense of the convergence definition (3.1).
raw
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Hence the double sequence {F,;} (r,7 = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) lies dense in Q
in the sense of the convergence definition (3.1), and the separability
of Q is proved.

Weshall now prove the separability of 2 when the underlying sto-

chastic processis discrete. As shown above,it is sufficient to prove the
separability of Q in the sense of the metric t, for each r. Let Q, be the

class of all jomt distributions of X,, ---, X, when X; can take only

positive integral values. Clearly the separability of Q in the sense of
the metric t, is proved, if we show that Q, is separable in the sense of
the metric t,. Let 0,* be the set of all elements F of 0, which satisfy

the following two conditions: (1) for any set of positive integers
C1, °°°, C, the probability of the joint event that X,; = c,, X2 = Co,
--, X, = c, Js a rational number; (2) there exist r integers wu, ---, U-,
which may depend on F, such that the probability that X; > u; is
equal to zero (¢ = 1, ---,7r). Clearly ©,* contains only countably many
elements and, as can easily be verified, 0,* is a dense subset of Q, in
the sense of the metric ¢,. This completes the proof of Assumption 3.2
when the stochastic processis discrete.
To prove Assumption 3.2 when the underlying stochastic process is

absolutely continuous, let 0, be the totality of all absolutely continuous
distributions of X,, ---, X,. It is sufficient to show that 0, is separable
in the sense of the metric f¢,.

The separability of Q, in the sense of the metric ¢, can be seen as
follows.
Let

t,*(F1, Fo) =f | ples, ae a, | F3)

— p(x, an t,| Fe) | day “ee dz,

where p(11, -°-, Zr | F) denotes the density function in M, correspond-

ing to the cumulative distribution function F. It is known that OQ,
is separable in the sense of the metric t,*.1 Since #,* = ¢,, the sepa-

rability of Q, in the sense of the metric é,* implies the separability of
Q, in the sense of the metric t,.. This completes the proof of the state-

ment that Assumption 3.2 is a consequence of Assumption 3.1.
3.1.2

Assumptions Concerning the Weight Function W(F, d’)
and the Space D‘ of Terminal Decisions
As explained in Section 1.1.5, for any element F of 2 and for any
element d’ of D‘ the value of W(F, d’) expresses the loss caused by
making the terminal decision d‘ when is the true distribution.
1 See, for example, Banach [5], pages 12 and 228.
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Assumption 8.8.

and d’.

The weight W(F, d‘) is a bounded function of F

Weshall introduce an intrinsic metric in the space D* with the help

of the weight function W(F, d‘).

The (intrinsic) distance between

two elements d,‘ and d,’ of D* is defined by the expression
(3.2)

R(dy*, do") = Supr | W(F, dy’) ~ WPF, da") |

Assumption 3.4.

given in (8.2).

The space D‘ is compact in the sense of the metric

In what follows, by a measurable subset D‘ of D‘ we shall mean an

element of the smallest Borel field of subsets of D‘ that containsall

open subsets of D’. By a measurable subset of D = D‘ + D* weshall
always mean a subset whose intersection with D‘ is measurable. Whenever we speak of a subset of D, we shall always mean a measurable

subset, even if this is not stated explicitly.

Any finite space D‘ is evidently compact. Thus Assumption 3.4 is
fulfilled whenever the space D’is finite. For example, Assumption 3.4
is fulfilled for any problem of testing a hypothesis H, since in this case

the space D‘ contains only two elements d,’ and d,’, where d,’ denotes
the decision to accept H, and d," the decision to reject H. There are,

however, decision problems treated in the literature which in their
conventional form do not fulfill Assumption 3.4. Suppose, for example,
that the stochastic process under consideration consists of a single
chance variable X, and that © is the class of all normal distributions
with unit variance. Suppose also that the problem is to set up a
point estimate for the unknown mean @ of the distribution on the basis
of a single observation on X;. Let d,«’ denote the terminal decision to
estimate the unknown mean bythe value 6*. Then D* consists of the

elements d,x’ corresponding to all possible real values 6*.

Let the

weight function W(6, d,x") be equal to (9 — 6*)”. Clearly the space D*
is not compact.

It can be made compact, however, by restricting the

domain of 6 and 6* to a finite closed interval.

This is not a very serious restriction from the point of view of applications, since in most practical problems we will be able to state a

finite closed interval about which we know a priori that it contains
the true parameter value 6.

The situation will be similar in most of

the point estimation and interval estimation problems treated in the
literature. If the original conventional form of the problem does not
satisfy Assumption 3.4, it will generally be possible to have it fulfilled
by restricting the domain of the unknown parameters to a bounded
and closed subset of the parameter space.
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It would be possible to develop the theory on the basis of a weakened
form of Assumption 3.4 which wouldbefulfilled for estimation problems
in their conventional form.? However, for the sake of simplicity we
shall not attempt to do this. Any weakening of Assumption 3.4 would
make the proofs of the main theorems considerably more involved.

3.1.3

Assumptions Concerning the Cost Function of
Experimentation

Asdefined in Section 1.1.5, the symbol
(3.3)

c(z; $1, °°", Sx)

denotes the cost of experimentation when xz was the observed sample,
the experiment was carried out in k stages, and the zth stage of the

experiment consisted of the observations on the chance variables X;
for all j that are elements of s;. The function c(z; 81, ---, s,) is defined
for any sequence x = {z;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) for any positive
integer k, and for any disjoint and non-empty subsets s;, ---, s, of
the sequenceofall positive integers. Of course, the cost c(x; 81, ---, Sx)
does not depend on the coordinates x; of x for which 7 is not contained

in any of the sets s;, ---, sy. If s,, --+, s, are disjoint subsets of the

sequence of positive integers and if s denotes the sequence {s1, ---, sx},
then, as stated in Section 1.2.1, the symbol c(z; s) is used as an alternative notation for c(x; 81, ---, S%)j 1e.,

(3.4)

C(x; 81, +++, Se) = C(z; 8)

In what follows, the symbol s will stand for a finite sequenceof disjoint

and non-empty subsets of the set of all positive integers.
Assumption 3.5.
conditions:

The cost function c(x; s) satisfies the following three

(i) c(z; s) = O for all x and s, and c(x3 81, °°, Sk, Sei) 2 C(x; 8,
+++) ,).

(ii) For any given s the cost c(x; s) is either a bounded function of x
or c(x; s) = © identically in x.

(iii) There exists a sequence {Cm} (m = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) of positive

values such that limc, = © and c(x; s) = cm for all x, and for all
m= ©

s = {s,, ---, 8%} for which the set-theoretical sum of 81, ---, 8% contains

at least m elemenis.

2 This was donein a previous publication [70], but the theory developed there is
restricted to the special case where the zth stage of the experiment consists of a
single observation on X;.
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The reason for admitting the possibility that for some values of s
the cost c(z; s) may be equal to © identically in z is that in some
situations certain values of s may be practically impossible. For
example,if the time needed for carrying out a single stage of the experiment is extremely large, no value s = {s), ---, s,} with k > 1 will be
feasible, and this is expressed by putting c(z;s) = oforanyk >1. It
may also happen that an observation on X; can be madeonly after
the value of X; has been observed. This can be expressed by putting
c(23 81, -°°, S,) = © whenever 7 is an element of the set-theoretical
sum S of s,, ---, s, and 2 is not an elementof S.
Since the objective of the experimenteris to minimizetherisk, assigning the value ~ to c(x; s) for some values of s, say s°, is equivalent to

restricting the choice of the experimenter to decision functions for
which the probability is zero that experimentation will be carried out

in accordance with s°.

The general theory can be reduced to various special cases of interest

by imposing somerestrictions on the cost function in addition to those
listed in Assumption 3.5. For example, if we put c(x; 81, ---, s,) = ©

for k > 1, the general theory reduces to the classical case of experi-

mentation in a single stage. If, in addition, we put c(x; s,) = 0 when

S; Is a subset of the first N integers, and = © otherwise, the general

theory reduces to the special case where the choice of the experimenter
is restricted to decision functions according to which experimentation

is carried out in a single stage by observing the values of the first NV
chance variables X,, ---, Xvy.

If the cost of experimentation c(x; s,, ---, s,) depends only on zx
and the set-theoretical sum of s,, ---, s,, then, for any decision function
d(x; s) (see Section 1.1.4 for the definition of a decision function), there

exists another decision function 6*(x; s) such that according to 6*(z; s)

each stage of the experiment consists of a single observation and

r(F, 8*) <r(F, 8)
for all F, where r(F, 6) denotes the risk when F is the true distribution

of X = {X;} and 6 is the decision function adopted (see Section 1.2.1
for the definition of the risk). Thus, if the cost of experimentation.
satisfies the above condition, the general theory reduces to the special
case where the choice of the experimenter is restricted to decision

functions for which each stage of the experiment consists of a single
observation. This is the case considered in the recently developed
sequential tests of statistical hypotheses (see, for example, [65)).
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3.1.4 Assumptions Concerning the Space of Decision Functions
at the Disposal of the Experimenter

Before formulating the restrictions to be imposed on the decision

functions that can be chosen by the experimenter, we shall introduce a
convergence definition in the space ofall decision functions. Weshall

have to treat the discrete case and the absolutely continuous case
separately.

If the stochastic process X = {X;} is discrete, we shall say that the
sequence {6,;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) of decision functions converges
to the decision function 59 asi — ©,if 8

(3.5)

lim 8;(D* | 0) = 89(D* | 0)

i= 0

lim 6;(D* | 238) = 59(D* | 2; 8)

$= 00

for any x, s, and for any open subset D* of D whose boundary has
probability zero according to 69(z; s). The topology of the space D
is defined as follows: As stated in Section 1.1.4, the space D is the set
theoretical sum of D‘ and D*. By the topology of D’ we mean the
topology implied by the intrinsic metric introduced in D*; see equation
(3.2). The elements d° of D° are to be regarded as discrete points of D.
Thus any element d° is an open subset of D whose boundary is empty.

Wecould also define convergence in the absolutely continuous case
by equation (3.5). This definition of convergence appears, however,

to be too strong in the absolutely continuouscase, and weshall replace
it by a somewhat weaker one. In Section 1.2.1 we introduced the

symbol p(d,°, ---, d;°, D! | xz, 5) [see equation (1.3)] to denote the
probability that the experimentis carried out in k stages in accordance
with d,°, ---, dz°, respectively, and that the terminal decision d’ is
an element of the subset D‘ of D‘ when z is the sample point observed
and 6 is the decision rule adopted. For k = 0, the above symbol
denotes the probability that no experimentation is made and the

terminal decision is an element of D’.

Let p(d,°, --+, dy°| 2, 6) denote the conditional probability that the
experimentis carried out in at least k stages and that the 7th stage is
carried out in accordance with d,° for 1 = 1, 2, ---, k when the sample
is known to be equalto z.
For any subset S = {%, ---, 2,} of the set of all positive integers,

let Rg denote a subset of the r-dimensional sample space with the
3 For the definition of the symbols in (8.5), see Sections 1.1.4 and 1.2.1.
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coordinates x;, ---, 7; We put
(3.6)

P(dy’, a) ax*, D' | Rs, 5)
-{ p(d,°, a) d,°, D' | L, 5) dx, ee dz,,
Rs

and
(3.7)

P(d,°, vey d;,° | Rs, ) ={ pay’, my d;,° |-2, 5) dz;, .ee ax;,
S

where S = {7, ---, 7,} denotes the set-theoretical sum of d,°, ---, d,°

in (3.6), and the set-theoretical sum of d,°, ---, d°,_1 in (3.7). For

k = 0,the left-hand memberof(3.6) is defined to be equal to 6(D* | 0).
For k = 1, the left-hand memberof (3.7) reduces to 6(d° | QO).

If the stochastic process is absolutely continuous, we shall say that

(3.8)

lim 6; = do

if there exists a sequence {D‘,,...%,} (kj = 1, --+, 79 = 1, °°, m;
m = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) of subsets of D’ such that

(3.9) lim P(dj’, -+-, de’, D4, ... im | Rs, 5s)
= P(d,°, --+, dx’, D+, _ em | Rg, 50)

and

(3.10)

lim P(d,‘, ---, di°| Rs, 6;) = P(di’, ---, di| Rs, 80)

for any k, dy, ---, dk’, D'n .-%q, and any bounded set Rs, and the
sequence {D*%,, ...z,,} satisfies the following three conditions:
(3.11)

(3.12)

ri

—_

"

_

_

>, Dy,! = Dt, >> Day ---tm = Doty --- ena

k=]

hea, = 1

Dp, «knaly °° *y Dky «++ ematm OFE Cisjoint

and

(3.13) Diameter of D',, ...;,, converges to zero as
m — o uniformly in kj, ---, kw

Weshall refer to a sequence {D',,...;,} of subsets that satisfies

(3.11) to (3.13) as a covering net of D*.
The above-defined convergence in the space of decision functions
will be called “regular convergence” (in the discrete as well as the
continuous case) to distinguish it from intrinsic convergence, which

will be considered later.
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Before formulating the restrictions to be imposed on the class of
decision functions at the disposal of the experimenter, we want to
introduce the notion of convexity. Weshall say that a set D of decision
functions is convex if, for any two elements 6, and 6, of D and for any

positive a < 1, there exists an element 6 of D such that the following

equations hold for any k, d;°, ---, dy° and any subset D* of D':

(3.14a) p(di’, «++, de® | 2; 8)
= ap(dy*, +++, de | 2; 8) + (1 — a)p(dy’, -+-, de® | 2; 82)
(3.14b) p(d,*, ---, dy°, D*| x; 8)

= ap(dy’, +++, dk’, D’ | x; 1) + (1 — a)p(di’, «++, dx’, D* | x; 62)
The above equations imply that 6 must satisfy

(3.14c) 6(d*x41| 2; di’, ---, dx°)
op (dy, «++, d°n41 | 2; 61) + (1 — a)p(dy’, --+, d%e41 | 23 82)
op(di®, +++, de® | x; 61) + (1 — a)p(di®, ---, de® | 2; 5)

and

(3.14d) 8(D*| x; dy’, ---, dy’)
_ op(dy’, «++, dy’, Dé | 2; 61) + (1 — a)ph’, ---, di’, D*| 2; 82)
——

ap(dy*, «++, de® | 2; 81) + (1 — api’, «++, de® | 2; 82)
2

provided that >> p(d,°, ---, di° | 2; 6;) #0.

Thus, for any subset D*

i=1
of D = D' + D*, equations (3.14a) and (3.14b) determine uniquely

the value of 6(.D* | x2; d,°, --+, d;°), provided that p(d,°, ---, dx° | x; 5)
#0. If p(dy°, ---, dy° | 2; 6) = 0, it is irrelevant what value is as-

signed to 6(D*| x; d,°, ---, dx°), since it does not influence the risk

r(é, 6).

Clearly (3.14c) and (8.14d) are not only necessary but also

sufficient for the validity (3.14a) and (3.14b).

Obviously the use of a mixed strategy 7 (probability measure on

the space of all admissible decision functions 6) which assigns the
probability a to 6; and 1 — a@ to 62 is equivalent to the use of a pure

strategy 6 that satisfies (8.14a) and (3.14b). More generally, one can
easily verify that any mixed strategy is equivalent to some pure
strategy 6.

If the space D of decision functions 6 at the disposal of the experi-

menter is convex and closed (in the sense of regular convergence
defined before), any discrete mixed strategy 7 (probability measure 7

that assigns the probability 1 to some denumerable subset of D)is
equivalent to a pure strategy 6 that is an element of D.
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Weare now in a position to formulate the assumption we want.to
make concerning the class D of decision functions at the disposal of

the experimenter.

Assumption 8.6.

The Class D of decision functions 6 to which the

choice of the experimenter is restricted satisfies the following conditions:
(1) D ts convex.
(ii) D ts a closed subset of the space of all decision functions in the

sense of the regular convergence definition given above.
(iii) For any s = {s,, --+, sy} there exists a positive integer cy, depending

only on k, such that for any element 6 of D we have 6(d°| x; s) = 0 for
any d° that 1s not a subset of the finite set {1, 2, ---, cx}.
(iv) Lf c(x; dy°, -+-, dy°) = © identically in zx,
p(dy°, «++, dy’ | x, 6) =0
for any x and for any element 6 of D.
(v) A decision function 5 is an element of D if there exists an element

59 of D and an element do’ of D* such that for each x and s we have either
5(z; 8) = 60(2; 8) or 5(do' | 238) = 1.
Condition (v) is postulated to insure the possibility of truncation

of any element 6 of D. This process of truncation will be used later
in the proofs of some lemmas and theorems(see, for example, Lemma

3.2).

The class 2, of all decision functions which satisfy conditions (11)

and (iv) of Assumption 3.6 for a given sequence {c;} of integers also

satisfies conditions(i), (ii), and (v), as one can easily verify.
The special classes of decision functions mentioned in Section 3.1.3
satisfy Assumption 3.6. In particular, the class of all decision functions
according to which experimentation is carried out in one stage by

observing the first N chance variables X,, ---, Xj will satisfy Assump-

tion 3.6. This assumption is also fulfilled for the class of all decision
functions for which the zth stage of the experimentconsists of a single

observation on X; (¢ = 1, 2,
---, ad inf.).
Weshall now point out the reasons for not imposing the restriction
that 5(x; 81, --+, s,) = 6(z; 81, ---,

s’,) whenever the set-theoretical

sum of s), -°-, Sx is equal to that of s'1, -+-, 8’,. Such a restriction
would cause difficulties in the absolutely continuous case due to the

assumption that D must be a closed subset of the set of all decision

functions. Weshall define below a sequence {6;} (¢ = 0, 1, 2, ---, ad

inf.) of decision functions such that 6; satisfies the above restriction

for 2 2 1 but 49 does not, and lim 5; = do (in the sense of regular
$= 00
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convergence). Let D* consist of the two elements d,‘ and d’, andlet
d*? denote the decision to make an observation on X;. The domain
of X; is restricted to the interval (0, 1]. Forz = 1, the decision function
6; is determined by the following equations:

6(d°|0)= 5

6(d|0) = 3

k

6,(d|2;d%)=1

if-< 2, <
i

= 0

I +1

otherwise

5,(a% | x; d°) = 0

5;(D* | x; d°) =-j]— 5,(d°? | x; d°)

_k

5;(d*.| Lz; d°*’) =]

if — S%2<
t

= 0

ke
1

for some even k

otherwise

6(d|2;d°)=0

64,(D*| 2;d*) = 1 — 8,(d%| 2; d®)

k

I

6;,(d° | 2; d, d*) =1 if— Sx, <——
i
1
<

= 0

for some even k

k+1
4

for evenk and -— < 2
1

for some odd k

otherwise

6,(D* | x; d, d®) = 1 — 8,(d*| x; d*, d®)
6,(d°| 2; d, d) = 6,(d* | x; d®, d®)

6,(D* | d*, d°?) = 6,(D* | d®, d*)
6,(D*‘ | x; d%, d*, d) = 5;(D*| x; d, dd) =1
and, for any s,

6:(d;' | 2; s) = 38,(D*| 2; s) (j = 1,2)
For any s = {s,, ---, 8%} for which 6(z; s) is not yet determined by

the above equations and by the condition that 5(2; s,, ---, s,) = 6(2;

s’1, +++, 8’,) if the set-theoretical sum of s), ---, s, is equal to that of
$1, °+-, 8’, we put

6,(d;'| 2; 8) =} G = 1, 2)
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It can easily be seen that 5; converges to 59 as 1 —> ©, where do is the
decision function determined by the equations

5o(d*! | 0) = do(d*? | 0) = 4

So(d*? | x;d) =4

5o(d;* | x; d) = + (j = 1, 2)

bo(d* | x; d°) = 4

5o(d;' | x; d°?) = + G = 1, 2)

bo(d| x; d*!, d*) = 4

bo(dj' | 2; d%,d%) =F G=1,2)

s(d*| 2; a", d") =0

bo(d;' | x3 d?,d") =F (G=1,2)

o(d;* | 2; d**, d*, d*) =}
Gj = 1, 2)

The extension of the definition of 59(z; s) for s for which the above
equations do not yet determine the value of 59(x; s) can be done in

the same way as was donefor 6,(x; s) (« = 1). Whereas 6; (for 7 = 1)
satisfies the restriction that 6;(7; s1, ---, s,) = 5,(z; 8’1, «++, s’,) if the
set-theoretical sum of s;, ---, s, is equal to that of s‘;, ---, s’,, the
decision function 49 does not satisfy this restriction.
3.1.5

Measurability Assumptions

In this section we shall formulate some measurability conditions

which will insure the existence of the various integrals that appear in
the formulas defining the risk function (see Section 1.2.1).

Let M betheinfinite dimensional sample space; i.e., M is the totality

of all sequences x = {z;}. Let B be the smallest Borel field which
contains all sets of points z which are satisfied by the relations
23 <a; (@ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.)

where the a; are real numbers or +o. Furthermore let H be the small-

est Borel field of subsets of Q which contains any subset of Q that is
open in the sense of the convergence definition (8.1). Finally, let T
be the smallest Borel field of subsets of D = D' + D* which are open
in the sense of the topology of the space D defined in Section 3.1.4.
By the symbolic product H X T we shall mean the smallest Borel
field of subsets of the Cartesian product 2 X D which contains the
Cartesian product of any member of H by any member of 7’. The
symbolic product H X B is similarly defined.
Only subsets of 2, D, and M will be considered which are measurable
(H), (7), and (B), respectively, even if this is not stated explicitly.
The following measurability assumptions are made:
Assumption (u;). W(F, d‘).is a function measurable (H X T).
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Assumption (ue). For any positive integer m, fm(t1, °°°, Im | F), as

a function of x and F, is measurable (H X B), where fin(21, °**, tm | F)

denotes the joint elementary probability law of X1, --°, Xm, when F is
the true distribution of X.4

Assumption (us). For any element D* of the Borel field T and for
any s = {s, ---, sp}, the function 6(D* | x; s) is measurable (B).
Assumption (us). For any s = {s,, ---, sx}, the cost function c(zx; s)
ts measurable (B).
The validity of the above measurability assumptions will be postu-

lated throughout this and subsequent chapters, even if this is not stated
explicitly.

Weshall now show that the above conditions guarantee that for
any 6 the risk r(F, 6) (defined in Section 1.2.1) is a function of F
measurable (H). We shall first consider the absolutely continuous
case. It follows from Assumption (u3) that p(d,°, ---, dz’, D*| 2, 8)

[defined in (1.3)] is, as a function of x, measurable (B). Hence, because
of Assumption (2), g(di°, ---, dy’, D* | F, 6) [defined in (1.4)] éxists

and, as a function of F, is measurable (H).5 From this it follows that

P(D* | F, 6) [defined in (1.5)] exists and, as a function of F,, is measurable (H).

Because of the compactness of D’, the integral [see formula (1.6)]

r1(F, 6) = fD*W(F, a’) dP(D'| F, 8)
can be represented as the limit of functions r,;; (F, 5) asi —> ©, where

ra(F, 8) = j=1
2) WCF,di;')P(Di;' | F, 8)
Us

=

u; is a finite positive integer, d,;‘ is an element in D,,;‘, and D,;‘ is an
element of J. Since W(F, d,;‘) is measurable (H), ri(F, 5) is also
measurable (H), and therefore 7:(F, 6) is also measurable (7).

It follows from Assumptions (43) and (4) that the integrand
c(x; dy°, «++, dy’)p(di’, «++, dy’, D’ | x, 6) [see formula (1.7)] as a func‘If the stochastic process is discrete, fm(11, °+°, 2m | F) denotes the probability
that X, = 21, Xo = 2, -+:, and Xm =Z%m. If the stochastic process is absolutely continuous, fin(%1, °**, 2m | F) denotes the density at the point 21, -+-, tm.

5 The integral in (1.4) can be written in the form fMWa, F) dB(2),and Theorems

9.3 and 9.10 in Saks [44, Chapter IIT] are applicable. B(x) stands for Borel measure.
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tion of x is measurable (B). From this and Assumption (2) it follows
that §

J cles dit, +++, det)pGdh’, +++, di’, D‘| 2, 8) dF(o)
M

is, as a function of F, measurable (H).

Hence r2(F, 6) [defined in

(1.7)] must be measurable (H). Since r(F, 5) = 7) (F, 5) + re(F, 4),
the function r(F’, 5) is measurable (#).
The proof that r(F, 5) is measurable (#) in the discrete case is very
similar, except that the integrals in question have to be replaced by
sums.
3.2

Weak Intrinsic Compactness of the Space of Decision Functions

3.2.1

Compactness of the Space of Decision Functions in the
Sense of Regular Convergence

The main objective of this section is to prove that the space D of

decision functions is compact in the sense of regular convergence

defined in Section 3.1.4. This result will be used in the following section
to prove weak intrinsic compactness of the space D. Moreprecisely,
we shall prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. If Assumptions 3.1 to 3.6 hold, the space D of decision

functions at the disposal of the experimenter 1s compact in the sense of
regular convergence defined in Section 3.1.4.7

Proof: First we shall consider the case when the stochastic process
X = {X;} G = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) is discrete. As pointed out in Section

3.1.1, in this case we may assume without loss of generality that for
each 7 the chance variable X; can take only positive integral values.

For any s = {s;, ---, sz}, let D, denote the subset of D consisting of
all elements d‘ of D* and all elements d° of D° for which d° is a subset
of the set {1, 2, --+, c,}, where c, is a positive integer chosen so that
condition (iii) of Assumption 3.6 is fulfilled. Clearly 6(D, | z;s)=1
for any element 6 of D and for any x and s.

Since D, contains only a

finite numberof elements outside D*, it follows from Assumption 3.4
that D, is compact. Hence,if {5;} (¢ =1, 2, ---, ad inf.) is a sequence
of elements of 9D, for any given x and s there exist a subsequence
{2;} (j = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) of the sequence {7} and a probability set
6 Also this integral can be written in the form f ¥(z, F) dB(z).
M
7 This theorem is closely related to known theorems on the “weak” compactness
of a set of functions. See, for example, Theorem 17b (page 33) of [72].
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function 59(D* | x; s) defined for all measurable subsets D* of D such
that
(3.15)

lim 6,,(D* | 2; 8) = do(D* | x; 8)

jwe

for any open subset D* of D whose boundary has probability zero
according to the probability set function 59. The subsequence {2;}
may depend on z and s. However, since there are only denumerably

many elements s, and since for any given s the coordinates7;,,, ---, 2;,

of x on which the value of 6(x; s) depends can take only denumerably
many values, the well-known diagonal procedure can be used to obtain
a fixed subsequence {7;} (independent of x and s) for which (8.15) is
fulfilled. Thus our theorem is proved in the discrete case.
To prove Theorem 3.1 in the absolutely continuouscase, let {7,;}
(7 = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) be a subsequence of the sequence {7} of positive
integers chosen so that, for any d,°, ---, d,° and for any cube 7's with

rational vertices in the finite dimensional sample space corresponding to
S (S is the set-theoretical sum of d,°, ---, d,°), the completely additive

set function P(d;°, ---, d,’, At | Ts, 5;,) defined for all measurable
subsets A’ of D* converges to a completely additive set function
(A! | dy", ery dx’, T's); 1.€.,

|

(3.16) lim P(dy’, ---, dk’, Z°| Ts, 8;,) = w(Z*| di’, +++, de’, Ts)
jo

for any open subset Z* of D* for which p(Z* — Z* | d;°, -++, dz’, T's)
= 0. Since d,°, ---, dy° and Tg can take only denumerably many
values, and since the space of all probability measures on a compact
metric space is compact (Theorem 2.15), a subsequence {7;} with the

above property can be constructed with the help of the diagonal
procedure.

For any given subset A’ of D‘ andfor given d,°, ---, d,°, the function
p(t | d,°, --+,d,°, T's) defined forall rational cubes J's can be extended
to a completely additive set function »(A’ | d;°, ---, dx’, Rg) defined

for all Borel measurable subsets Rg of the sample space corresponding

to S. Weshall use the symbol P(Rs | d,°, --+, dy°, A*) synonymously
with p(A° | d;°, --:, dy’, Rg); 1.e., we put
(3.17)

P(Rs| di’, «+, dy’, AY) = w(A*| dy’, ---, de’, Rs)

This notation will be particularly convenient when we want to keep
A’, dz®. «++, dy° fixed.
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Wechoose the covering net {D*,, ...z,,} subject to the following two

restrictions:
(a) For any element D*,,...,, of the covering net we have

Dy, ... km CG Zt; «++ km) Where Zyz,...%, denotes the open kernel ® of

D',, ...%, and Z*;, ...,,, is the closure of Zz, ... ge.

(b) u(Z,, °° Keg Li, ++ km | dy", ++, d,°, T's) = 0 and P(dy’, a)

dx’, Zu, ... 4, — Ze, ..-tm | T's, 5) = 0 for any element Dz, ...,,, of
the net, for any j, d,°, ---, d,°, and any 7's.

It follows from (3.16), (3.17), and the restriction (b) that

(3.18) lim P(d,*, «++, di, D's, ...tm | Psy 84,)
jue

= P(Ts | dy’, +++, de’, D'y, ++ Tem)

Since the above equation holds for every 7's, it must hold for every
bounded and measurable subset Rg; i.e.,

(3.19) lim P(@,°, -+-, dk’, D's, ... mm | Bs, 55)
jmoa

= P(Rg | dy*, «++, de®, Dey «+ ton)
One can easily verify that the subsequence {7;} can be chosen so
that in addition to (8.16) the following relation holds for some set
function P(Rs | dy°, +++, dy’):

(3.20)

lim P(di’, ---, dy’ | Rg, 5;,) = P(Rs | di’, ---, de’)
j=zua

In this equation, S denotes the set-theoretical sum of d,°, «++, d°,_1,
while in (8.19) it denotes the sum of d,°, ---, d,’.
Weshall now establish some properties of the set functions

P(Rsg| di°, «++, dy’, D*,, ...%,) and P(Rz | di®, «++, dy’). Clearly
(3.21a)
P(Rsg | dy, «++, de’) = 0
P(Rsg| di°, +++, dy’, D'y, ...&,) 2 0
(3.21b)
Since

2 P(Rs | dy’, «++, dx’, D*ay ++ tem)

= P(Rg| dy*, «++, dy’, Dey --- ke)

p(dy°, «++, d%_4, D*| z, 8;) + 2, p(di*, «++, dye | x, 83)

= p(di’, +++, d%%1 | 2, 53)
the aboverelation remains valid when z is replaced by Rg and p by P.
It then follows from (3.19), (3.20), and from the fact that d;° can take
8 A point d* belongs to the open kernel of a subset A‘ of D¢ if and only if there
exists a sphere with center d‘ and positive radius contained in A‘.
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only a finite number of values when d;°, ---, d*,_1 are given [condition
(iii) of Assumption 3.6], that

(3.21c) P(Rs| di’, «++, d%e-1, D*) + 2, P(Rsg| di’, «++, de’)
Pg

= P(Rsg | di’, «++, d%-1)
Let Z be any element of the sequence {Z,, ...z,,} and let {Z’} be a

subsequence of the sequence {Z;,---,,} such that the elements of

{Z’} are disjoint and >) Z’ = Z.

Then, because of the complete

d

additivity of the set function p(A* | d,°, -++, dx’, T's), we have
(3.21d)

P(Ts | dy‘, every d;”, Z) = » P(Ts | dy°, very d;”, Z?)

j

For any d,°, +--+, d,° and any subset A’ of D* the set functions
P(Rsg | dy’, --+, dy°, A*) and P(Rs | d,°, ---, dx’) are absolutely continuous. Hence, for any d,°, ---, d,° and A’there exists a pair of functions p*(x | dy°, «++, dy’, A*) and p(z | dy’,----, dy’) such that

(3.22) fRsp*(a| di’, +++, de’, A) = P(Rs | di’, ++, de’, AY
and

23)

wel dit, +++, de") = PRs |’, +++
S

It follows from (3.21la) to (3.21d) that for almost all z the following

conditions hold:
(3.24a)

p*(x | ay°, a) ay’; Dy, cee km) = 0,

(3.24b)

2 p*(x | dy", +++, de’, D*x, cee km)

p(x | ay", me y d,°) 20

= p*(x | ady°, ae) dx’, Dy, see km—1)
(3.24¢)

p*(x | dy°, very a*y_1, D*) + 2, p(x | dy°, a) dy)
xe

= p(x | dy°, --+, d%_1)

and
(3.24d)

p*(x | ay°, very d;*, Z) = Ls p*(x | d,°, mer d;*, Z?)
j

where Z and Z’ are subject to the same conditions as in (3.21d). It
follows immediately from restriction (6) that also the condition

(3.24e) p*(x| dy’, +++, de’, Diag... hp) = D*(t| di’, «++, de’, Dey «.- hm)
= p*(x| dy*, «++, dit, Ze, «.- ted
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is satisfied for almost all z.

One can easily choose the functions p

and p* such that (3.24a) to (3.24e) are satisfied for all x.

For any 2, d,°, ---, d,° and for any open subset Z* of D’ (not necessarily an element of {Z°,, ...x,,}), let

(3.25) p(x | dy’, ---, dy’, Z*) = Lub. p*(x| dy’, «++, dy’, Z**)
Zt

where Z*? may be the sum of any finite number of elements of the

sequence {Z*,, ...,,,{ such that the closure Z*’ of Z*’ is a subset of Z’.

For any 2, d;°, ---, d,°, the function p(x | d;°, ---, dy’, Z*) can be
extended to a completely additive set function p(x | dy°, ---, dx’, A’)
defined for all measurable subsets A’ of D*.® It follows from (3.24d)
and (3.25) that
(3. 26)

p(x | d,°, cee , a’, Zk, eee km) = p* (x | d,°, ves, dy’, Ze, eee km)

Since 2° >> p*(x | dy°,

+++, dn’, Zk, ..- ken) = P*(x | dy°, ---, dy°, D*)

= p(xId,°,- as, D*), it follows from (3.26) that p(x | dy°, -+-, dk’,

Lis ose

— Ze, ..»km) = 0.

Hence

(3.27) vc | dy’, vee, di, D*,, eee km) = p* (x | d,°, eee, d;,°, D',, eee km)

Let 59 be the function defined by the equations

(3.28)
and

(3.29)

5o(A‘ | x3 di’, «++, de®) =

ao(@'ey1 | 25 dh’, «++, de’) =

p(x | d,°» °°", d;*, A*)
p(x | dy?7 *"%y d;,°)
p(x | d;°, me ty a°n41)

p(x | di’, +++, dy’)

If p(x | di’, ++, dy’) = 0, we put 50(d"n41 | 2; dy°, «>>, dy’) = 0 and
5o(a* | 2; d,°, ---, dy’) = 1 for some given element at of ‘Dt.

It follows from (3.28) that, for any zx, d,°, ---, d,°, the set function

bo(A*| 2; di’, ---, de’) is non-negative and completely additive.

From (8.24c), (8.28), and (8.29) we obtain

(3.30)

8(D* | 2; di°, «++, de®) + 2 So(d°e41 | 2; di°, ---, de®) = 1
k+1

Hence 4p is a decision function.. Clearly

(3.31)

p(y’, «++, de® | 2, 80) = p(x | dy’, «+, dy’)

and

(3.31a)

p(di*, ---, dy*, A®| 2, 59) = p(x dy’, ---, dy®, A’)

® A proof of this is implicit in the proof of Theorem 2.15.
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The convergence of 6;, to 59 as 7 —> © is an immediate consequenceof
the above two equations and equations (3.19), (8.20), (8.22), (3.23),
and (3.27). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
3.2.2

Proof of Weak Intrinsic Compactness of the Space of
Decision Functions

Let {5;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) be a sequence of decision functions.
Weshall say that 6; converges in the intrinsic sense to 69 as 2 — © if
(3.32)

lim r(F, 6;) = r(F, 50)

uniformly in F. The above equation implies that
lim r(é, 5;) = r(é, 5o)

uniformly in all a priori distributions & If merely the relation

(3.33)

liminf r(£, 6;) 2 r(&, 80)

is fulfilled for all —, we shall say that 5; converges weakly to 59 in the
intrinsic sense.

The space D of decision functions at the disposal of the experimenter
is said to be compact in the sense of weak intrinsic convergence if,
for any sequence {6;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) of elements of 9, there
exist an element 59 of D and a subsequence {6;,} (j = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.)

of the sequence {6;} such that

(3.34)

liming r(£, 8,,) = r(E, 60)
ja 0

for all £. In this section we shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2.

If Assumptions 3.1 to 3.6 hold, regular convergence of

6; to 59 ast —> ec implies weak intrinsic convergence of 5; to 59. Further-

more, 1f Assumptions 3.1 to 3.6 hold, the space D of decision functions
1s compact in the sense of weak intrinsic convergence.
Proof: The second half of Theorem 3.2 follows immediately from

Theorem 3.1 and the first half of Theorem 3.2. Therefore it is suffcient to prove thefirst half of Theorem 3.2.
.

Let {5;} be a sequence of decision functions such that lim 6; = do in
i=0

the regular sense. Also let ¢ be any a priori probability measureon 0.
If liminf r(&, 6;) = ©, thefirst half of Theorem 3.2 is obviously fulfilled.
Therefore it is sufficient to consider probability measures £for which
liminf r(é, 6;) <.0. But then we may restrict ourselves to a subse«=m co
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quence {5,.} of the sequence {;} such thatlim r(é, 5,.) = liminf r(é, 6,).
jmo

7m 0

Therefore, for proving thefirst half of Theorem 3.2, it is sufficient to
consider probability measures & for which r(£, 5;) is a bounded function

of 1. We shall make this restriction throughout the following proof.

The discrete case: Let {5;} be a sequence of elements of D and let &

be an a priori probability measure such that r(é, 5;) is a bounded
function of 7 (z = 1) and 6; converges to 59 as 1 — © in the regular
sense. Because of Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.2 is proved if we show that

(3.35)

liming r(E, 8,) 2 r(&, &0)

Let D* be any open subset of D* whose boundary has probability
zero according to the probability measures d9(x; d,°, ---, d,°) for all
d;°, -+-, d,°, and x. It follows from the regular convergence of 6;
to do that
(3.36)

lim p(d,°, me ty dx’, Di | zt, 55) = p(d°, me ty adx°, D' | z, 5o)

Let fm(%1, °°°, Lm | F) denote the probability that X, = 2, . ,
Xm = Lm When F is true. Furthermorelet

(337)

falti, «++, m|8) = fSalty, «++, tm | F) dé

Thus fin(%1, °**, Lm | £) is the probability that X, = 2, ---, Xm = Im

when£ is the a priori distribution. Let
(3.38)

q(d;°, me ty a”, Di | g, 5)
=

a
p(y’, a) dx’, Dt | zy 5)fm(21, “°%y Um | £)
z1, °° *, lm

where m is a positive integer such that d;° is a subset of {1, ---, m}

fort = 1, ---,k. Fork = 0, the left-hand memberof (3.38) is defined

to be equal to 5(D! | 0).
(3.39)

It follows from (3.36) that

lim q(a1°, a) dy”, D' | g, 5;) = q(dy°, a) ad;’, D' | g, 5o)

It follows from condition (iii) of Assumption 3.5 and the boundedness

of r(é, 5;) that for any positive value p there exists a positive integerk,,
depending only on p, such that the probability that the number k of

stages of experimentation will not exceed k, is = 1 — p when is the
a priori distribution in Q and 4; is used; i.e.,

(3.40)

kp

2d)

Dd

k=0 dj°,---, dy?

qd’, -+-, dx’, D'|£, 6) 21—p G21)
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Because of condition (iii) of Assumption 3.6, for any j the set of
possible values of d,° is finite. From this and relations (3.39) and
(3.40) it follows that
kp
(3.41)

»

»

k=0 dy1°,-+-, dy®

q(d1°, a) d;’, D* | , 50) 2zli- p

Since p can be chosenarbitrarily small, we obtain from (3.40) and (3.41)

(3.42)

>

k=0

Dd

eddy’, ---, dy’, D*| é, 8) =1

di°,---, dx?

(2

=

0,

1,

2,

---,

ad

inf.)

Let

B43) ri(G 85ai', ++, de) =ffWEF,a) daly, ---, ae’

Dt| F, 8) dg

and let
(3.44)
=

ro(é, 0; ay’, my di”)
»

Z1,°°°

c(z; ay’, uty di)p(di°, ae) ax’, D' | t, 5)fm(x1, "sey, lm | £)

» im

where m is such that d;° is a subset of {1, ---, m} for? = 1, 2, ---, k.
It follows from (3.42), (3.48), and (3.44) that

(3.45)

2

©

r(é 5) =>)
j=1

DY
k=0Q—

Di ry(E, 855 di’, «++, de’)

d1°,---,dx°

(¢ = 0,1, ---, ad inf.)

Since W(F, d’) is a continuous function of d‘, and since D* is compact,
it follows from (3.39) that

lim

i=o

DE

W(FP, d*) dq(di’, ---, dk’, D*| F, 3;)
= f WF, d*) dq(a;°, me y dx", Dt | F, 50)
D*

Since W(F, d*) is bounded, the aboverelation and (3.43) imply that
(3.46)

lim ry(é, 633 dy°, a) di”) =T, (é, 603 ay", vey d;’)

According to condition (ii) of Assumption 3.5, for any given d1°, ---,
d,° and k, c(x, d,°, --+, dy°) is either equal to @ identically in x or is a
bounded function of x.

Since r(é, 5;) is a bounded function of 1, it

follows that p(d,°, ---, d,°, D’ | x, 6;) = 0 (@ 2 1) for any z for which
c(x; d,°, «++, d,°) = ©, except perhaps for points x = (2%, °*:, Ym) for
which fim(21, -**, 2m|£) =0. Hence, becauseof(3.36), p(di’, ---, dx’,
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D' | x, 69) = 0 also for any x for which c(x; d,°, ---, dy°) =o.
then it follows from (3.36) and (8.44) that
(3.47)

But

lim ro(é, 03; ay", a) dz,”) = rol, 00; ay’, met, dy,°)

Equation (8.35) is an immediate consequence of (3.45), (3.46), and

(3.47). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2 in the discrete case.

The absolutely continuous case: In proving the theorem in the

absolutely continuouscase, we shall make use of the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Let T;(S) (¢ = 0, 1, 2, «++, ad inf.) be a non-negative
completely additive set function defined for all measurable subsets S of
the r-dimensional sample space M,. It 1s assumed that

(3.48)

TS) = V(S)

forall S (¢ = 0,1, 2, ---, ad inf.), where V(S) denotes the Lebesgue measure of S. Let g(x1, +++, tr) be a non-negative function such that
(3.49)

foe. 75+, Ly) AX, +++ dt, << ©

Then, if
(3.50)

lim T;(S) = To(S)

we have

~

(3.51)

lim

t= 0

g(x1, m8 Zr) aT; =f g(x1, a) Zr) aT»

M;

M;

Proof: Let M,,, be the sphere in M, with center at the origin and

radius c. Clearly
(3.52)

lim u g(21, ***, tr) dr, +--+ dt,
-{ (1, +++, Zp) dxy +++ Ary

Hence, because of (8.48), we have

M;

(3.53) lim |[gle +5) aT: -{.g(a «+5 ts) ar,| =0
c= 6

uniformly in z. Hence our lemmais proved if we show that
(3.54)

lim
ga
} 0

Mre

g (x1, wey rr) aT’; -{ g(21, me %y Lr) aTo
M7,¢
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Let ga(x, wey Lr) —= g(x, vets Lr), when g(x, a) Lr)

<= A, and = 0 otherwise. Since
.

lim

(g — ga) dx, --- dx, = 0

A=

My,

it follows from (38.48) that
(3.55)

lim

A=o

My,

(g — ga) aT; = 0

uniformly in 7. Hence our lemmais proved if we can show that
(3.56)

lim

uM, ga al; ={iga AT

for any c > Qand any A > 0. Let S; be the set of all pomts in M,,for which

(3.57)

(G—lheSga <je

wheree is a given positive number. We have

(3.58)

>~G—-DVel
j

dT: 5

S;

ga dT; S dD je] aT

JM;.c

j

S;

(i = 0, 1,2, ---, ad inf.)
Since, for any e, 7 can take only a finite numberof values, and since e
can be chosen arbitrarily small, Lemma3.1 follows easily from (3.50)
and (3.58).
First we shall show that it is sufficient to prove Theorem 3.2 for

any finite space D’. For this purpose, assume that Theorem 3.2 is
true for any finite terminal decision space, but that there exist a non-

finite compact terminal decision space D’ and a sequence {6,} (¢ = 0, 1,
2, °-+, ad inf.) of decision functions such that lim 6; = dp in the regular
t= 0

sense, and

(8.59)

liminf r(E, 8:) = r(&, 60) — p

for some £ (p > 0). Since lim 6; = do, there exists a covering net,i.e.,
a sequence {D%,,...4,} (kj = 1, «++, 37 =1, +++, mm = 1, 2,
ad inf.) of subsets of D’ satisfying the relations 3. 11) to (3.13) and
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such that (3.9) and (3.10) hold; i.e.,

(3.60) lim P(d,’, «++, de’, D's, ... tm | Bs, 5:)
= P(d,’, «++, dy’, D'y, ... u, | Rs, 80)

and
(3.61)

lim Pd’, a) dy° | Rs, 5;) = P(dy’, mys de | Ks, 50)

where S in (3.60) denotes the set-theoretical sum of d,°, -++, d;°, and
in (3.61) the sum of d1°, ---, d°,_1. Let mp be a fixed value of m, and
consider the correspondingfinite sequence {D*;,... limp} Of subsets of D*.

Let h be the number of elements in this finite sequence.

Weselect

one point from each elementof the finite sequence {D*,,...i,,}- Let
the points selected be d,’, ---, d,’, and let D‘ denote the set consisting
of the points d,‘, ---,d,’. Let 5; be the decision rule defined as follows:
(3.62)

5,(d° | 2; s) = 8,(d*| 2; s)

-

_

6; (dy?| Z; S) = 6; (D‘,, -++ king | 238)

(c = 0, 1, 2, ---, ad inf.)

where d," is the element in the sequence {d,’, ---, dx’} which is contained in D‘,, ...%,,- Clearly, because of (3.60) and (3.61),

Given any e > 0, for sufficiently large mp we obviously have

(3.64)

| r(é, 8:) — r(é, &)| Se

for 7 = 0, 1, 2, ---, ad inf.
Since for finite D‘ our theorem is assumed to be true, we have
(3.65)

liminf r(é, 5) = r(&, 50)

Choosing « S p/3, we obtain a contradiction from (3.59), (3.64), and

(3.65). Thusit is sufficient to prove Theorem 3.2 for finite D’. In
the remainderof the proof we shall assume that D’ consists of the points
dy’, +++, dy’.
Let S = 1%, -++, 7, denote the set-theoretical sum of d;°, «++, d,° and
let f(z; S | F’) denote the marginaljoint density function of X;,, «++, X;,
corresponding to the element F of 2. Then, when £ is the a priori
distribution in Q and 4 is adopted, the probability that the experiment
will be carried out in k stages in accordancewith d;°, ---, d;°, respec-
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tively, and that the terminal decision will be equal to d,’ is given by
(3.66)

q(dy°, a) dy”, dy’ | g, 6)

= f p(di*, ---, dx’, du| x; d)f(z; S| &) dz
Ms

where Ms denotes the r-dimensional Cartesian space with the coordi-

nates x;,, °°, v;, and f(z; S| £) = f f(z; 8 | F) d&. Equation (3.66)
Q

can also be written as
(3.67)

q(dy*, a) dx, di," | é, 5)

=f,Msf(x; S| £) dP’, «++, de’, du‘ | Rs, 8)
where the set function P is defined in (3.6).
converges to do in the regular sense, we have
(3.68)

Since 6;, as 1 > ~,

lim Pdy%, +++, de’, dy, | Rs, 5;) = P(dy’, +++, de’, du’ | Rs, 40)

70

It follows from (3.67), (3.68), and Lemma3.1 that
(3.69)

lim q(dx°, vey dx’, dy’ | g, 5;) = q(ay°, met, ax”, dy," | g, 50)

Similarly to the discrete case, it follows from condition (iii) of

Assumption 3.5, from the boundedness of r(é, 6;) (¢ 2 1), and from
equation (3.69) that

(3.70)

>

LY

k=O d,°, ---, dx°

aay’, +++, de’, D*| &8) = 1

(i = 0, 1, 2, «++, ad inf.)

Let
(3.71)

Tr] (é, 6; ay°, ane) dy,°)

h
= »

ux]

and
(3.72)

Q

W(F, dx')q(di’, very dx*, d,,’ | F, 6) dé

ro(, 0; ay’, my d;,°)
d;,’, D | x, 5)f(x; s | £) dex
=f. c(x; d,°, chy d;,°)p(dy°, cee,
Ss

where S = {t;, -++, 2,} is the set-theoretical sum of d,°, ---, dy° and
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Ms denotes the r-dimensional Cartesian space with the coordinates
Ti, °**, L;
(3.73)

It follows from (3.69) and (3.71) that

lim ri(é, 03; dy°, me ey d;,”) = r1(&, 005 a,°, me ty dy”)

Equation (8.72) can be written
(3.74)

ro(é, 0; ay’, a) d;°)

Dt | Rs, 5)
=f,Ssc(x; d,", vey dy°)f(z; S| £) dP(dy°, a) di’;

It follows from (3.70) that
2

(3.75)

r(é, oF) =,
d

0

ye
1

Da, THE, 8:5 da®, +++, de®)

CN,

(« = 0, 1, 2, ---, ad inf.)

Becauseof the regular convergence of 5; to 59, we have
(3.76)

lim Pd’, a) dx’, D' | Rs, 5;) = P(dy’, a) dx’, D* | Rs, 50)

2

Weshall now show that
(3.77)

lim rol, 033 d;°, very dx’) = ro(é, 603 dy", an dy)

According to condition (ii) of Assumption 3.5, for any given d,°,
--+, d;° and k, c(x; d,°, ---, dy’) is either equal to © identically in x

or is a bounded function of x. Since r(é, 6;) is a bounded function of 7

(4 = 1), it follows that

(3.78)

q(dy°, --+, dy’, D*| &, 8;) = 0

(i = 1)

for any d,°, «++, dy° for which c(z; d,°, «++, dy’) = © identically in z.
Because of (3.69) this remains true also for 71 = 0. Thus in equation
(3.75) we can restrict summation with respect to d,°, ---, d,° to values
d,°, «++, d;° for which c(x; d,°, -+-, d,°) is a bounded function of z.
But thenit follows from (3.74), (3.76), and Lemma3.1 that

(3.79)

tim ro(E, 53; di®, +++, de’) = rel, 80; di°, +++, de’)

The first half of Theorem 3.2 is an immediate consequence of (8.75),
(3.73), and (8.79). The second half follows from the first half and
Theorem 3.1.

The proof of Theorem 3.2 given abovein the discrete as well as in
the absolutely continuous case shows immediately the validity of the
following theorem.
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Theorem 3.2a. If Assumptions 3.1 to 3.6 hold, and if only decision
functions & are admitied for which the probability is 1 that the number

of stages of the experiment does not exceed a given integer ko, and if for
any s the cost c(x; s) is a bounded function of x, then lim 6; = 59 in the
1

20

regular sense implies lim r(é, 5;) = r(&, 60) for all & (the convergence is
t= 0

not necessarily uniform in £).
3.3 Intrinsic Separability of the Space Q
For any positive integral value m, let D” denotethe set of all decision
functions 5 which are elements of D and have the property that the

probability is 1 that experimentation will be carried out in at most m

stages when 6 is adopted. Weshall denote an element of D” by 6”.
For any given m, weshall consider the following four distance definitions in the space 0.

(3.80)

pi(F;, Fz) = Supg| P(R| F:) — P(R| Fe) |

where & may be anysubset of the m*-dimensional space of all (2, ---,
Im) and m* is a function of m only chosen so that for any element
5” of D” the probability is zero that an X; will be observed with
1 >m*. The existence of a finite m* with the above property follows
from condition (iii) of Assumption 3.6. The symbol P(R | F) denotes
the probability measure of the set R when F is the true distribution
of X.

(3.81)

po(F1, Fe) = Supg| r(Fi, 8") — r(Fe, 8”)|

(3.82)

p3(F1, Fe) = Sup.| WF, d’) ~~ W(Fo, a’) |

(3.83)

pa(F1, Fo) = pi (Fi, Fe) + ps(F1, Fe)

Weshall call po(F1, F2) the intrinsic distance of F,; and F¢ relative

to D”. Weshall now prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3.3. If Assumptions 3.2 to 3.6 hold, then for any positive
wnteger m the space Q is separable in the sense of the intrinsic metric
p2(F1) F2).

Proof: It follows from Assumption 3.2 that © is separable in the sense

of the metric P1 (Fy, F.).

Weshall now showthat © is also separable in the sense of the metric

pa(F1, Fe). Since D’ is compact by Assumption 3.4, it follows from
Theorem 2.1 that © is conditionally compact in the sense of the metric

p3(Fi1, Fe). Hence, for any e >0, it is possible to subdivide © into a
finite numberof disjoint subsets Q,, ---, &, such that the diameter of
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Q; «@ = 1, 2, «++, r) according to the metric pg does not exceed ec.

Since © is separable in the sense of the metric p; there exists a denumerable subset w; of 2; that lies dense in Q; according to the metric p;

(¢ = 1, 2, ---, r). Let w be the set-theoretical sum of w1, «++, w,.
Clearly w is denumerable andlies 2e-densein © in the sense of the metric
pa. Since e can be chosen arbitrarily small, the separability of Q in

the sense of the metric p, 1s proved.

Theorem 3.3 is proved if we can show that, if lim F; = Fo in the

sense of the metric p4, then lim F; = Fo also in the senseof the metric
$= 0

po. Let {F;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) be a sequence for which lim F; = Fo
in the sense of the metric py. Then
(3.84)

lim W(F;, d’) = W(Fo, a’)

uniformly in d’, and

(3.85)

lim P(R | F;) = P(R | Fo)

uniformly for all subsets & of the m*-dimensional Cartesian space with
the coordinates 11, +++, Dmx.
For given values 21, ---, m+, let Hi(x1, -++, Lmx, 6”) denote the

conditional expected value of W(F;, d‘) when 5” is the decision rule

adopted (¢ = 0, 1, 2, ---, ad inf.). Also let L(x, +++, x,,+, 5”) denote
the conditional expected cost of experimentation when 2, -+-, Lm
are the observed values of X;, ---, X,,* and 6” is the decision function

adopted. Clearly

(3.86) r(F;, 8") =f Hilts, «++, tye, 8”) OF;
Mm*

+f
L(21, "tty Um, 5”) dF;
Mm*

where M,,« is the m*-dimensional Cartesian space with the coordinates
21, °**, Lm It follows from (3.84) that
(3.87)

lim Hj(21, +++, Lm, 8") = Ho(@, +++, Lm*, 9”)
tm 0

uniformly in 21, +++, 2+, 5”. Hence
(3.88)

lim
t= ©

J:(24, °**, Lme, 8") — Ho(21, +--+, Lm*, 8”) dF; = 0
Min*

uniformly in 6”. Since Ho and L are uniformly bounded,”it follows
10 The uniform boundedness of L follows from condition (ii) of Assumption 3.5
and condition (iv) of Assumption3.6.
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from (3.85) that
iz=wo

M,,*

Mm*

and

(3.90)

lim f LdF, = f LdF,

$= 0

m*

Mm*

uniformly in 6”.

Hence we obtain from (3.86), (3.88), (3.89), and (3.90)

(3.91)

lim r(F;, 6”) =f
Ho dF +f
L dFo = r(Fo, 5”)
Mn,*
Mmn*

2=0

uniformly in 6”. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3.
3.4

Strict Determinateness of the Decision Problem Viewed as a
Zero Sum Two-Person Game

In proving the strict determinateness of the statistical decision
problem, weshall make use of the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2.

If Assumptions 3.1 to 3.6 hold, for any positive e there

exists a positive integer m, depending only on e, such that

(3.92)

Infym r(é, 6”) S Infs r(, 5) + €

for any m = m, and for any a priori probability distribution — in Q.

Proof: Let n denote the total number of observations made during
the course of experimentation and let prob. {n = m,| §, 5} denote the
probability that n = m, when & is the a priori distribution in Q and 6

is the decision function adopted. Let Wo be an upper bound of
W(F, da‘), and let m, be a positive integer such that
(3.98)

Wo"
c(xz; s) = —
é€

for any x and for any s = {s,, ---, s,} for which S = s, +---+ 5,

contains at least m, elements.!! The existence of such a value m
follows from condition (iii) of Assumption 3.5.
Let 6, be any decision function which is a member of D. There are
two cases to be considered: (a) prob. {n 2 m | £, 6} 2 e/Wo; (0)

prob. {n 2 m.| £, 55} < ¢«/Wo. It follows from (3.93) that in case
(a) we have r(é, 6;) 2 Wo. In this case, let 52 be the rule that we
decide on some terminal d’ without taking any observations. Clearly
1 The symbol + stands for “‘set-theoretical sum.”
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we shall have r(é, 52) S Wo, and, therefore, r(é, 52) S r(é, 6:).

In

case (b), let 52 be defined as follows: 59(x; s) = 6,(2; s) for any x and
for any s = {s,, «+-, S%} for which S = s, +---+ s; contains less
than m, elements.

54(do’ | x; s) = 1 whenever S contains at least

m, elements, where do’ is a fixed element of D’.2 Obviously the number
of stages of experimentation, when 62 is adopted, cannot exceed m,.
Since prob. {n 2 me,| £, 6,} < e€/Wo, we have
(3.94)

r(é, 52) = r(é, 51) +e

Thus Lemma3.2 is proved.
Weare now in a position to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4.

If Assumptions 3.1 to 3.6 hold, the decision problem,

viewed as a zero sum two-person game, 1s strictly determined; 1.e.,

(3.95)

Sup: Inf; r(é, 5) = Infs Sup; r(é, 5)

Proof: It was shown in Chapter 2 that a two-person gameis strictly
determined if the space A of strategies of the first player is separable
in the sense of its intrmsic metric and the space B of strategies of
player 2 is weakly compactin the senseof its intrinsic metric (Theorem
2.23).

When this result and Theorem 2.24 are applied to thestatis-

tical decision problem, it follows from the convexity of D [condition (i)
of Assumption 3.6] }* and Theorems3.2 and 3.3 that
(3.96)

Sup: Infym r(é, 6”) = Infym Sup: r(é, 5”)

It follows from Lemma 3.2 that for any e > 0 there exists a positive
integer m, such that form = m
(3.97)

Supz Infs r(é, 5) < Sup; Infy» r(é, 5”) S Sup; Inf; r(é, 5) +

From (3.96) and (3.97) we obtain
(3.98)

Sup: Inf; r(é, 5) + € 2 Infsm Sup; r(é, 6”)

> Inf; Supe r(E, 8)

Since e can be chosen arbitrarily small, it follows from (3.98) that
(3.99)

Sup: Inf; r(é, 5) = Infs Sup; r(é, 5)

Theorem 3.4 is an immediate consequence of (3.99) and of Lemma 2.3
in Chapter 2.
12 T+, follows from condition (v) of Assumption 3.6 that 52 is a memberof D.
13 The convexity of D together with condition (ii) of Assumption 3.6 insures that
any discrete mixed strategy of the experimenter is equivalentto a pure strategy 6
that is an element of D, as pointed out in Section 3.1.4.
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3.5 Theorems on Bayes and Minimax Solutions of the Decision
Problem

In this section we shall prove various theorems concerning Bayes
and minimax solutions.
Theorem 3.5. If Assumptions 3.1.to 3.6 hold, then for any a priori
distribution & there exists a decision function 6; such that 5: 1s a Bayes
solution relative to &; 1.e.,
(3.100)

r(é, 5¢) = Inf; r(é, 6)

This theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorems3.1 and3.2.

Weshall say that lim £; = & in the ordinary sense if

(3.101)

lim &:(w) = &(w)

for any subset w of 2 which is open in thesenseof the intrinsic metric
p(Fi, Fe) = Sups | r(Fi, 6) — r(Fo, 8) | and whose boundary has prob-

ability measure zero according to £p.

Weshall now provethe following theorem.
Theorem 8.6. Let lim &; = & tn the ordinary sense. Then, if Assumptooo

tions 3.1 to 3.6 hold, we have

(3.102)

lim Infs r(é;, 5) = Infs r(o, 5)

Proof: For any positive integral value m, let D” be the subset of D
consisting of those elements 6 for which the probability is 1 that
experimentation is carried out in at most m stages. Let

(3.103)

p(F1, Fo, m) = Sup| r(Fi, 8”) — r(Fe, 8”) |

where 6” is an element of D”. Clearly
(3.104)

(Fi, Fs, m) = pF, F2)

Thus any subset w of 2 that is open in the sense of the metric

p(F,, Fe, m) is open also in the sense of the metric p(F,, Fe). It then
follows that lim &; = &in the ordinary sense also when D is replaced

by D”. According to Theorem 3.3, the space Q is separable in the sense
of the metric p(F1, F2, m). Hence Theorem 2.14 is applicableand
4 For the application of Theorem 2.14 to our case it is necessary that r(F, 5”)
be a boundedfunction of F and 6”. But this follows from condition (ii) of Assumption 3.5 and conditions (iii) and (iv) of Assumption 3.6.
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we obtain

(3.105)

lim r(é;, 8") = r(o, 6”)

t= 09

uniformly in 6”. It follows from the above relation that
(3.106)

lim Infym r(é:, &”) = Infym r(fo, 5”)
t= 0

Theorem 3.6 is an immediate consequence of (3.106) and Lemma3.2.
Theorem 8.7.

If Assumptions 3.1 to 3.6 hold, there exists a minimax

solution; 1.e., there exists a decision function 59 such that
(3.107)

Supr r(F, 69) S Supr r(F, 6)

for any 5.
Proof: Let {6,;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) be a sequence of decision
functions such that
(3.108)

lim Supr r(F, 6;) = Inf; Supp r(F, 5)

It follows from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 that there exist a subsequence
{i;} (7 = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) of the sequence {2} and a decision function
59 such that

(3.109)

liminf r(F, 6;,) 2 r(F, 40)
jee

for all F. Because of (3.108), we have
(3.110)
Hence

liminf r(F, 6,,) S Infs Supe r(F, 4)
joao

r(F, 59) S Infs Supe r(F, 6)

for all F, and therefore
(3.111)

Supe r(F, 69) < Inf; Supr r(F, 8)

Obviously the equality sign must hold in the above relation, and

Theorem 3.7 is proved.

Theorem 8.8. If Assumptions 3.1 to 3.6 hold, any minimax solution

as a Bayes solution in the wide sense.

Proof: Let 59 be a minimax solution and {£;} a sequence of a priori
distributions such that
(3.112)

lim Infs r(é:, 6) = Sup; Infs r(é, 5)
imo
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Since 69 is 2 minimaxsolution, we have
(3.113)

Supr r(F, 59) = Infs Sup; r(é, 6)

Hence, because of Theorem 3.4, we have
(3.114)

Supr r(F, 59) = lim Infs r(&;, 6)

and therefore

(3.115)

r(&}, 69) S $=
lim00 Infs r(é:, 8)

Theorem 3.8 is an immediate consequence of (3.115).
Theorem 3.9. If Assumptions 3.1 to 3.6 hold, and if & is a least
favorable a prior: distribution, then any minimax solution is also a Bayes
solution relative to £p.
Proof: Let £) be a least favorable a priori distribution; i.e., &) satisfies
the relation

(3.116)

Inf; r(€, 5) = Sup; Inf, r(é, 5)

Let 59 be a minimax solution. Then
(3.117)

Supr r(F, 50) = Infs Supe:r(é, 5)

Hence, because of Theorem 3.4,

(3.118)

r(éo, 69) S Supp r(F, 59) = Infs r(£o,5)

and our theorem is proved.
Theorem 3.10.

Let & be a least favorable a priori distribution, 59 a

minimax solution, and w the set of all elements F of Q for which
r(F, 59) < Supr r(F, 49)
Then, if Assumptions 3.1 to 3.6 hold, &(w) = 0.
Proof: According to equation (3.118) we have
(3.119)

Supr r(F, 59) = Infs r(&, 5)

Clearly the above equation implies that
(3.120)

Supr r(F, 59) = r(&o, 50)

But (3.120) can hold only if &)(w) = 0, and our theorem is proved.
Weshall say that an element F of © is degenerate relative to the a
priori distribution ¢ if there exists a subset w of 2 such that w contains
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F, w is open in the sense of the intrinsic metric p(F,, Fe)
= Sups | r(Fi, 6) — r(Fe, 6) |, and E(w) = 0.

Theorem 8.11.

If & 1s a least favorable a priori distribution and 5o

ts a minimax solution, and if Assumptions 3.1 to 3.6 hold, then
(3.121)

r(F, 59) = Maxr r(F, 69)

for all F which are not degenerate relative to &p.

Proof: Suppose that there exists an element Fo such that Fy is not

degenerate relative to & and
(3.122)

r(Fo, 5o) < Supr r(F, do)

Then there exists an open subset w [in the sense of the intrinsic metric
p(F1, F2)| that contains Fo and such that
(3.123)

r(F, 50) < Supr r(F, do)

for all F inw. Since Fo is not degenerate, we have
(3.124)

Eo(w) > 0

Equations (3.123) and (8.124) contradict Theorem 3.10.
(3.122) is impossible and our theorem is proved.

Hence

Weshall now show that there exists a minimax solution which is a

limit of a sequence of Bayes solutions in thestrict sense.

purpose, weshall need the lemmasstated and proved below.

For this

Weshall say that a decision function 6, is obtained from the decision

function 59 by truncation after the mth stage of the experiment if
(3.125)

61(2; d,°, very d;,°) = bo(x; d,°, cee, d;,°)

for any k < m and if

(3.126)

6,(D* | 2; dy’, «++, dm’) = 1

Lemma 3.3. If 59” 1s a decision function obtained from do by truncation
after the mth stage, and tf Assumptions 3.1 to 3.6 hold, then
(3.127)

lim r(é, 59”) = r(é, 50)

Proof: If the probability is positive that the experimentation will
go on indefinitely when 6p is adopted and & is the a priori probability

measure, then r(é, 59) = © and limr(é, 69”) = ©.
m= 0

Thusit is suffi-

cient to consider the case when the probability in question is zero.
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Let 771 (é, 5, d1°, ---, dy”) and ro(é, 5, dy°, ---, d,°) be defined as in (3.43)
and (3.44).= We have

(3.128)

2

0

r(E, 50) = D DY
j=1

Dot, 80, da’, «> -, de’)

k=0

dy, ---, dx?

Clearly
(3. 129)

x > ogis Oo, d,°» °° %y dy,°) = r(é, do”)

= >

j=1

>

dX,i Oo, dy", me ty d;,°) + PrWo

k=0

di°,-:--

where Wo is an upper bound of W(F, 2 and P,, is the probability that

experimentation will be carried out in at least m stages when 4p is
adopted and é is the a priori probability measure. Since the probability is zero that experimentation will go on indefinitely, we have
(3.130)

lim Pn = 0

Mm == ©

Lemma 3.3 follows from (3.128), (3.129), and (3.130).
Lemma 3.4. Let {&;} (¢ = 0,1, 2, -+-, ad inf.) be a sequence of a priort

probability measures such that

(3.131)

lim Sup, | r(é, 8”) — r(fo, 6”) | = 0

for m = 1, 2, 3, ---, ad inf.

Then, if Assumptions 3.1 to 3.6 hold, fo.

any decision function 69 we have
(3.132)

liminf r(&;, 50) = r(fo, 50)

Proof: Let {&;} (¢ = 0, 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) be a sequenceof probability

measures for which the conditions of Lemma 3.4 are fulfilled. Let 5p
be a decision function andlet 59” be a decision function obtained from
do by truncation after the mth stage of the experiment. It follows

from (3.131) that

(3.183)

lim r(&:, 59”) = (fo, 50”)

If liminf r(£;, 69) = 0, Lemma 3.4 obviously holds.

Therefore it is

sufficient to consider the case when liminf r(é:, 69) <0.
t= 0

Let {2;}

15 Hquations (8.438) and (3.44) refer to the discrete case. It is clear what the
corresponding formulas are in the absolutely continuous case.
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(j = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) be a subsequenceof the sequence {7} such that
(3.134)

lim r(é;,, do) = limint r(é;, 59) < 0
joao

Let Pjm be the probability that the experiment will be carried out in
at least m stages when do is adopted and&,. is the a priori probability
measure. Since r(é, 69) is a bounded function of 7, we have
(3.185)

lim Pjm = 0

uniformly in 7. Hence, for any e > 0, there exists a positive integer
m,, depending only on e, such that
(3.136)

r(é;., 50”) = r(é:;, 50) + €

for all m = m,.. From (8.133) and (3.136) it follows that
(3.137)

lim r(&;, 50) = r(£o, 59”) — €

jJ=@e

for all m 2 m,.. Thus, because of Lemma 3.3, we have
(3.138)

lim r(é;., 50) = r(fo, 50) — €

jae

Since the above equation holds for any e > 0, Lemma3.4 is proved.
Lemma 3.5. Let {&;} (¢ = 0,1, 2, ---, ad inf.) be a sequence of a priori

probability measures such that lim E(w) = £o(w) for any open set w whose
= 0

boundary has probability zero according to &. The terms “open” and
“boundary”? are meant here in the sense of the following convergence

definition in Q: F; converges to Fo asi — © uf im F; = Fo in the sense
of regular convergence [see equation (3.1)] and if lim W(F:, d') = W(Fo,
d*) uniformly in d’'. Then, if Assumptions 3.1 to 3.6 hold, the sequence
{é;} ( =0, 1, 2, -+-, ad inf.) satisfies the condition (3.181) of the

preceding lemma.
Proof: Let {&;} (¢ = 0, 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) be a sequenceof probability
measures which satisfies the assumption of Lemma 3.5. For any
positive integral value m,let

(3.139)

p(Fi, Fe, m) = Sups=|r(Fe, 8") — r(Fi, &”) |

and

(3.140)

p(t’, £”, m) = Supy | r(é’, 8") — r(€”’, 8)|

In proving Theorem 3.3, we have shown that convergence in the
sense of the definition given in Lemma 3.5 implies convergence in
the sense of the metric (3.139) for any m. Let mo be a positive integer
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and wo be a subset of © such that wo is open in the sense of the metric

p(F;, Fe, mo) and the boundary of wo [in the sense of the metric

p(F, Fe, mo)] has probability zero according to &. Since convergence
in the sense of the definition in Lemma 3.5 implies convergence in the
sense of the metric p(F1, Fs, mo), it follows that wo is open in the sense

of: Lemma3.5, and the boundary of wo in the sense of Lemma3.5 is a
subset of the boundary of wo in the sense of the metric p(F), Fe, mo).

Thus, because of the assumption of Lemma 3.5, we have lim £,(w9)
t= 0

= £o(wo). More generally, lim ;(w) = f(w) if there exists a positive
integer m such that w is open in the sense of the metric p(F), Fs, m)
and the boundary of w [in the sense of p(F1, Fs, m)] has probability
zero according to &. Lemma 3.5 follows from this and from Theorem
2.14 in Chapter 2.
Lemma 3.6. If Assumptions 3.1 to 3.6 hold, there exists a fixed
sequence {f;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) of probability measures such that
for any positive integer m the sequence {£;} lies dense in the space of all
£’s in the sense of the metric (3.140).
Proof: According to Theorem 3.3, 2 is separable in the sense of the
metric (3.139). It then follows from Theorem 2.16 that the space of
all #’s is separable in the sense of (3.140). Hence, for any positive
integer m, there exists a sequence {£;,} ( = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) that is
dense in the space of all #’s in the sense of the metric (3.140). A
sequence {£,;} that contains every £m aS an element obviously satisfies
Lemma3.6.
Theorem 3.12. Let {&;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) be a fixed sequence

of probability measures on Q such that for any positive integer m the

sequence {£;} is dense in the space consisting of all &; (« = 1, 2, ---) and
of all tp (F may be any element of 2) in the sense of the metric (3.140),
where Er denotes the probability measure that assigns the probability 1
to F. Then, 1f Assumptions 3.1 to 3.6 hold, there exist a minimax solu-

tion 59 and a sequence {6;} (j = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) of decision functions
such that lum 6; = 59 and, for each j, 5; 1s a Bayes solution relative to
jae

some probability measure &'; that 1s a linear combination of a finite

number of elements of the sequence {&;}.
Proof: Let 6; be a minimax solution of the decision problem when
the choice of & is restricted to lmear combinations of &, ---, & with
non-negative coefficients; i.e., 5; satisfies the condition

(3:141) ©

Maxr(£;, 6;) < Max r(é;, 8)
$3j

tsj
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for any 6. The restriction imposed on the choice of £ makes thedecision
problem equivalent with a two-person game where the possible pure

strategies of the first player are represented by &, ---, &

Thus 6;

must be a Bayes solution relative to some linear combination ¢’; of
£1, -+°, &. Let do be the limit of a convergent subsequenceof {6;}.
It then follows from Theorem 3.2 and (3.141) that *
(3.142)

Sup; r(&;, 50) s Sup; r(&;, 5)

for any 6. It follows from Lemma3.4 that
(3.143)

Sup; r(&;, 6) = Supe r(F, 4)

Thus 49 is a minimax solution when norestriction is imposed on the
choice of £, and our theorem is proved.
It may be of interest to mention someparticular possibilities for
the choice of a sequence {&;} that lies dense in the space consisting of
all €; and all & in the sense of the metric in (3.140) for all m.

Let

{F;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) be a sequence of elements of © such that
for any positive integer m the sequence {F;} lies dense in © in the sense
of the metric (3.139). Let &; be the probability measure that assigns
the probability 1 to F;. Then {£€;} is dense in the set of all ép’s
in the sense of the metric (3.140) for all m. It is also possible to choose

a sequence {;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) such that ¢,(F;) > 0 for all J,

>, &(F;) = 1, and {£;} lies dense in the space consisting of all é;

j=l

and &p’s in the sense of the metric (3.140) for all m.. .
Weshall now formulate an additional assumption which will make
it possible to prove some stronger theorems.

Assumption 3.7. The space Q is compact in the sense of regular convergence defined in Section 3.1.1. If lim F; = Fo in the regular sense, then

(3.144)

lim W(F;,, d’) = W(Fo, 4°)

uniformly in d’.
Theorem 3.13. Let {&;} (¢ = 0, 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) be a sequence of a
priort probability measures such that limt,(w) = E(w) for any open
subset w (in the sense of regular convergence in 2) whose boundary (in the
sense of regular convergence in ©) has probability zero according to &p.

Then, if Assumptions 3.1 to 3.7 hold,
(i)

lim r(E; 5”) = r (fo, 6”)

16 The argumentin showing(3.142) is essentially the same as that used in proving
Theorem 2.23.
7
-
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uniformly in 5" for any m.
(ii)

lim Inf; r(é;, 5) = Inf; r(éo, 5)

(iii)

liminf r(é;, 6) 2 r(o, 8)

Proof: Let {£;} be a sequence of probability measuressatisfying the
condition of our theorem. Statement (i) is an immediate consequence
of Assumption 3.7 and Lemma 3.5.

(3.145)

It implies that

lim Infr(é,, 8”) = Infy= r(Eo, 8”)

Statement (ii) is an immediate consequence of (3.145) and Lemma3.2.

Statement (iii) follows from Statement (i) and Lemma3.4.

Theorem 3.14. If Assumptions 8.1 to 3.7 hold, there exists a least
favorable a priori distribution.

Proof: Let {£;} be a sequence of probability measures such that

(3.146)

lim Infs r(£;, 6) = Sup; Infs r(, 5)

It follows from: Theorem 2.15 that there exists a subsequence {7;}
(j = 1, 2, --+, ad inf.) of the sequence {7} and a probability measure
£ such that

(3.147)

lim E(w) = fo(w)

for any open set w (in the sense of regular convergence in 2) whose
boundary has probability zero according to &. Hence, because of
Theorem 3.13,

(3.148)

lim Infs r(E;,, 5) = Infs r(£o, 3)

jae

It follows from (3.146) and (8.148) that & is a least favorable a priori

distribution, and our theorem is proved.
Theorem 3.15.

If Assumptions 3.1 to 8.7 hold and if 59 is a Bayes

solution in the wide sense, 59 is also a Bayes solution in the strict sense.
Proof: Let 69 be a Bayes solution relative to the sequence {£;,}
(¢ = 1, 2, ---; ad inf.) of probability measures. Let {#’;} (¢ = 1, 2,

--+, ad inf.) be a subsequence of the sequence {£;} and &a probability

measure such that lim ¢’;(w) = {(w) for any open set w (in the sense
of regular convergence) whose boundary has probability zero according

to &.

(3.149)

It follows from Theorem 3.13 that

lim Infs r(’s, 8) = Infs r(bo,8)
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Since éo is a Bayes solution relative to the sequence ¢’;, we have

(3.150)

lim [r(é’;, 59) — Infg r(£’;, 6)] = 0

From (3.149) and (3.150) we obtain

(3.151)

lim r(&’;, 60) = Infs r(fo, 5)

From statement (iii) of Theorem 3.13 it follows that
(3.152)

lim r(é':, 50) = r(ko, 50)

Theorem 3.15 is an immediate consequence of (3.151) and (38.152).

Theorem 8.16. If Assumptions 3.1 to 3.7 hold, a limit of a sequence
of Bayes solutions in the strict sense is itself a Bayes solution in the strict
sense.
Proof: Let {&} (¢ = 1, 2, ---+, ad inf.) be a sequence of probability
measures, and {6;} (¢ = 0, 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) a sequence of decision
functions such that, for each 7 > 0, 6; is a Bayes solution relative to
£; and lim 6; = 59. There exists a subsequence {2;} (j = 1, 2, ---, ad
inf.) of the sequence {7} and a probability measure & such that
lim &;,(w) = &)(w) for any open set w (in the sense of regular converj

gence in ®) whose boundary has probability zero according to .
then follows from Theorem 3.13 that
(3.153)

It

lim r(&;, 5;,) = Infs r(£o, 6)

j=

Let 6,” be the decision function determined as follows:

(3.154)

57"(x; dy, --+, de’) = 5;(x; dy°, «++, de°)

for k < m, and

(3.155)

57"(dot | x; dy*, +++, dm*®) = 1

where do’is a fixed element of D’. Let P;, denote the probability that

experimentation will consist of at least m stages when £;, is the a priori

distribution and 6,, is adopted. Since r(é;,, 5;,) is a bounded function
of 7, we have
(3.156)

lim P;m = 0

uniformly in 7. From this it follows that for any e > 0 there exists a
positive integer m,., depending only on e, such that

(3.157)

rE, 45") & r(é, 4) + €
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for all m 2 m,. From this and (3.153) we obtain

(3.158)

limsupr(&;, 8;) S Infs r(to, 8) +e
jae

form 2 m,.. According to Theorem 3.13, we have
(3.159)

lim [r(&j, 5:5") a r(éo, 6,/")] =0
joo

Hence
(3.160)

form = m,.

(3.161)

limsup r(£o, 6;.") s Infs r(£o, 5) + €
jae

Clearly

lim 6," = 60”

Thus, because of Theorem 3.2, we have

(3.162)

liminf r(£o, 5;;") 2 (£0, 60”)

From (3.160) and (3.162) it follows that

(3.163)

r(o, 80”) S Infs r(fo, 5) + €

form = m,. According to Lemma 3.3, we have

(3.164)

lim r(&, 69”) = r(&o, 50)

Equations (3.163) and (3.164) imply that r(&, 59) = Infs r(&, 5), and
our theorem is proved.
3.6

Theorems on Complete Classes of Decision Functions

The notion of admissible decision functions, that of a complete class
of decision functions, and that of a minimal complete class were defined
in Section 1.3. In this section we shall define some additional notions
of completeness and then prove several theorems on complete classes
of decision functions.
Let D’ be a given subset of the set D of all decision functions which
may be chosen by the experimenter. A class C of decision functions
is said to be complete relative to 0’ if for any 6 in D’ not in C we
can find a 6* in C such that 6* is uniformly better than 6. A class
C of decision functionsis said to be essentially complete relative to D’
if for any 6 in 0’ we can find an element 6* of C such that r(F, 6*)
< r(F, 5) for all F.”
This definition of essential completeness coincides with that given in [66].
In [67], the term ‘‘complete class’ is used in the sense of an essentially complete
class in our present terminology.
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In what follows in this section, let D, denote the set.of all decision

functions 6 which are elements of D and for which 7r(F, 6) is a bounded

function of F.

Theorem 3.17. If Assumptions 3.1 to 3.6 hold, the class of all Bayes
solutions in the wide sense is complete relative to Dp.

Proof: Let 59 be an element of D, which is not a Bayes solution in

the wide sense. Let

(3.165)

W*(F, d') = W(F,d’) — r(F, 8)

Clearly Assumptions 3.1 to 3.6 remain valid if we replace W(F, d*) by

the weight function W*(F, d’).

Thus all theorems proved under

Assumptions 3.1 to 3.6 can be applied to the decision problem with
W*(F, ad’) as weight function.

Let 6, be a minimax solution when

W(F, a‘) is replaced by W*(F, d'). The existence of a minimax solution

follows from Theorem 3.7. According to Theorem 3.8, 6; is a Bayes
solution in the wide sense. Hence, since 49 is not a Bayes solution
in the widesense,

(3.166)

r(F, 6) ¥ r(F, 60)

for at least one F.
Let r*(F, 5) be the risk function when the weight function is given

by W*(F, da’). Clearly

(3.167)

r*(F, 8) = r(F, 8) — r(F, do)

Hence r*(F, 59) = 0 identically in F. Since 6; is a minimaxsolution,

we must have
(3.168)

r*(F, 63) = r(F, 51) —~ r(F, 50) = 0

for all F. It follows from (3.166) and (3.168) that 6, is uniformly
better than 59, and Theorem 3.17 is proved.
By the closure C of a class C of decision functions we shall mean the

class of decision functions given as follows: a decision function 6 is an
element of C if and only if 6 is either an element of C or a limit (in the
regular sense) of a sequence of elements of C.
Theorem 3.18. Let y be the class of all a prior: probability measures &
for which there exists a finite subset w of OD with Ew) = 1. Let C, be the
class consisting of all decision functions which are Bayes solutions (in
the strict sense) relative to members of y.

Then, if Assumptions 3.1 to

8.6 hold, the closure C, of C, is essentially complete relative to Dp.

18 If a decision function is a Bayes solution in the wide sense when W*(F,d‘) is

the weight function,it retains this property when W*(F, d‘) is replaced by W(F,@’),
and vice versa.
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Proof: Let 59 be any element of Dp, and let W*(F, d’) = W(F,d‘)

— W(F, 659).

As mentioned before, Assumptions 3.1 to 3.6 hold for

the decision problem corresponding to the new weight function W*(F,
d‘). Since y contains the set of all 7 as a subset, it follows from
Theorem 3.12 that there exists a minimax solution 6, of the decision

problem corresponding to W* which is an element of C,. Since r*(F,
59) = 0 identically in F, we have

(3.169)

r*(F, 51) = r(F, 5) — r(F, 50) S$ 0

for all F. Hence Theorem 3.18 is proved.
Theorem 3.19. Let ¢ be a class of all a priori probability measures =
with the property that for any & not in ¢ there exists a sequence {é;} (¢ = 1,
2, +--+, ad inf.) of elements of § such that lim £:(w) = &(w) for all subsets
w of 2.

Let Ce be the class consisting of all decision functions which are

Bayes solutions (in the strict sense) relative to members of ¢.

Then, if

Assumptions 8.1 to 3.6 hold, the closure Cy of C¢ is essentially complete

relative to Dp.
Proof: Let 59 be any element of D; and let W*(F, d’) and r*(F, 8)
be defined as before.

If lim E(w) = &(w) for all subsets w of Q, then

£; converges to & in the sense of the metric (3.140) also whenr(é, 5”)

is replaced by r*(é, 6”). Hence it follows from Theorem 3.12 that
there exists a minimax solution 6, of the decision problem correspond-

ing to W* such that 6, is a memberof Cy. Since r*(F, 59) = 0 iden-

tically in F, r*(F, 6) = r(F, 61) — r(F, 59) S 0 for all F, and Theorem
3.19 is proved.

Theorem 3.20. If Assumptions 3.1 to 3.7 hold, the class of all Bayes

solutions in the strict sense 1s complete relative to Dp.

This theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.17 and 3.15.
The classes of decision functions stated in Theorems 3.17 and 3.20

become minimal complete classes if we exclude the Bayes solutions

which are not admissible. The conditions under which a Bayes solution is admissible have not yet been thoroughly investigated.

following remarks, however, may be of interest.

The

We shall say that

two decision functions 6, and 42 are equivalent if r(F, 5,) = r(F, 42)

identically in F.

Clearly, if all Bayes solutions relative to a given

@ priori measure £ are equivalent, any Bayessolution relative to & 1s

admissible. Similarly, if {€;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad mf.) is a given sequence
of a priori probability measures, andif all Bayes solutions relative to
{é;} are equivalent, then any Bayes solution relative to {&,} is admissible. A simple sufficient condition for the admissibility of a strict
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Bayes solution can be given when the choice of the experimenteris

restricted to decision functions 6” for which the number of stages of
experimentation cannot exceed m, where m is a given positive integer.
Clearly r(F, 6”) is a continuous function of F in the sense of the metric
p(F1, Fe, m) given in (8.1389). Let ~ be an a priori probability measure

such that &(w) > 0 for any subset w of 2 which is open in the senseof

the metric p(F1, Fz, m).

be admissible.

Then any Bayes solution relative to — must

Suppose, to the contrary, that 6, and 5. are Bayes

solutions relative to & and 4, is uniformly better than 6,. Then there
exists an element Fp of 2 such that r(Fo, 52) < r(Fo, 51). Because of

the continuity of r(F, 6) mm F, there exists an open set w which contains
Fo and is such that r(F, 5.) <7r(F, 6,) for any F in w. But then
r(é, 52) < r(é, 6) in contradiction to the assumption that both 6,
and 5, are Bayessolutionsrelative to &.

Chapter 4. PROPERTIES OF BAYES SOLUTIONS WHEN
THE CHANCE VARIABLES ARE INDEPENDENTLY AND
IDENTICALLY DISTRIBUTED AND THE COST OF
EXPERIMENTATION IS PROPORTIONAL TO
THE NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS!
4.1

Development of the General Theory

4.1.1

Introductory Remarks

In this chapter we shall deal exclusively with the case where the
successive chance variables X,, Xo, ---, etc., are independently and
identically distributed and the cost of experimentation is propor-

tional to the number of observations. Since in this case the cost of
experimentation depends only on the total number of observations
made, we can restrict ourselves, as was pointed out in Section 3.1.3,

to decision functions 6 for which each stage of experimentation consists
of exactly one observation.

Furthermore, because of the assumption

that X,, Xo, ---, etc., are independently and identically distributed,

we can assume without loss of generality that the zth stage of the
experiment consists exactly of a single observation on X; (7 = 1, 2,
-++, etc.). Let d,*° denote the decision to take an observation on X;.

Then our condition on 6 can be expressed

(4.1)

6(D* | 0) = 8(d;° | 0)

6(D* | x; dy’, ---, di®) = 8(d*%:41 | 25 di’, ---, di) (= 1,2, - ++)
In what follows in this chapter, we shall restrict ourselves to decision
functions 5 which satisfy (4.1). We shall use the symbols 6(1 | 0) and
6a +1 | 21, ***, 2) synonymously with 46(d,° | 0) and d(d°s44 | x}
d;°, «++, d;°), respectively; 1e.,

(4.2)

6(1| 0) = 8(d,° | 0)
(i+ 1| a4, +++, re) = 5(d%s4y | 23 di’, «++, di’)

Thus 6(1 | 0) is the probability that we shall take an observation on

X;, and 62 +1 | 21, ***, £:) is the conditional probability that we

shall take an observation on X;,, knowing that X,, ---, X; have been
observed and the values 21, ---, z;, respectively, have been obtained.
1 Most of the results given in this chapter appeared in an earlier publication by
Wald and Wolfowitz [71].
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For any subset D* of D‘, we shall use the symbol 6(D*| 2, ---, z;)

to denote 5(D* | xz; d,°, --+, d;°).

For any element F of Q, let f(z; | F) denote the elementary prob-

ability law of X; when is the true distribution of X. Thus f(z; | F)

denotes the density function of X; when F is absolutely continuous,
and the probability that X; = x; when F is discrete. Let f*(z; | F)
denote the cumulative distribution function of X;;ie.,

(4.3)

stec|F) =fsel a

in the absolutely continuous case, and

(4.4)

f*(z;| F) = i | F)

in the discrete case.
If £ is the a priori probability measure on Q, for given values 2, ---,

Ym Of the first m chance variables the a posteriori probability of a

subset w of Q is given by

(4.5)

[se[P + Fem| Fae

fw | , U1, °"*", Tm) =

[fe] F) ++ Hem | FY ae

Let W(é, d’) be defined by

(4.6)

We, dt) = f WI(F,dt) de

Because of the compactness of the space D’, Ming W(é, d*) obviously
exists.

For any non-negative integer m, let 6” denote a decision function

for which the probability is 1 that the total number of observations
will not exceed m. For any a priori probability measure £ on Q, we put

(4.7)
In particular,

(4.8)

Pm(é) = Infgm r(E, 5”)
p(é) = Inf; r(é, 5)

po(é) = Infyo r(é, 8°) = Ming WE, a’)

In the next section we shall study the functions p(£) and p,,(é).

It will be assumed throughout this chapter that Assumptions
3.1 to 3.4 hold, even if this is not stated explicitly. Assumption 3.5 is
automatically fulfilled, and Assumption 3.6 is replaced, by the assumption that any decision function 6 subject to (4.1) may be used.
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4.1.2 Properties of the Functions p(£) and p,,(£)
In this section we shall derive several theorems concerning the
functions p(£) and p,,(é).
Theorem 4.1.

(49)

The following recursion formula holds:

pm4s(@) = Min [ro(®),f om(be) af*(a| 8) + 4
(m = 0, 1, 2, ---, ad inf.)

where

4.10)

E(w) = (| &a)

Pale =| rel Fae
Proof: Let p,,*(&) (m = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) denote the infimum of
r(é, 5) with respect to 6, where 6 is restricted to decision functions for
which the probability is 1 that the number of observations is 21 and
<m. Obviously
(4.11)

Pm+i(&) = Min [po(£), p*m+41(&)]

Let pm*(é | a) denote the infimum with respect to 6 of the conditional

risk (conditional expected value of W(F, d*) plus conditional expected

value of cost of experimentation) when £ is the a priori probability

measure on Q, the observed value of X, is equal to a, and the choice

of the experimenteris restricted to decision functions 6 for which the
probability is 1 that the number of observations is 21 and Sm.

Clearly
(4.12)

P*m-+1 (é | a) = Pm(Ea) +c

Since

(4.13)

ens=f o*msiE| a) apral 2
— oe

equation 4.9 follows from (4.11), (4.12), and (4.138).
Theorem 4.2.

(4.14)

The function p(£) satisfies the equation

o(é) = Min [po(8),f (és) af*(a| £) + ¢]

The proof of this theorem is omitted, since it is essentially the same
as that of Theorem 4.1.
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The following inequalities hold:
W. 2

0 S pn(t) — p(é) S — (m = 1, 2, ++, ad inf.)

where Wo denotes the least upper bound of W(F, d’).
Proof: Let {6;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) be a sequence of decision
functions such that

(4.16)

lim r(é, 6:) = p(é)
7s 0

Also let P;(£) denote the probability that at least m observations will
be made when 4;is the decision function adopted and £ is the a priori
probability measure on 2. Since p(~) S Wo andsince

(4.17)

r(é, 6;) 2 cmP;()

it follows from (4.16) that
(4.18)

.

Wo

limsup P,;(~) < —

Lie

cm

Let 6;” be the decision function obtained from 6; as follows: 6,"(1 | 0)

= 6:(1 | 0), b2"(r+ 1 | 41, °**, tr) = 6(r +1 | 1, °*+,Zp) for r < m,

6:"(D* | 0) = 8(D*| 0), and 8"(D‘| x, ---, t,) = 8(D*| a, +++, 2,)

for any subset D’ of D' and for any r < m, and 6;"(do* | %1,°**, Lm) = 1,

where do’ is a fixed element of D’. Clearly
(4.19)

r(é, 67”) S r(&, 6;) + P(E) Wo

From (4.16), (4.18), and (4.19) it follows that
(4.20)

Wo

limsup r(é, 62”) S p(&) + om

Since p,,(€) cannot exceed the left-hand memberof (4.20), the second

half of (4.15) follows from (4.20). The first half of (4.15) is obvious,
and the proof of our theorem is completed.
An immediate consequence of Theorem 4.3 is the relation ?

(4.21)

lim pm(€) = p(€)

m= oo

uniformly in &.
A Bayessolution relative to a given a priori probability measure £
can immediately be given in terms of the functions p(£) and po(€) as
2A proof of (4.21) is contained implicitly in a paper by Arrow, Blackwell, and
Girshick [4].
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follows: If p(&) = po(&), do not take any observation and make a

final decision do’ for which W(&, do’) = po(éo).

If p(t) < po(éo),

take an observation on X, and compute the a posteriori probability
measure &,, = ¢(w | fo, 71) corresponding to and 2. If p(é,,) = po(é:,),

stop experimentation and makea final decision d’ for which W(é,,, d’)
= po(é,,).

If p(é,,) < po(é,), take an observation x, on Xg.

In gen-

eral, after the observations 21, ---, %m have been made, take an additional observation if p(é,,,....2,) < po(&s:,..-2,)) and stop experimentation with a proper terminal decision if p(é,,,....,,) = po(&,,--..2,), Where
£,,,-+-,2, denotes the a posteriori probability measure corresponding to

£0, T1, °° *, Lm.
If the choice of the experimenteris restricted to decision functions
6” for which the probability is 1 that the total numberof observations

will not exceed m, the construction of a Bayes solution relative to a

given a priori probability measure &) can easily be carried out with the
help of the functionspo(é), p1(€), +++, Pm(£) as follows: If pm(£o) = po(ko),
a proper terminal decision is made without any experimentation.

If

Pm(éo) < po(o), an observation z,; on X, is made andthea posteriori
probability measure ,, is determined. If pn_i(é,,) = po(éz,), experimentation is stopped with a proper terminal decision.

If p»_i(é,,)

< po(é,,), an observation z2 on X» is made. In general, after the
observations 21, --:, x, have been made (k S m), experimentation

is continued when pm—x(éz,,....2,) < po(&s;,.-..2,), and experimentation is stopped with a proper terminal decision when pm_xz(éz,,...,2,)

= po(ts,,.-2)- Starting with po(é), the functions p:(£), --+, pm() can

be determined step by step with the help of the recursion formula (4.9).

A recursive method of construction for Bayes solutions with a fixed
finite upper bound m for the number of observations was given also

by Arrow, Blackwell, and Girshick [4]. Although their method is
applicable also to non-linear cost functions, the number of steps re-

quired by their method is of the order m? instead of m, owing to the

fact that the solution corresponding to r+1 (r <m) cannot be

obtained in a single step directly from the solution corresponding to
r, but through a recursive procedure starting with m = 1.
Theorem 4.4.
4,22
(4.22)

If & and && are two probability measures on Q such that?

£1 (w)

<1
(a) <1+

€

for all w, then
(4.23)

p(—1) S (1 + e)plée)

>The ratio on the left-hand side of (4.22) is defined to be equal to 1 if
£1(w) = f2(w) = 0. This remark refers also to any similar ratios that occur later.
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Proof: It follows from (4.22) that

(4.24)
for all 6.

r(é, 6) S r(f, 6)(1 + e)
Hence (4.23) must hold.

This theorem permits the computation of a simple, and in many
cases useful, lower bound for the quantity

(4.25)

fo.)apr

that occurs in (4.14). A lower bound for (4.25) can be obtained as
follows: For anyreal valuea, let €, be a non-negative value determined
so that 4

(4.26)
for allw.

(4.27)

Then

f p(Ea) df*(a| £) 2 J redf*(a| £)

=of uel
Since e, 2 0 and since po(~) 2 p(E), we obviously have
1

(4.28) p(t)f als

ze@-u-f

1

. df*(a| £)loo(€)

Hence we obtain the inequality

(4.29) f (és) af*(a| 2) = ol) — (OL —f

1+ €

af*(a| 8)]

An upper boundof (4.25) is obtained by replacing p by pp; 1.e.,

430)

ff peadarral sf polk) afr(a| ®

The bounds given in (4.29) and (4.30) may be useful in constructing

Bayessolutions, since the following theorem holds.
‘The improper value ~ is admitted for eg.
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If

(4.31)

putt) > polGe) af*(a| 8) +

then p(t) < po(é).

If

(4.32)

a

'

potett —f ——afr(a| 8] < ¢

then p(é) = po(E).
This theorem is an immediate consequence of (4.14), (4.29), and
(4.30). With the help of this theorem, we can decide whether p(é)

< po(é) or p(~) = po(—) whenever £& satisfies (4.31) or (4.32). It is
particularly useful when the class of probability measures & for which
neither (4.31) nor (4.32) holds is small.
The following continuity theorem is an immediate consequence
of Theorem 3.6 in Chapter 3.
Theorem 4.6.

Let

be a sequence of probability measures on Q such that

(4.34)

lim
&;(w) = £o(w)
t= 0

for all subsets w of Q.

(4.35)
4.1.3

Then

lim p(é:) = p(fo)
Characterization of Bayes Solutions

For any probability measures £ on ©, one of the following three conditions must hoid:

(4.36)

po(é) < r(é, 8)

for all 6 for which 5 (1| 0) = 1

(4.37)

po() S ré, 8)

for all 6 for which 6(1| 0) = 1

= r(é, 6)

for at least one 6 with 6(1 | 0)=1

po(é) > r(é, 6)

for at least one 6 with 6(1 | 0)=1

(4.38)

Let p*(£) denote the infimum of r(£, 5) with respect to 6, where 6 is

subject to the restriction 6(1 | 0) = 1.

It follows from the general

existence theorem given in Chapter 3 (Theorem 3.5) that there exists
a decision function 6* such that

(4.39)

p*(t) = r(é, 8*)

and

*(10) =1
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Becauseof (4.39), the conditions (4.36), (4.37), and (4.38) are equiv-

alent to po(t) < p*(E), po(é) = p*(é), and po(é) > p*(E), respectively.

Weshall say that a probability measure é on © is of thefirst typeif it

satisfies (4.36), of the second typeif it satisfies (4.37), and of the third

type if it satisfies (4.38). Since the a posteriori probability measure
defined in (4.5) is also a probability measure on Q, any a posteriori
probability measure will be of one of the above-mentioned three types.
For any sample point x and any decision function 6, let m(z, 5)
denote the smallest non-negative integer with the property that
d(m+1 | 21, °**, tm) = 0; for m = 0, m+ 1 | 21, °**, Lm) reduces

to 6(1 | 0). We shall now provethe following theorem characterizing
Bayessolutions.

Theorem 4.7. A necessary and sufficient condition for a decision
function 89 to be a Bayes solution relative to a given a priori distribution
£y 18 that the following three relations be fulfilled for any sample point x
(except perhaps on a set whose probability measure 1s zero when £o is the

a priort probability measure in Q):

(a) For any m < m(z,6o) the a posteriori probability measure ¢(w | Eo,

11, °*°*, Lm) 18 of etther the second or the third type (for m = 0, the above
a posterior: probability measure reduces to the a priort probability measure §). If t(w | fo, 21, °° °, Lm) 18 of the third type, 6m + 1 | 1, °°;
Im) = 1.
(b) For m = m(z, 4), the a posteriori probability measure ¢(w | fo, 21,
-+*, Im) 18 of either the first or the second type.

(c) For m = m(z, 59) we have

59(D*.,, 02°, lm | D1, °° °, Lm) =]

where D*,,, ..., z, denotes the set of all elements d‘ of D* for which
Wii | £0, Ty, °° °°; Lm); a‘ = Ming Wii | £0, Ty, °°", Lm); d']

Proof: The sufficiency of (a), (b), and (c) can easily be verified.
To prove the necessity of (a), (b), and (c), let us assume that 6p is a
decision function that violates at least one of the relations (a), (0),

and (c) on a set M* of sample points x whose probability measure
P(M* | fo) according to ép is positive; i.e.,

(4.40)

P(M*| &) = f|[ar@| dt) >0

For any 6, the set M* is Borel measurable, so that the probability
(4.40) always exists. The measurability of 1* can be proved with the
help of the measurability assumptions in Section 3.1.5 as follows:

Let M,* be theset of x’s for which (a) is violated, M2* the set of z’s
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for which (6) is violated, and M3* the set of x’s for which (c) is violated.
It is sufficient to show that M,;*(z = 1, 2, 3) is measurable. Let /,,*
denote the subset of M/;* for which thefirst violation of the corresponding condition occurs for the sample x1, ---, z: We have merely to
show that M;;* is measurable for all 7 and t. The measurability of

M3,* follows from the fact that m(zx, 6) and 6(D*,,....2,| 21) °**; 2m)

are Borel measurable functions of 21, ---, 2m. To show the measurability of M,,;* and Mo;*, it is sufficient to show that the set of samples

21, °°+, % for which ¢(w | fo, 21, °°*, t) is of type z (¢ = 1, 2, 3) is

measurable. The latter is certainly true if po[t(w | fo, £1, °° +, t2)] and
p*[t(w | fo, 71, °°*, 2t)] are Borel measurable functions of 2, -+-, 2.

On the basis of the measurability assumptions in Section 3.15, the

function po[¢(w | fo, 71, °°, Z)] can easily be seen to be Borel measurable. From (4.9) and (4.21) it follows that p[¢(w | fo, 21, °°°, %)] is
also a Borel measurable function of 21, ---, x: The measurability of

p*lt(w | fo, 71, °° +, xz] follows from therelation
p*[F(@ | £0, U1, °°"; r+)] =c¢

+f | ple (w | £0, L1, °°, Zt, a)] df*[a| fw | £0, T1, °°", r+)]

Hence M*is proved to be Borel measurable.
For any z in M*, let t(z) be the smallest integer 20 such that at

least one of the relations (a), (b), and (c) is violated for the finite
sample 21, Ye, -°°, Lez). Clearly, if z is a point of M*, any sample

point y for which y; = 2, -°-, Yez) = Xe(z) is alsoin M*. Thus with
every sample point z in M*there is associated a cylindric subset /,,*
of M* consisting of all points y whose first é(2) coordinates are equal
to the corresponding coordinates of x. Clearly M* can be represented

as a sum of such cylindric sets which are disjoint. Let x° be a particular
point in M*, and let M*, be the correspondingcylindric subset of M™*.

For any decision function 6 for which 6(2 + 1 | zy°, ---, 22) > 0 for

i=0,1, ---, t(2°) — 1, let r(é, 5, 21°, -+-, 2°40) denote the condi-

tional risk when & is the a priori probability measure on Q, 6 is the

decision function adopted, and the first é(z°) observations are equal

to 21°, «++, 2°40, respectively. In other words, r(f, 8, 21°, «++, 2°x2%)

is the conditional expected value of the loss W(F, d’) plus the condi-

tional expected cost of experimentation when £pis the a priori probability measure in ©, 6 is the decision function adopted, and the observa-

tions 21°, ---, 2°x2» have been made.

Weshall now show that there exists a decision function 6, such that

(4.41)

r(£o, 61) < r(£o, 50)
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Wechoosethe decision function 6, such that the following conditions
are satisfied: For any z not in M* we have

(4.42) 8,(D*| 21, «++, 2s) = 89(D*| x, ---,2;) (= 1,2, --+, adinf.)
and

(4.43)

h(i +1] ay, +++, t) = Ooi +1| 2, «++, 2)
(2 = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.)

For any xz in M*, 6, satisfies the above equations for 7 < t(z). Fur-

thermore 6, satisfies the conditions (a), (6), and (c) of our theorem.

Clearly such a decision function 6, exists. Let 2° be a particular
point in M*, and considerthe conditional risk
(4.44)

r(Eo, 81, 21°, +++, 2x0)

Since 6, satisfies the conditions (a), (b), and (c), we can easily verify that

(4.45)

r(Eo, 61, 21°, +++, 2°42) = Ming r(fo, 8, 21°, +++, 2°x¢20))

where 6 is restricted to decision functions for which
(4.46)

6(i + 1| 2°, --+, 2°) > 0

for i < t(z°)

On the other hand, since 59 violates one of the conditions (a), (b), (c)

for the sample (21°, ---, z°x.0), we can easily see that
(4.47)

r(éo, do, 21°, a) 2°12%) > Min; r(£o, 6, 21°, a) 2°2%)

where6 is restricted to decision functions which satisfy (4.46). Equation (4.41) follows from (4.40), (4.45), and (4.47). This completes the

proof of Theorem 4.7.

A class C of probability measures & on 2 will be said to be convexif,
for any two elements £, and &of C and for any positive \ < 1, the
probability measure = Af, + (1 — A)é£e is an elementof C.

For any element dp’ of D*, let C;z,: denote the class of all probability
measures & of type 7 (¢ = 1, 2, 3) for which
(4.48)

Wé, do’) = Ming WE, d’)

Let Ce denote the set theoretical sum of Cig and Cog.

prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.8.

We shall now

For any element d’, the classes Ci gt and C4 are convex.

Proof: Let &; and & be two elements of C;4 Then for any decision

function 5 for which 6(1|0) = 1 we have
(4.49)

W (&1, d’) < r(é1, )

and

(és, a’) < r(£o, )
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= Af, + (1 — A)Eo, where X is a positive number <1.

(4.50)
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Clearly

Wé, d’) = AW(Es, d*) + (1 — »)W(ée, d’)

and
(4.51)

r(é, 5) = Ar(é1, 5) + (1 ~ A)r(ée, 5)

From (4.49), (4.50), and (4.51) we obtain

(4.52)

Wé,d')<r(é, 8)

and

Wéé,d*) = Ming Wé, a’)

Hence é is an element of C4, and the convexity of C,g¢ is proved.

The convexity of Cz: can be proved in the same way, replacing < by S
in (4.49) and (4.52).
Theorem 4.9.

Let & be an element of Cy,at and & an element of Coa.

Thenfor any positive \ < 1 the probability measure & = r£, + (1 — A)ES

is an element of Cy at.
Proof: Let £, &, and & be probability measures satisfying the

assumptions of Theorem 4.9. Clearly
Wé, d°) < r(&, 8)

and

for any 6 for which 6(1 | 0) =1.

follows that

W(&, d*) S r(£o, 4)
From this, (4.50), and (4.51) it

W (és, d') < r(é, 5)

for any 8 for which 6(1|0) = 1.

Since

W(és, d*) = Ming W(és, a’)
£; must be an element of Cj,t, and our theorem is proved.
Weshall say that a set L of probability measures é on © is a linear

manifold, if for any two elements £ and é» of L, & = a& + (1 — a)é
is also an element of L for any real value a for which a, + (1 — a)é&

is a probability measure. A linear manifold L will be said to be tangent
to C4 if the intersection of ZL and C24: is not empty, but the intersection of L and Cj¢t is empty.

For any decision function 6 and for any element d‘ of D’, let L(6, d’)
denote the linear manifold consisting of all probability measures é
which satisfy the equation

(4.538)

We, d’) = rf, 6)

Theorem 4.10. Let & be an element of Coat, and let 59 be a decision
function such that 69(1 | 0) = 1 and W(é, d°) = r(&, 50). Then the

linear manifold L(5o, d*) is tangent to Cz.
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Proof: & is obviously an element of L(do, d°). Thus the intersection

of L(do, d*) with C24¢is not empty. For any element ¢, of C,,g we have
(4.54)

W(&:, a’) < r(é1, 6)

for any 6 for which 6(1|0) = 1.

(4.55)

Hence

Wh, d°) < r(&, 80)

and, therefore, £; cannot be an element of L(éo, d’). This proves our

theorem.

4.1.4 The Case where X; Can Take Only Two Values
In this section we shall discuss in somewhat more detail the special
case where X; can take only two values, 0 and 1, say. Let && be the
a priori probability measure, and let £;; denote the a posteriori probability measure after 7 0’s and j 1’s have been observed. The probability measure £99 reduces, of course, to the a prior: probability meas-

ure &. Suppose that there exists a positive integer m such that
(4.56)

po(Emj) Zc

and

po (Em) Sc

G J = 0, 1, re ey m)

It follows from (4.56) that

(4.57)

p(Emj) = pol—ms)

and

plkim) = polEim)
(i, 7 = 0, 1, 2, ++, m)

Applying formula (4.14) to our special case, we obtain the recursion

formula

(4.58) p(&iz) = Min [po(&3), page(s, 544) + CL — paso(Erq1, 9) +c]
where p;; denotes the probability of obtaiming the value 1 m a single
trial when é,; is the a priori probability measure; ie.,

(4.59)

Dij = [ fl] F) dé;

With the help of (4.57) and the recursion formula (4.58), the values of
p(&;) can easily be determined step by step for all (2, 7) for which
t= mandj <™m. Infact, (4.57) and (4.58) yield the values p(Em_1,;)

and p(é:m—1) for iSm—1 andj Sm-—1. After the values
p(~Em—1, 3) and p(é;, m—1) have been determined, the recursion formula
(4.58) can be used to compute p(é,2, 5) and pl, m_2) (« S m— 2
and 7 S m — 2), and soon. A Bayessolution can be given in terms
of the quantities p(é;;) @, 7 = 0, 1, 2, ---, m) as follows: If p(£p9)
= po(too), 2 terminal decision d‘ is made for which W(£9, d') = po(Eoo)-
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Tf p(to) < po(too), experimentation is continued as long as p(é;;)

< po(é3). The first time that p(&:;) = po(é;) experimentation is
stopped with a terminal decision d’ for which W(é:;, d’) = po(é;).
It follows from (4.57) that experimentation will stop at some (i, 7)
for which 2 S m andj S m.
Since X; can take only the values 0 and1, any distribution function
F of X; can be represented by a non-negative number p S 1, where p
denotes the probability that X;= 1. Thus, in the weight function
WF, d‘), we mayreplace F by p;i.e., W(p, d*) denotes the loss incurred
when 7 is the true probability that X; = 1 and the terminaldecision d‘
is made. The space 2 can now be represented by the closed interval
[0, 1].
It is of interest to investigate the conditions which guarantee the
existence of a positive integer m for which (4.56) holds. In this connection we shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.11. A positive integer m satisfying (4.56) exists if the
following three conditions are fulfilled:

(i) The a priori probability measure & assigns a positive probability

to any open subset of the interval (0, 1).

(ii) If lim p; = po, then lim W(p:, d’) = W(po, a’) uniformly in d’.
(iii) For any p there exists a terminal decision d’ such that W(p, d’) = 0.

Proof: Assume that conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) are fulfilled.

For

any positive e let P;;(e) denote the a posteriori probability that p lies
in the interval (; J -— € I +e) after 7 0’s and j 1’s have been
a+g

t~+7

observed. Wecan easily verify that, because of(i),

(4.60)

lim P,;(e) = 1

uniformly in 7, and
(4.61)

lim Py;(e) = 1
game

uniformly in 2.

Let d;;' be a terminal decision for which

4.62
(4.62)

j
w (as!)
i4q°% = 0

The existence of such a terminal decision follows from condition (iii).
Also let
(4.63)

Wis(e) = Max, W(p,di;')
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where p is restricted to the interval (; J -— 6 J + c)
~+7
lows from (4.62) and condition (ii) that

(4.64)

It fol-

lim W,;(e) = 0
«=0

uniformly inzandj.

(4.65)

a+]

Clearly

W(Ej, 3°) S Pijle)Wijle) + [1 — Pijle)]Wo

for any e > 0, where Wo is an upper bound of W(p, d’). It follows
from (4.60), (4.61), (4.64), and (4.65) that

(4.66)

lim W(Ej, diz") = 0

uniformly in 7, and

(4.67)

lim W(€:j, dij’) = 0

j=e

uniformly in 7. Since po(é;;) S W(é;;, d;;’), Theorem 4.11 follows from

(4.66) and (4.67).

The boundsfor

JeGo are] 8

given in (4.29) and (4.30) are particularly simple to compute when
X; can take only the values 0 and 1. To illustrate this, consider the
case where © consists of three points, p1, pe, and pz (say), and D* consists of the elements d,‘, d.', and d3’. Let
(4.68)

W (p:, d;‘) = W:; =1

if2 x 7

=0

ifi=j

Anyprobability measure£ on 2 can be represented by a vector (é1, £2, $8),
where £ denotes the probability that p; is true. Clearly
(4.69)

po(é) = 1— Max (é', ge £)

Let — = (#, &, &) denote the a posteriori probability measure when
is the a priori probability measure andonetrial was performed yielding

the value zero. Similarly let — = (#, &, &) denote the a posteriori
probability measure when £ is the a priori probability measure and

one trial was performed giving the value 1.

am

Then

be PE ng BePOE
.

it

D, pit?
j=l

_.

1 —

p,;)#*

> (1 — pp?
j=l
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The upper bound given in (4.30) becomes equal to
00

3

3

(4.71) f po(ta) df*(a| £) = (= pt‘) po(~) + (1 — » pit’)po(E)

Let

(4.72)

—o

7=1

Di

Max;; é — 1) Se

Pj

and

t==1

Maxis(

1 — p;

Pe 1) Se

l— pj;

Then we can put e, = e, and the lower bound given in (4.29) becomes

equal to

(4.73)

1

p(~) — pol€) (1 — —) = p(t) — po(€) lane
n:

Applying Theorem 4.5, we arrive at the followingresult: If

(4.74)

3

3

t=1

t=1

po(€) > (= pi’) po(—) + (1 — Do pet*)po(€) + ¢

then p(é) < po(é). If
(4.75)

.
po(é) —— <c

then p(é) = po(é).

l+e

An example. The method given in this section has been applied
to obtain a Bayes solution for the following problem: Let X,, Xo, ---,
etc., be independently and identically distributed chance variables.

The chance variable X; can take only the values 0 and 1; let » denote

the probability that X; = 1. The value :p is unknown,andthe problem
is to test the hypothesis H that p < 14. Let d,’ denote the decision
to accept H, and d,* the decision to reject H. We assume that D’
consists of the elements d;‘ and d2‘, and that
W(p, d\°) =0 for p < 3,
W(p, d>") =0

for p> a

=1

forp2?

1

forpsq
4

The cost of experimentation is assumed to be proportional to the

numberof observations. Let c = 0.004 be the cost of a single observation. Furthermorelet the a priori distribution of p be the rectangular
distribution with the range [0, 1]. In Table I the numbersin the upper
halves of the cells give the values of po(é;;) for 2,7 = 0, 1, ---, 10 and

the value po(£10,11) = po(é11,10). Since po(é10,j) = pol&j,10) < cforj <
10, we see that

p(é10,7) = pol€10,3)

and

p(é;,10) = polé;,10)

5 The author is indebted to Mr. Milton Sobel for carrying out the computations
for this example.:
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TABLE I

Number
of —
0’s
0

1

2

3

4

Numberof 1's
“
5
6

7

8

9

10

11

~

0

.2500
.0252

.0625
.0212

.0156]
.0126

.0039
.0039

.0010
.0010

.0002
.0002

.0001
.0001

.0000
.0000

.0000
.0000

.0000
.0000

.0000
.0000

1

.0625
.0212

.1563
.0265

.0508
.0225

.0156
.0141

.0046
.0046

.0013
.0013

.0004
.0004

.0001
.0001

.0000
.0000

.0000
.0000

.0000
.0000

2

.0156
0126

.0508
.0225

.1035
.0250

.0376
.0210

.0129
.0129

.0042
.0042

.0013
.0013

.0005
.0005

.0001
.0001

.0000
.0000

.0000
.0000

3

.0039
.0039

.0156
.0141

.0376
.0210

.0706
.0225

.0273{
.0185]

.0100
.0100

.0035
.0035

.0012
.0012

.0004
.0004

.0001
.0001

.0000
.0000

4

.0010
.0010

.0046
.0046

.0129
.0129]

.0273
.0185

.0489
.0210

.0198]
.0161]

.0076
.0076

.0028
.0028

.0010
.0010

.0003
.0003

.0001
.0001

5

.0002
0002

.0013
.0013

.0042
.0042

.0100|
.0100

.0198
.0161

.0343
.0176

.0143]
.0136]

.0056
.0056

.0022
.0022

.0008
.0008

.0003
.0003

6

.0001
.0001

.0004
.0004

.0013
.0013

.0035
.0085

.0076|
.0076|

.0143
.0136

.0243
.0143

.0103
.0103

.0042
.0042

.0016
.0016

.0006
.0006

7

.0000
.0000

.0001
.0001

.0005
.0005

.0012
.0012

.0028
.0028

.0056
.0056

.0103
.0103

.0173]
.0115]

.0075
.0075

.0031
.0031

.0012
.0012

8

.0000
.0000

.0000
.0000

.0001
.0001

.0004
.0004

.0010
.0010

.0022
.0022

.0042
.0042

.0075
.0075

.0124]
.0094|

.0054
.0054

.0023
.0023

9.

.0000
.0000

.0000
.0000

.0000
.0000

.0001
.0001

.0003
.0003

.0008
.0008

.0016
.0016

.0031
.0031

.0054
.0054

.0090|
.0079

.0039
.0039

10

.0000
.0000

.0000
.0000

.0000
.0000

.0000
.0000

.0001
.0001

.0003
.0003

.0006
.0006

.0012
.0012

.0023
.0023

.0039
.0039

.0064 .0028
.0074.....

11

-.--

0028

for 7 < 10. Using the recursion formula (4.58) for 7 = 7 = 10 and the
given value of po(£10,11) = po(é11, 10), we find that
p(é10,10) = polé10,10)
The values of p(é;;) for 1,7 = 0,1, ---, 10, as given in the lower halves
of the cells in Table I, were obtained step by step by repeated application of the recursion formula (4.58).

The heavy lines in Table I include those cells (2, 7) for which p(é;;)

< po(&:;).

In all other cells (7, 7) we have p(é;;) = po(é;;).

Thus a

Bayes solution is given by the following rule: Continue taking observations as long as the pair (1, 7) is represented by cell inside the heavy
lines, where 7 is the numberof 0’s and 7 is the numberof 1’s obtained.
At the first time when (2, 7) is represented by a cell outside the heavy
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line, stop experimentation.
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At the termination of experimentation,

accept H if 1 > 7, reject H if z < 7; either decision can be madeif 1 = 3.

4.2

Application of the General Theory to the Case where © and D*
Are Finite

4.2.1

The Case where 2 Consists of Two Elements

In this section we shall apply the general results of Section 4.1 to
the special case where © consists of two elements F; and F2 (say), and
D* consists of two elements d,° and do*. Here d;‘ denotes the terminal
decision to accept the hypothesis H; that F; is true (¢ = 1, 2). Let

(4.76)

W(F;, d;*)=W:;=0 fori=j

and

>0 fori ¥j

An a priori probability measure is now given by a vector & = (é', &),
where the component £* is the probability that the true distribution F
is equal to F';(i = 1, 2). Of course, &* = 0 and # + # = 1.
Let £ be the a priori probability distribution given by the vector

(1,0), and &the a priori probability distribution given by the vector
(0,1). Clearly Cz, contains &, but not £, and C,,¢ contains £2 but not £;.
It follows from Theorems 4.6 and 4.8 that Cz,: and Cg are closed and

convex sets of probability measures &. Furthermore we obviously have

(4.77)

?Wo Se Wie

for all € in Cz,4, and

(4.78)
PW= BW
for all € in Cy,t. Let ) = (&', 7) be the probability measure for which
(4.79)

Eo We = £0' Wie

Clearly, because of (4.77) and (4.78), &? S &)” for any & in Cy, and
£2 > £7 for any — in Cy. Since Cy, and C4,: are closed and convex,
there exist two positive numbers h’ and h” such that
(4.80)

0<h' <i"? Sh” <1

and such that the class Cz,+ consists of all £ for which ¢ < h’, and the
class Cz, consists of all & for which ¢ = h”. It follows from Theorem
4.9 that C2,4,¢ consists of the single element £ for which & = h’, and
C2,4,¢ consists of the single element ¢ for which & = h”’.
Applying Theorem 4.7, we arrive at the following characterization
of a Bayes solution corresponding to a given a priori probability measure: Let &; denote the a posterior1 probability measure after 1 observations
have been made (i = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.), and let & be the a priori prob-
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ability measure. If &? <h’, accept Hy. If &? =h’, decide between

accepting H, and taking an observation on X,1 by any independent chance
mechanism. If h’ < &? < h”, take an observation on X. If &? = h’’,
decide between accepting Hz and taking an observation on X, by any

independent chance mechanism. If &° > h’’, accept Hy. If the fore-

going procedure resulted in taking an observation on X31, compute & and

proceed in a similar way, except that & 1s now replaced by &, and X, by
Xo.

If this rule results in taking an observation on X, compute £, and

SO On.
The a posteriori probability £,7 of H. after ¢ observations have been

made is given by

(4.81)

§7 =

Eo*f(ay | Fe) «+> f(xz| Fe)
Eq'f(a1 | Fi) -+- f(xs| Fi) + £07f(e1 | Fo) --- f(a; | Fe)

The Bayes solution described aboveis identical to the sequential prob-

ability ratio test procedure for deciding between H, and Hy. The
sequential probability ratio test is defined as follows (see [65]): For
any positive integer 2, let
P2i F(t | Fz) --- I(x; | Fe)

(4.82)

—_ =

and let

Dis

S(t | Fi) «+ f(a| Fs)

(4.83)

Poo
P10

Two positive constants A and B (B S A) are chosen. The procedure
for carrying out the experimentation and making a terminal decision

is identical to the procedure for the above-described Bayes solution,
except that £;7 is replaced by po;/p1z, h’ by B, and h’’ by A. Since
Poi/Piz is a strictly monotonic function of £&*, the above-described

Bayes solution coincides with the sequential probability ratio test for

properly chosen values of the constants A and B.
The above definition of a sequential probability ratio test differs
slightly from the one given in earlier publications (see [65]). In [65]

the constant B is restricted to values <1 and the constant A to values
>1.

No such restriction is made here.

Furthermore in [65] it is

required that experimentation be stopped when pom/Pim = A or = B,
whereas here experimentation may be continued in this case. Of
course, if the probability (under H, and Ho) is zero that pom/Pim = A

or = B, as it usually is when the distributions are absolutely continuous,
the difference between the two definitions of the sequential probability
ratio test is of no consequence.
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It follows from Theorem 3.20 in Chapter 3 that the class of all Bayes

solutions for deciding between H, and He is a complete class.

Since

any Bayes solution is equivalent to a sequential probability ratio test
corresponding to some values of the constants A and B, wearrive at
the following result.
Theorem 4.12. The class of all sequential probability ratio tests corresponding to all possible values of the constants A and B is a complete
class of decision functions for deciding between H, and H2.®
4.2.2

The Case where 2 Contains More than Two Elements

It will be sufficient to discuss the case when © consists of three elements F;, Fs, and Fs, since the extension to any finite number >3
will be obvious. Let
W(Fap d;‘) = W3; =0Q

fori = 7

>0O fort #j

(7, j = 1, 2, 3)

Any priori distribution & = (¢', £, &) can be represented by a
point with the coordinates £!, £*, and &*. The totality of all possible

a priori distributions & will fill out the triangle 7 with the vertices
Vi, Vs, V3, where V; represents the a
priori distribution £ whose zth component

£* is equal to 1 (see Fig. 1). Clearly the

vertex V; is contained in Cy. Thus, according to Theorem 4.8, the set Cg (¢ = 1,
2,3) is a convex subset of T containing V;.

If one of the components of & say £',

is zero, then H; can be disregarded, and

the problem of constructing Bayes solu-

tions reduces to the previously considered
case where k = 2.

Thus, in particular,

Fig. 1

the determination of the boundary points P;, Ps, ---, Pe of Cy,t, C4,¢,

and C,,t, which are on the boundary of T, reduces to the previously

discussed case where k = 2.
Weshall now show that C2, consists precisely of the boundary

points of Cy, provided that the sets Cy,, Cy,t, and Cy, are disjoint.

It follows immediately from Theorem 4.9 that Co, must be a subset
of the boundary of Cz.

Thus we have merely to show that if & is a

boundary point of C4, then & is a point of C24. Since £is a point of
6 This theorem follows also from an optimum property of the sequential probability ratio test proved by Wald and Wolfowitz [69].
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Cat, we must have po(&) S p*(&). Let {&} @ = 1,2, ---, ad inf.) bea
sequence of a priori measures such that lim & = £ and &; (t > 0) is not

contained in any of the sets Cy,4, Cq,t, and Cy, Such a sequence {&,}
exists, since £) is a boundary point of Cz, and the sets Cq,t, Cg,t, Ca,¢ are
disjoint.

Clearly po(;) > p*(é;) for «7 = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.

Since

lim po(£:) = po(&) and lim p*(é;) = p*(£o) [the continuity of *(¢) can
i=

be proved in the same wayas that of p(£)], we must have po(&)) 2 p*(£p).
Hencepo(fo) = p*(&) and, therefore, & must be an element of Coq..

Tangents to the sets Cy,t, Cy,t, and C4, can be constructed at the
boundary points P;, P2, --+, Ps as follows: Consider, for example, the
boundary point P, of C4, (Fig. 1) which is on the line ViV2. Let & be

the probability distribution represented by the point P;. Since the
a priori probability of Hz is zero according to &, we can disregard H3
in constructing a Bayessolution relative to &.

Let 5; be a sequential

probability ratio test for testing H, against He such that 6, is a Bayes
solution relative to £ and 6,(1|0) = 1. Since & is a boundary point,
such a decision function 6; exists.

(4.84)

Thus we have

W(é, dy’) = r(é1, 61) = Infs r(é, 6)

Let a;; denote the probability of accepting H; when H;is true and 4,is
the decision function adopted. Also let n; denote the expected number
of observations when H; is true and 6, is adopted.
a priori probability measure £ we have

(4.85)

Then for any

r(é, 61) = 2 EWjai; + ¢ 2d En;

and

(4.86)

WE, di!) = DEWa

Thus the linear manifold L(6,, d,*) is simply the straight line given
by the equation
(4.87)

» EW= a EWja; +c » En,
t

ed

a

This straight line goes through P, and, because of Theorem 4.10, it is

tangent to Cy,

Tangents at the points Pe, Ps, ---, Pe can be con-

structed in a similar way.
Moregeneral results concerning the easeoffinite 0 and D’, admitting
also non-linear cost functions, were obtained by Arrow, Blackwell, and
Girshick J4].

Chapter 5.
5.1

APPLICATION OF THE GENERAL THEORY TO
VARIOUS SPECIAL CASES

Discussion of Some Non-Sequential Decision Problems

&

~~

I

-

IV

6,(21, °° -, tN)

(5.1)

on™
-.

Non-Sequential Decision Problems when the Spaces Q and
D’ Are Finite
By non-sequential decision functions we mean decision functions 6
according to which the probability is 1 that experimentation is carried
out in a single stage. In this section we shall discuss decision problems
for which the spaces Q and D*arefinite and experimentation is carried
out in a single stage by observing the values of the first N chance
variables in the sequence {X,;} (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.). Let Fy, ---, Fy
be the elementsof Q, and dy’, ---, d,,’ the elements of D*. Since experimentation is carried out in a single stage by observing the values of
1, °°*, Xy, any decision function 6 can be represented by a vector
function 6(%, --+,2v) with u components 6)(21, ---, tw), -°°, du(a1,
--+, £y) satisfying the conditions
©

5.1.1

U

» 6,(x1, a) ty) =1

i=1

Here x; denotes the observed value of X;, and 6,(21, «++, xy) is the

probability that we shall make the terminal decision d,’ when the
sample (11, --+, ty) is observed.

After the sample (2, ---, zy) has

been obtained, the actual selection of the terminal decision d’ is made
with the help of a chance mechanism constructed in such a way that

the probability that d,’ will be selected is equal to 6;(21, ---, zy). In
the special case when the functions 6;(7, ---, xv) (¢ = 1, «++, u) can
take only the values 0 and 1, we have a non-randomized decision

function.

Let fi(x1, -°+, zw) denote the joint elementary probability law of
41, °**, An when F; is the true distribution, ie., fi(a1, ---, ty)
denotes the probability density at 7, ---, xy when F; is absolutely
continuous, and the probability that X; = 2x; for all values 7 = N when
F; is discrete. Let W;; denote the loss W(F;, d;’) when F; is the true

distribution and the terminal decision d;’ is adopted.

Since only

decision functions are admitted for which experimentation is carried
123
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out in a single stage by observing the values of Xi, ---, Xy, the cost
of experimentation does not depend on the choice of the decision function and, therefore, it can be disregarded altogether. The risk when
F; is true and the decision function 6 is adopted is then given by

(5.2)

r(F:, 6) = >, ue 5;(41, +++, ty) OF,(x4, «++, 2y)
j=l

where My denotes the space of all samples (x1, ---, tw), and F;(x1,
++, ey) denotes the joint cumulative distribution of X1, ---, Xv.
Weshall now study the nature of the Bayes solutions of the decision
problem. Any a priori distribution in 2 can be represented by a vector
£ = (&,, ---, &), where &; denotes the a priori probability that F; is

true. After the sample (7, ---, xy) has been drawn, the a posteriori
probability that F; is true is given by

(5.3)

iY = =

Ef(21, ae) rN)

a= 1, 2, +++, k)

a Esfj(a1, m8 rN)
j=1

The a posteriori risk associated with the terminal decision d;’‘, i.e., the
a posteriori expected value of W(F, d;‘) (determined on the basis of the
a posteriori distribution in Q), is given by
k

(5.4)

ri(t1,+++,tw) = D&*Wis

t=1
The following characterization theorem holds.
Theorem 5.1.

(FG = 1,2, +++, u)

A necessary and sufficient condition for a decision

function 6 to be a Bayes solution relative to a given a priori probability
measure & 1s that
(5.5)

6;(z1, a) ty) = 0

for any sample (21, ---, xn) (except perhaps on a set of &measure zero)}
and for any 7 for which
(5.6)

r(x, a) rN) > Min [71 (x1, a) rN), a) Tu(X1, a) tn)]

The proof of this theorem is very simple and is omitted.

rj(%1, °°+, £w) is proportional to the function

(5.7)

Since

k

ti(a1, -++, tw) = DY EWasflai, «> +, tw)

i=1
we can replace 7; by t; in the above theorem.

k
1 By the émeasure of a subset & of the sample space we mean d £;f aF;.
{=
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If for any pair 7, 7 the set of all samples (7, -++, ry) for which
t; = t; is of measurezero, then Theorem 5.1 shows that the following

Bayes solution is essentially unique: Take the terminal decision d,’,

where 7 is the smallest positive integer satisfying the equation ¢; = Min
(tj, -°-, ¢,). Any other Bayes solution can differ from this particular
one only on a set of &measure zero.
Applying Theorem 3.20 of Chapter 3, we obtain the following
theorem.

Theorem 5.2. The class of all Bayes solutions 6 corresnonding to all
possible a priori probability measures — is a complete class of decision

functions.

In what follows in this and subsequentsectionsof the present chapter,

we shall regard two decision functions 6! and 5” as identicalif 6! differs
from 6” only on a set of sample points x whose probability measure is
zero under any element F of Q.

If for any a priori probability measure there exists only one Bayes
solution, the class of all Bayes solutions is merely a (K — 1)-parameter

family of decision functions.
Theorems 3.7, 3.9, 3.10, and 3.14 of Chapter 3 yield immediately

the following theorem.

Theorem 5.3. There exist an a priori distribution # = (&°, ---, &°)
and a decision function 6° such that
(i) 8° is a Bayes solution relative to ¢°.
(ii) 6° ts a minimaz solution, ¢.e., Maz; r(F;, 5°) S Maz; r(F;, 5)

for all 6.

(iii) For any i for which £2 > 0, we have r(F;, 6°) = Maz; r(F;, 5°).
(iv) £° is a least favorable a priori distribution;7.e.,

Inf; > gor(F;, | = Inf; > Er(Fi, |
t==1

t==1

for any &.
Because of Theorem 3.9, the essential difficulty in constructing a

minimax solution is solved if we can find a least favorable a priori
distribution ¢°. We have merely to study the Bayes solutions relative

to £°, at least one of which must be a minimax solution. A Bayes
solution 6° relative to ¢° will be a minimaxsolution if and only if
(5.8)

r(F;, 6°) = Max; r(F;, 5°)

for all ¢ for which ¢° > 0.
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As to the problem of finding a least favorable a priori distribution

¢°. the following remarks may behelpful. For any a priori distribu-

tion & let 6; be the particular Bayes solution given by the following

rule: Decide on d;’ where j is the smallest integer for which
(5.9)

E(x, °° =) rn) = Min [t1 (21, mr ty rN), an) tu(r1, my tw)]

Considerthe average risk

(5.10)

k

r(é, 8) = Dy ir(F, 8s)
tw==1

This is a function of £, £, ---, & only. Ana priori distribution #° isa

least favorable one, if it maximizes r(é, 5;); i.e., if

(5.11)

r(é?, de) = r(&, 5)

for all £. Thus the problem of finding a least favorable distribution is

reduced to the problem of finding a probability measure £ for which

(5.11) is satisfied.
Weshall now apply Theorems 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 to the case where
the number of elements in ©, as well as in D’, is equal to two, and
d;‘(j = 1, 2) represents the decision to accept the hypothesis that F;
is the true distribution. Since accepting the hypothesis that F; is true
when F; is actually true is a correct decision, we put Wy, = Woe = 0,
while Wy. and We; are assumed to be positive. Then Theorem 5.1

gives the following necessary and sufficient condition for a decision
function 6 to be a Bayes solution relative to an a priori distribution &:
(a1, --*, vy) =O whenever &Wiofi(ai, ---, tv) < &Woasfo(a1,
-*y rn), and 6; (21,

a) rN) = 1 whenever E,Wiofi (a1,

mes rN)

> foWosfo(a1, ---, tw) (except perhaps on a set of &measure zero).

When £1: Weft (a1, «++, tw) = E2Warfo(t1, -*+, tw), 51 (41, +++, TW) May
take any value in theclosed interval [0, 1].

Weshall say that 6 is a probability ratio decision function if there
exists a non-negative constant h (the value h = @ is also admitted)
such that

ZX

61(71, --:,vw) = 0

whenever /24 .

61(71, °°, 2v) = 1

whenever” .

and

}

ee

*,

ZX

w) >h

1(%1, a) rN)
Lv

;

ee ‘5 ZX

w) <h

filet, ney rN)

Clearly any Bayes solution is a probability ratio decision function
(except perhaps on a set of measure zero). Wecan easily verify
that the converse is also true; i.e., if 6 is a probability ratio decision
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function, there exists an a priori distribution ~ such that 6 is a Bayes
solution relative to ~& Thus the class of all Bayes solutions coincides

with the class of all probability ratio decision functions.

Hence the

class of all probability ratio decision functions is a complete class.

The above results are closely related to a well-known theorem by
Neyman and Pearson [37]. They have shown that, if 6 is a probability
ratio decision function corresponding to some finite and positive

value h, 6 is an admissible decision function; i.e., no uniformly better

decision function exists. This theorem follows immediately from the

fact that a probability ratio decision function correspondingto a finite

and positive value h is a Bayes solution relative to some £ with posi-

tive components. The complete class theorem is, in a sense, the converse of the Neyman-Pearson theorem. While the Neyman-Pearson
theorem shows that for a decision function 6 to be admissible it is

sufficient that 6 be a probability ratio decision function, the complete
class theorem showsthat this is also necessary.

The special case where the numberof elements in D* is equal to that
in Q and where
(5.12)

Wi=1

for 1 ¥j

= 0

fort =j

is of particular interest. In this case we mayinterpret d,’ as the decision

to accept the hypothesis that F; is the true distribution. The risk
r(F;, 6) is then simply the probability of making a wrongdecision when
F; is true and 6 is the decision function adopted.
Theorem 5.4.

All components of a least favorable distribution —& must

be positive if the following conditions are fulfilled:
(i) The numberof elements in D* is equal to the number of elements in Q.
(ii) The quantities W,; satisfy (5.12).
(iii) There exists a decision function 6 such that r(F;, 6) < 1 for all z.

(iv) If R ts a subset of My for which, f dF; = 0 for some 1, then

R

f dF; = 0 for all values of 4.

R

Proof: Let k be the numberof elements in Q andlet 6° be a minimax

solution. Since, by assumption, there exists a decision function 6 for
which r(F;, 6) < 1 for all 7, we have

(5.13)
fori = 1,2, ---, &.

r(F;, 8°) <1
Let

be a least favorable a priori probability

measure. Then 6° is a Bayes solution relative to ¢. Suppose that
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one of the componentsof #, say &°, is zero.

It follows from Theorem

5.1 that for any decision function 6 = [6,(27, ---, zw), ---, 64¢(%1,

-+*, gw)], which is a Bayes solution relative to £, we must have

5:(21, -*+, tv) = 0, except perhaps on a set whose £°-measureis zero.

Thus, in particular, 6;°(z1, ---, zy) = 0, except perhaps on a set of
£°-measure zero. Because of condition (iv) of our theorem, the exceptional set R in which 6,°(2, ---, zv) ¥ 0 must satisfy the equation
f dF; = Ofori = 1,2,---,k. Hence r(Fy, 6°) = 1. But this contra-

R
dicts (5.13), and our theorem is proved.

If Q and D* have the same numberof elements andif (5.12) holds, a

Bayes solution relative to a given a priori probability measure £& is
given by the following simple rule: Decide on d,’ where j is the smallest

integer for which
(5.14)

E.f;(21, me ty rN) = Max (Efi, my EnSk)

For any &, let 6; denote the Bayes solution given by the aboverule.
If, for every constantc, the set of samples 11, ---, xy for which f;/f; =

has the probability measure zero under every F;(i, 7, 1 = 1, 2, ---, k),

the Bayes solution 6; is essentially unique; i.e., any other Bayes solution can differ from 6; only on a set of measure zero. Suppose that the

conditions of Theorem 5.4 are fulfilled and that for any & the decision
function 6; is (essentially) the only Bayes solution; then the problem
of finding a minimax solution is reduced to the problem of finding a

probability measure £° in © such that

(5.15)

r(Fy, 5) = r(Pe, 60) = --- = r(Pe, d¢9)

A probability measure ¢ for which (5.15) holds must be a least favor-

able one, and 6,0 is a minimax solution.’

As an illustration we shall discuss a few simple examples.

Let

N = 2, and let X, and X> be independently distributed with a common distribution. We shall assume that X; can take only the values 0

and 1 and that © consists of two elements F; and F,. Let the probability that X; = 1 be equal to 44 when F;is true, and equal to 24 when

F,istrue. Furthermore, we put Wi, = Woe = Nand Wy. = Wa; = 1.
We can verify that there exists a Bayes solution 6,0 relative to the

probability measure # = (14, 44), for which (5.15) holds. Hence
is a least favorable a priori distribution.

In order that a decision

function 5 be a Bayessolution relative to £° it is necessary and sufficient
that

(5.16)

|

6,(0,0) = 1

and

6(1,1) =0

? See in this connection Theorem (17:D), page 161 of [55].
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The values of 6,(0, 1) and 6,(1, 0) may be chosen arbitrarily. Clearly,

not every Bayes solution relative to £° will be a minimax solution. For

example, if we put 5,(0, 1) = 6,(1, 0) = a, where a is a positive number + 4, the resulting Bayes solution will not be a minimax solution.
A minimax solution is given by the Bayes solution corresponding to
61(0, 1) = 6,(1, 0) = %%,as can easily be verified.
As a second example, consider the case where N = 4 and Xy, Xo,
3, and X,4 are independently distributed with the same normal distribution having the variance o* = 4.

Suppose that Q consists of

three elements F,, Fo, and F3. The mean of the common normaldistribution is —1 according to F,, 0 according to F2, and 1 according to
F;. The space D* consists of three elements, d;’, do’, and d3’; let
W.; = 1forz #7, and = Oforz = j. For any a priori distribution &,
let 6; denote the Bayes solution relative to & given by the following
rule: 6,;(a1, «++, 24) = 1, where 7 is the smallest integer for which

&;* = Max (&*, &*, &*) and &* denotes the a posteriori probability

that F; is true after the sample 71, ---, x4 has been drawn. We can
easily verify that &;*(¢ = 1, 2, 3) depends only on the a priori distribution £ and the arithmetic mean Z of the observations.

Further-

more we can easily verify that, if for some value of Z, say Z = c, we

have £* = Max (&*, £*, &*), then &* = Max (&*, &*, £3*) for any
value

< c. Similarly, if &* = Max; (&,*) for

(é;*) for any > c.

= c, then &* = Max;

Hence there will be two constants c, and ce

(cy S ce) depending only on é such that £,* = Max; (&,*) if and only
if £<c,, and &* = Max; (é,*) if and only if € = cy.* Hence the

decision function 6; can be given as follows:
(5.17)

51 (214, wet, 24) = ]

when < Ci

50(%1, °°°, 4) = 1

when ¢c) < = S$ ce

63(%, -°-, %4) = 1

when & > C2

Since the set of all samples for which Z is equal to a given constant c

is of measure zero, the Bayes solution 6; is (essentially) unique.
Nowlet c, and cy be any two constants such that c, S ce, and let

5c,,c, be the decision function given by (5.17). We can easily verity
that there exists an a priori distribution ~ such that 4; is identical to
Scie. Lo determine a & for which 6; = 6,,,.., we have to solve the two
equations in the components of é:
E10, = Max (£50,*, £5,,*)

(5.18)
§3..* = Max (Exe.", )
’The constants cj and cp may take the improper values —© and .
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where #;,.* denotes the a posteriori probability of F; when < = c.!
Thus the class of all Bayes solutions coincides with the class of all
decision functions 6,,,.. correspondingto all possible values of c, and ce

(cy S cg).5 Hencetheclass of all decision functions6,,,, corresponding
to all possible values of cy and cz is a completeclass.
To find a minimax solution of our decision problem, we have merely

to find two values c, and c. such that
(5.19)

C1 S Ce
r(F), ae) = r(Fo, 5c1,c0) = r(Fs, 5c1.c2)

With the help of a table of the normal distribution the values c; and
C2 [satisfying (5.19)] can easily be found. They are equal to —0.803
and 0.803, respectively. Solving the equations (5.18) corresponding
to these values of c, and ce, we obtain the corresponding a priori distribution — = (0.208, 0.598, 0.203), which is a least favorable a priori
distribution for our problem.®
5.1.2

Non-Sequential Tests of a Hypothesis when 0) Is a
Parametric Family of Distribution Functions

In this section we shall consider the case where the elements F of Q

can be described by a finite number of parameters, 61, ---, 6, (Say).
Then each element F of 2 can be represented by a point 6 = (61, ---, 9%),

called a parameter point, in the k-dimensional Cartesian space. The

totality of all possible parameterpoints 6 is called the parameter space.
Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of Q
and the elements of the parameter space, it will cause no confusion

if we use the symbol © to denote the parameter spacealso.

For the sake of simplicity, we shall restrict ourselves to problems

when the elements F of Q are absolutely continuous. As in Section
5.1.1, we shall consider only decision functions 6 for which the probability is 1 that experimentation is carried out in a single stage by
observing the values of the first N chance variables X1, ---, Xy.
Let f(a1, °°, tv | 6) denote the joint density function of X;, ---, Xy
when 6 is the true parameterpoint.
4 Wecaneasily verify that (5.18) always has a solution.

If cy < ce, the solution

1S unique.

5 This characterization of the class of all Bayes solutions is contained as a special
case in a more general characterization theorem given by Sobel [48].
6 Since the Bayes solution relative to a given ¢ is essentially unique, the above
minimax solution must be admissible. The components of the least favorable
@ priori distribution, as given above, do not add up precisely to one due to rounding
off errors.
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Let w be a given subset of the parameter space Q, and suppose that

the problem is to test the hypothesis H that the true parameterpoint 6

is included in w. Then the space D* consists of two elements d,‘ and d,°

(say), where d,’ denotes the decision to accept H and d,‘ denotes the
decision to reject H.
The weight function W(6, d‘) is assumed to be a non-negative func-

tion such that W(6, d,") = 0 for any 6 in w and W(@, do") = 0 for any
6in ®=Q-—w.

For the sake of simplicity, we shall consider here

only simple weight functions W(6, d’), i.e., weight functions which
can take only the values 0 and 1. Let w, denote the set of all points @
for which W(@, d2°) = 1. Clearly w, is a subset of w. Weshall refer
to we as the zone of preference for acceptance of H. Furthermore,
let w, denote the set of all points @ for which W(6, d,*) = 1. Clearly w,
is a subset of @ = Q — w, and weshall refer to it as the zone of preference for rejection of H. The set wr = Q — we — wa,is called the indif-

ference zone. Clearly W(6, d;°) = W(6, do*) = 0 for any 6 in wy.
A decision function 6 can be represented by a real-valued function

5(21, -*:, tv) such that 0 S 8(2, ---, zy) <1 for all values x, ---,
zy. The decision procedureis then given as follows: After the observa-

tions 21, ---, £y have been made, perform a chance experiment with

two possible outcomes, 1 and 2 (say), such that the probability of the

outcome 1 is equal to 6(x%1, ---, ew). Accept H if the outcomeof this

chance experiment is 1, and reject H if the outcomeis 2.
Since the cost of experimentation is independent of 6, we can dis-

regard it. The risk r(6, 5) is then given by
(5.20)

r(@, 6) = f. f(x | 6)5(x) dx

if 6 is in w,

-[ f(x |@[1 — s(z)}dz

if Bis nw,

= 0

if 0 is m WT

Here My denotes the totality of all samples (7, ---, zy), and x stands

for (%1, ---, ew).

In the Neyman-Pearson theory, the risk r(@, 5)

for @ in w, is called the size of the test, and 1 — r(6, 5) for @ in uw,is

called the powerof the test.

Any probability measure £ on © can be given by a cumulative distribution function £(6) in Q. If £(@) is the a priori distribution and if

x = (4%, -°+, ty) is the observed sample, the a posteriori probability
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of any subset w of 0 is given by

(5.21)

P(w|£, 2) =

f 129 4x0

[ selo ae

A necessary and sufficient condition for a decision function 6 to be a

Bayessolution relative to a given a priori distribution & is that
(5.22)

6(z) = 1

whenever P(wz | &, x) > Pw, | £, x)

6(z) = 0

whenever P(w, | &, 2) < Plw, | E, x)

and
(5.23)

except perhaps on a set of measure zero.? Since P(w | £, x) is proportional to,f f(a | 6) d&(8), conditions (5.22) and (5.23) are equivalent to
(5.24)

6(x) =1

whenever]

f(x | 6) dé(6) > f f(x | 6) dé(6)

6(x) =O

whenever]

f(x | 6) dé(6) < f f(z | 6) dé(@)

and
(5.25)

respectively.
for which
(5.26)

For any &£, let 6; denote the particular Bayes solution

5(z) = 1

when]

and
(5.27)

f(x] 6) dé(6) > f f(x | 6) dé()
°

6(<) = 0

"
forall other points z

If the set of points x for which

(5.28)

[ seloa@ =fse a

holds is of measure zero, the Bayes solution is (essentially) unique;

ie., any other Bayes solution érelative to & can differ from 6; only on a
set of &measure zero.

In order to make the theory developed in Chapter 3 applicable to

the problem studied in this section, we shall impose somerestrictions
on the class of density functions f(z | 6) which will guarantee the valid7 By the measure of a subset & of the sample space we meanJJ,f(z | 6) dz dé.
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ity of Assumption 3.7 postulated in Chapter 3. Assumptions 3.1 to
3.6 hold without any restrictions on f(z, 6). We shall formulate the
following assumption.

Assumption 5.1. If {6°} (¢ = 0, 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) is a sequence of
parameter points such that lim 6* = 6°, then
(5.29)

lim
f(x | 6°) dx = f f(z | 6°) dx
ixodJR
R

uniformly in all subsets R of the sample space My.

In some problems it may not be easy to see whether Assumption 5.1
holds. The following lemmais useful in this connection.
Lemma 5.1.

If f(z | 6) 1s continuous in 6, Assumption 5.1 holds.

This lemma is an immediate consequence of some results obtained

by Robbins[43]. In fact, Robbins[43] has shown that, for any sequence
{f(x)} @ = 0, 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) of density functions,

(5.30)

lim fi(z) = fo(z)

in measure is equivalent to

(5.31)

jim fH(2) de =fffole) ae

uniformly in all Borel sets R. We say that hima fiz) = fo(x) in measure
if, for every « > 0 and for every R with finite Borel measure, the set

S,(R, €) of all x in R for which

(5.32)

| fez) — folz) | > e

satisfies the relation

(5.33)

lim f.Re dz = 0

As Robbins [43] remarks, it can be shown that
(5.34)

lim fi(z) = fo(z)

t= ©

almost everywhere implies (5.30) but not conversely, and that

(5.35)

t=

D Igy (ft) — fole) | dz = 0

is equivalent to. (5.31).
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Since r(6, 5) = 0 identically in 6 for any @ in wy, we can disregard the indifference zone wy; and © can be replaced by theset-theoretical sum of wz and w,. Thus, in what follows, by the parameter
space © we shall mean the set-theoretical sum of wg and w,. Furthermore weshall consider only cumulative distribution functions £(@) for
which

fa+f a=1
Weshall now formulate two more assumptions.
Assumption 5.2.
Cartesian space.

wa and w, are closed subsets of the k-dimensional

Assumption 5.38. 01s a bounded subset of the k-dimensional Cartesian
space.
Wecan easily verify that Assumptions 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 imply the
validity of Assumption 3.7 of Chapter 3.

The definition of regular convergence in the space of all decision
functions 6, as given in Section 3.1.4, reduces in the case considered in
this section to the following: Let {65;} (¢ = 0, 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) be a

sequenceof decision functions. We say that lim 6; = 6 (in the regular
t= 0

sense) if

(5.36)

lim f 6,(x7) dx = f do (x) dx
i=mowJdR
R

for any bounded subset FR of the sample space My.
Let Cy; be the class of all decision functions 6 for which (5.24) and

(5.25) hold for some & (except perhaps on a set of x’s with &measure

zero). Furthermore, let Cz be the class of all decision functions 6 for
which (5.26) and (5.27) are fulfilled for some & Clearly Co is a subclass of C,. Let C; be the closure of C; (¢ = 1, 2) in the sense of the
convergencedefinition given in (5.36).

Theorem 3.20 of Chapter 3 yields the following two theorems.

Theorem 5.5. If Assumptions 6.1 to 5.3 hold, Cy 1s a complete class
of decision functions.
Theorem 5.6. If Assumptions 5.1 to 5.3 hold, and if for any &(6) the
set of sample points x satisfying (5.28) 1s of Lebesgue measure zero, then

Cz 1s a complete class of decision functions.

Theorem 3.19 of Chapter 3 yields the following theorems,
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The class C1 hasthe following property: For any 5 not

in C\there exists an element 5* of Cy such that r(6, 6*) S r(6, 5) for all 6;
2.€., Cy 1s essentially complete.

Theorem 5.8. If for any &@) the set of sample points x satisfying
(5.28) 1s of Lebesgue measure zero, C2 has the following property: For
any 6 not in Co, there exists an element 5* of Cz such that r(6, 6*) S r(6, 8)
for all 6; i.e., Cy is essentially complete.
Weshall now discuss briefly a few simple examples. Let Xy, Xo,
, Xw be independently distributed with a common normal dis-

tribution having unit variance.

Suppose that the mean @ is unknown

and we wish to test the hypothesis that @ = 0. Let the set w, be given
by the inequality 6 S —p, and the set w, by the inequality 6 2 p,
where p is a given positive number. In this case the necessary and
sufficient conditions (5.24) and (5.25) for a decision function 6 to be a
Bayessolution relative to a given a priori distribution £(6) reduce to

6(a, --°, tv) = 1

whenever
—p

(5.37)
and

f

—o

wo

eNz0— Y4N0? dt(9) > f eNz6— 34N0? dé(6)
p

§(%1, ---, zy) = 0
whenever
(5.38)

f-eNzo— Y4NO dt(9) < feNzd— 14N6 dz(6)

where < denotes the arithmetic mean of the observations x, ---, zy.
One can easily verify that there exists a constant co, depending only
on £, such that the inequalities in (5.37) and (5.38) are equivalent to
x <0 and Z > Co, respectively. The constant cp is equal to —o when
- "dé(6) = 0, and to © whenfedé(é@) =

For any constant c, let 6.(71, «++, xw) denote the decision function
given as follows: 6,(%1, -*+,xw) = 1 whenZ < c, and 6,.(a, ---,2v)= 0

when £2 c.

Since the set of sample points for which < = is of

Lebesgue measure zero, any Bayes solution must be (essentially)

identical with 6,(71, ---, xn) for some value c. The converseis also
true, as can easily be verified; i.e., for any given c, there exists an a
priori distribution £(6) such that 6.(%1, ---, zw) is a Bayes solution
relative to £(6).
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We can even find an a priori distribution £(@) with the above property
and such that the set consisting of the two points 6 = +p has probability 1. Thus the class C. in Theorem 5.6 coincides with the class
of all decision functions 6,(21, ---, zw) corresponding to all possible

values of c.2 Since any decision function 6 whichis a limit of a sequence
of membersof C2 is itself a member of Co, we have Co = Co. Applying
Theorem 5.8, we arrive at the following result: For any decision functzon 6 there exists a constant c such that

(5.39)

r(6, 5<) = 7r(G, 8)

for all @.

Let £)(6) be the cumulative distribution function that assigns the
probability 14 to each of the points @ = +p. Furthermore let 59 be
the decision function for which 59 = 1 if £ <0 and 6 = 0 if <2 0.
Then 69 is a Bayessolution relative to &. Since
(5.40)

r(p, 50) = r(—p, 50) = Max, r(6, 50)

£o(@) is a least favorable ‘a priori distribution and 49 is a minimax
solution.
As a second example, consider the case where Xi, ---, Xy are again

independently distributed with a common normaldistribution having
variance 1, but the hypothesis H to be tested is that the unknown
mean @ lies in the interval (—p, p), where p is a positive number. Let
the zone w, be given by the inequality | @ | S p;, and the zone w, by

the inequality | g | = po, where p; and pe are given positive numbers
such that p; < p < pe. <A necessary and sufficient condition for a

decision function 6 to be a Bayes solution relative to a given a priori
distribution £(@) will now be given by
whenever

(5.41)

and

O(a, «++, tv) = 1

feNi0— Vine? de() <feNs0—YiNO® deg)
1612 p2

19| Sp.

5(x, ve ty rn) = 0

whenever

(5.42)

feNs0— NGdE(9) >feNs0— YiNe* de(6)
19|2p2

19] Spx

§ This characterization of the class of all Bayes solutions for the given problem
is contained as a special case in a characterization theoremby Sobel relating to a

more general class of problems [48].
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except perhaps on a set of Lebesgue measure zero. Let ¥,(Z) denote the

integral on the left-hand side of the inequality in (5.41), and W2(Z) the

integral on the right-hand side of the same inequality. We can easily

verify that both ¥,(Z) and Wo(Z) can be differentiated under the integral

sign with respect to

any number of times. Thus

2
dy
d W1 (@) = N*f
een»
No? dé(6)

(5.43)

de

19612 p2

2) (n

PV) _ 2feternsve agi
v

1@| Sea

It follows immediately from (5.43) that
d*y, (2) > d*po(£)

(5.44)

dx?

whenever ¥(Z) 2 W2(%).

dz

Clearly, iffdi(6) > O and fdé(6) > 0,
16| = pe

16] Se.

lim [y1 (2) — 2(Z)] =

(5.45)

lim [y1(Z) — o(%)] = @

It follows from (5.44) and (5.45) that there exist two constants c, and
C2 such that cy S ce and

(5.46)

¥1(Z) — ¥o(Z) > 0

when £ < c; and € > Ce, and

(5.47)
when cy << cz.

¥i(Z) — ¥o(Z) < 0
The constants cy and co may take the improper

values —o and +o.

For example, iffdé(@) = 1, then cy = —o)
16] Sop.

Co = ©, and ¥(%) — ¥2(%) <0 for all =. Similarly, if fdé(@) = 1,
|6| 2 pe

then c; and cz are equal to © and ¥,(%) — Wo(Z) > 0 for all Z.
For any constants c, and ce (c, S Ce)let 5,,..(1, °°, nv) denote the

decision function given as follows: 6.,..(%1, °°*,vv) = 0 when ZS cq
or £ = C9; 8e,¢(%1, °°, Lv) = 1 for all other samples. Since theset
of sample points (7, ---, zw) for which < is equal to a constant c is
of Lebesgue measure zero, the Bayes solution relative to a given a
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priori distribution £(@) is (essentially) unique and coincides with 6,,..,
for some values of c; and cp. Conversely, as can easily be shown,for

any Cc, and cp there exists an a priori distribution £(6) such that 6,,..
is a Bayes solution relative to £(@). Such an a priori distribution exists

even if we restrict ourselves to distributions £(@) which assign the prob-

ability 1 to the set consisting of the three points 6 = —pe,0, pe. Hence
the class C’, in Theorem 5.6 is identical to the class of all decision functions 6,,., corresponding to all possible values of cy and co. The
closure C, of Co is obviously equal to C2. Hence Theorem 5.8 yields
the result: For any decision function 6 there exist two constants c, and C2

such that r(6, Sec.) = (9, 5) for all 6.
For any positive value a < 4,let &(6) denote the a priori distribution which assigns the probability a to each of the points 6 = —p,
and @ = ,, and the probability 44 — a to each of the points 6 = — po

and 6 = pe. It follows from reasons of symmetry that there exists a
constant c,, depending only on a, such that a Bayessolution relative

to & 1s given by 6_,,.,. Furthermoreit is clear that
(5.48)

T(—8, beac) = TO, b—co.60)

and

(5.49)

Maxg r(8, 5—cgeq) = Max [r(o1, 5-carca)s T(P2, Scarce)

Wecan easily verify that there exists a value ag such that

(5.50)

(1 8—caytag) = (02 8~cayseay

Clearly £,, is a least favorable a priori distribution, and 6_.,,, cay 18 a

minimax solution.
5.1.3

Non-Sequential Point and Interval Estimation when Q Is a

Parametric Family of Distribution Functions
As in Section 5.1.2, we shall again assume that any element F of Q
can be represented by a parameter point 6 = (61, ---, 6,) in the k-dimen-

sional Cartesian space, and we shall use the symbol © to denote the
parameter space. Again we shall consider only decision functions 6

according to which experimentation is carried out in a single stage by
observing the values of X;, ---, Xy. For the sake of simplicity we
shall assume that the elements F of are absolutely continuous and

*This characterization of the class of all Bayes solutions, together with other
more general results, is contained in a paper by Sobel [48].
10 A similar result was obtained by Lehmann [80] in the case of testing the
hypothesis that 6 is equal to a specified value 6p.
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let f(xi, ---, tw | 6) denote the joint density function of Xj, ---, Xw
when @ is the true parameter point.

Weshall consider first the problem of point estimation. For any
parameter point 6*, let d,s’ denote the terminal decision to estimate the
true parameter point @ by 6*.

The space D* consists of all elements

dgx’ corresponding to all possible parameter points 6*. We shall use
the symbol W(6, 6*) to denote W(8, d,s’) ;i.e., W(0, 6*) is the loss suffered
if @ is the true parameter point and our point estimate of@ is 6*.
A decision function 6 can now be represented by.a function 6(6 | 2X1,
-++, tw) Of 6, 21, *°°, ew Such that for any given sample 2, ---, zw
the function 6(6 | 21, --+, zy) is a cumulativedistribution function in ©.
After the sample (x), «++, x7) has been obtained, the actual selection
of a point estimate 6* is made with the help of a chance mechanism

constructed in such a way that the probability that 6* is included in a
subset w of © is equal tof dé(6 | 1, °°*, <n).

Since the cost of experi-

mentation is independent of 6 and can, therefore, be disregarded, the

risk is given by

(5.51)

r(6, 6) = f.; f W(6, 6*) as(o* | 2)| f(x | 6) dx

where x = (2, -**, xv) and My denotes the sample space.
In Chapter 3 the assumption was made that D’ is compact.

In

order to guarantee the compactness of D*’, we shall makethe following
assumption.

Assumption 6.4. Q 18 a bounded and closed subset of the k-dimensional

Cartesian space, and W(6, 6*) 1s continuous jointly in 6 and 6*.

This assumption, together with Assumption 5.1 formulated earlier,
implies the validity of Assumptions 3.1 to 3.7 of Chapter 3.
For any probability distribution § = £(6) in Q,let

(5.52)

Ws, 0%) =| WO, 0) az)
Q

For any a priori distribution and for any sample point z, let w,,
denote the totality of all parameter points @ for which
(5.53)

WEz, ) = Mings Wks, 6”)

where £ denotes the a posteriori distribution in Q after the sample z
has been observed.

A necessary and sufficient condition for a decision function 6 to be
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a Bayes solution relative to the a priori distribution £ is that

(5.54)

f ds(o|x)=1
f

except perhaps on a set of sample points z whose £ measureis zero.
The special case where, for any ~ and z, w;,, consists of a single
element 6;,,* is of considerable interest. In this case, the Bayes solution relative to any given ~ is unique (except perhaps on a set of z’s
with measure zero) andis identical to the decision function 6;(@ | 21,
-++, Zw), which assigns the probability 1 to the parameter point 6;,,*.

Since Assumptions 5.1 and 5.4 imply the validity of Assumptions
3.1 to 3.7, the results obtained in Chapter 3 yield the following theorem.
Theorem 5.9. If Assumptions 5.1 and 5.4 hold, then
(i) A least favorable distribution &(6) exists.

(ii) A minimaz solution exists.

Giii) The class of all decision functions 5(6 | 21, °**, ZN) which satisfy

(5.54) for some & (identically in x) is a complete class of decision functions.

As an illustration, we shall consider the following example. Let
X1, +++, Xyw be independently distributed with the same normaldistribution having variance = 1. The problem is to give a point esti-

mate for 6. Let W(é, 6*) = (9 — 6*), and let the domain of @ be

restricted to the finite interval [a, b] (a < 6). In this example, for any
£ and any x the set w;, will consist of a single point @;,.*. We have
b
GeN28 — 4N06? dé (8)

(5.55)

622° =

a

—

= y,(N%) (say)

eNzs— 4N6* dz(9)

Clearly

(5.56)

aS ¥(N2) Sb

for all Z.
Weshall now derive a necessary and sufficient condition for a func-

tion ¥(t) to be such that there exists a ~ for which Y(¢) = y;(¢) for all

real ¢. For any £(@), let &*(6) be the cumulative distribution function
for which

(5.57)

e— ¥4Ne* dt(g)

far@ -—
°
f eve azo)
@
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for any subset w of 2. Clearly, if y(t) = y¥,(é),
6

(5.58)

gedr*(0)

V@) =————_
f et dé*(6)

o(t)

a

where ¢(é) is the moment-generating function of @ when é*(8) is the
distribution of 6; i.e.,

(5.59)

e(t) = f e'? de*(6)

b

and ¢’(¢) is the derivative of ¢(t) with respect tot.
Thus a necessary condition for y(t) to be such that there exists a &
for which y(t) = ¥:(f) is that Y(t) = ¢’(t)/¢(), where ¢(t) is the
moment-generating function of a chance variable with the range
[a, b]. To show the sufficiency of this condition let us assume that

¥(t) = a0
where

5

o(t) = f e” dé (6)
and (6) is a cumulative distribution function in 2. Then
b

be? dé, (6)

(5.60)

¥) =———_
f e” dé, (6)
a

Let £2(@) be the distribution function which satisfies the equation

(5.61)

e24Nedz, (8)

fat@ =~
"

f eAN® dé, (6)
a

It then follows from (5.60) that

(5.62)

b

GeANGdéo(6)

Wo) =
ff en2080dea
@
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Hence y¥(é) = y:,(t), and the sufficiency of our condition is proved.

Thus wearrive at the following necessary and sufficient conditions for

a decision function 6(6 | 21, °**, ny) to be such that there exists an
a priori distribution & relative to which 6(@ | 21, °**, ty) is a Bayes
solution:

(5.63)

6(6 | 21, °**, tN) assigns the probability 1 to 6 = y(NZ)

(except perhaps on a set of Lebesgue measure zero), and

(5.64)

y(t) =

¢'(t)
$(t)

where ¢(t) is the moment-generating function of some chance variable
u with the range[a, ].

Since Assumptions 5.1 and 5.4 are obviously fulfilled for our prob-

lem, it follows from Theorem 5.9 that the class of all decision functions
5 which satisfy (5.63) and (5.64) is a complete class.
It is interesting to note that y(t) = t/N does not satisfy (5.64),
since ¢’(t)/@(t) = t/N is possible only when ¢(¢) is the moment-gener-

ating function of a normally distributed chance variable, but not of a

chance variable with finite range. Thus the decision function 6(6 | 2,

--, ay) which assigns the probability 1 to Z is not an admissible
decision function. We can also show that 6(@ | 21, ***, £N) is not

an admissible decision function if it assigns the value 1 to
when
a =z <b, to a when & <a, and to b when ¢ > 0b. The reason for
this somewhat surprising result is that we limited the range of 6 to a
finite interval.

If no restrictions are imposed on the domain of 6, the

decision function 56 | 21, -**, £n) that assigns the probability 1 to
= £ can be shown to be a minimaxsolution of the problem.

The following two interesting examples of minimax solutions are

due to J. Hodges and E. L. Lehmann:

I. Minimax Point Estimate of the Mean of a Binomial Variate. Let

X be a binomial random variable,i.e.,
N

prob. {X =z} = ( )era —9)*%*

zr

@=0,1,---,N)

Let W(0, 6*) = (@ — 6*)?. Then the minimax estimate of 6 is
6*(2)

1

(

1

1 ;)

2) = ——=(—=2+4+-

i+VN\VN

2

11H. Rubin found the minimax estimate of the mean of a binomial variate before

Hodges and Lehmann did.
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where x is the observed value of X. In other words, the minimax
decision function 6(6 | x) assigns the probability 1 to the parameter

value 6*(z).
when

This can be shown asfollows: It is easily checked that

1

then

and

1 AVN (1 + VN)

1

90 +
1

4) 2
4+ NP

E(e,X + ce

independent of 6. It is, therefore, sufficient to prove that the above

estimate is a Bayes estimate.

Straightforward calculation shows that

the Bayes estimate corresponding to dé(@) = Co*—1(1 — 6)%—dé
(a, 8 > 0) is

6(x) =

xte

atBt+N

Hence, 6*(x) = cyx + ce is the Bayes estimate corresponding to
a=Bp= VN/2.
II. Minimax Point Estimate of the Mean of a Chance Variable with

Range [0, 1]. Let X;, ---, Xw be independently and identically dis-

tributed over the interval [0, 1]. The commondistribution is assumed

to be entirely unknown. Let E(X;) = 6, and suppose that the problem
is to construct a point estimate of 6. Let W(6, 6*) = (0 — 6*)*. Then
the minimax estimateof @ is

6*(z) = og Viet ®
where
t=

a+ +++ + ay
N

and z; is the observed value of X;. This can be seen as follows: Since
the above estimate is the minimax estimate when the X’s can take

on only the values 0 and1, it is sufficient to show that the risk of this
estimate is bounded above by 1/[4(1 + /N)?]. This is easily verified,
since
But

E(NaX + co — 6)? = N°y"o¢2+ [(Ney — 1)@ + ce]?

ox? = T(E) - 1S 0 - #)
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which is the variance in the binomial case.

Hence the risk takes on

its maximum value in the binomial case.

Weshall now discuss briefly the problem of interval estimation.
For simplicity, we shall consider the case of a single unknown param-

eter 6; i... = 1. For any closed interval I of the real axis, let dz’
denote the terminal decision to state that the true parameter value 6
is included in I. The space D’ consists of all elements dz’ corresponding
to all possible intervals J.2 Any interval J is characterized by its
midpoint 6* and its length 1. Let W(6, 6*, 0) be the loss suffered when @
is the true value and estimate @ to be included in the interval with
midpoint 6* and length 1.
A decision function 6 can be represented by a function 6(6, 1| 24,
--+, zy) such that for any given sample 2, ---, zy the function
6(6, 1| 21, --+, zy) is a cumulative distribution function in the space
of all pairs (6, 1). After the sample x,, ---, zy has been drawn, the
actual selection of #* and lis made with the help of a chance mechanism
such that for any given real values %) and Ip the probability that
6* < 0) and | < Ib is equal to 5(4, lp | 1, °**, £N).

Since the cost of experimentation may be disregarded, the risk is
given by

(5.65)

(6,6) = f; fWO, 6%, 1) do@*, L| 2)| f(x | 0) dx

where 0* denotes the space of all pairs (6*, 1).
Weshall makethe following assumption.
Assumption 5.5. Qs a bounded and closed subset of the real axis and
W(6, 6*, l) ts continuous jointly in 6, 6*, and l.
This assumption, together with Assumption 5.1, implies the validity
of Assumptions 3.1 to 3.7 formulated in Chapter3.
Let

(6.66)

WE,0,=[WE, 6%, 1 ak

For any a priori distribution — and for any sample x = (21, ---, Zy),
let D,,, denote the totality of all pairs (6*, l) for which
(5.67)

Wé:, 6*, l) = Min3j W(Ez, 6, l)

where ~, denotes the a posteriori distribution in Q after the sample x
has been observed.
12In some problems the admissible intervals may be restricted to a certain
subclass of the class of all intervals, such as the class of all intervals whose length
does not exceed a given value, or whose length is equal to a given value,etc.
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A decision function 6(6*, L| 2) is a Bayes solution relative to a
given a priori distribution £ if and only if

(5.68)

De,

dé(o*, 1] x) =1

for all x, except perhaps on a set of &measure zero. In the special case

where for any x the set D;, consists of a single element, the Bayes
solution relative to ~ is unique (except perhaps on a set of &measure
zero).

Since Assumptions 3.1 to 3.7 of Chapter 3 follow from Assumptions
5.1 and 5.5, the results of Chapter 3 yield the following theorem.
Theorem 5.10. If Assumptions 5.1 and 5.5 hold, then
(i) A least favorable distribution £(6) exists.
(ii) A minimax solution exists.

(iii) The class of all decision functions 6(0, 1| 2, -+-, xy) which

satisfy (5.68) for at least one — is a complete class of decision functions.

Let us consider the following example: The chance variables Xj,
-++, Xw are independently distributed and they have the following

common density function: f(z; | 6)=lfor—K+6s2;5%4+86 and
= 0 elsewhere. The mean @ is unknown, but the domain of 6 is restricted to the closed interval [a, b]. For any probability distribution

£in Q and for any real numbers a’ and b’ (a’ S b’) for which the common

part of [a, 6] and [a’, b’] has a positive Emeasure,let ~,-,- denote the

conditional distribution of 6 when @ is restricted to the interval [a’, b’].
Wethen have, for any subset » of the interval[a’, b’],

fae

(5.69)

fdiay(0) = —

"

dé(6)

Let
(5.70)

wu = Min (a, °:-, ty)

and

v = Max (a, «++, tw)

If £ is the a priori distribution in ©, the a posteriori distribution after
the sample x has been drawn is given by
(5.71)

as can easily be verified.

E, = fo—wutH%

To simplify our problem, we shall admit only a single value [p for
LO < lb < %) and restrict the choice of the experimenter to the
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choice of the midpoint 6*. The weight function W(6, 6*, Io) is assumed
to be given as follows:
(5.72)

W(8, 6*, lo) = 0

ife*—l Sas o* +h

=(0-—@+h)

ita@<o—|

=(-—6-—lh)

ifa>ar*th

For any distribution £(@) in 2 we then have

(5.73) WOE, 6, b) = [@ — o* + lo)? dk) +f@ — o — 4)? a0)
6 <0*—lo

0>0*+1o

For any &, u, v, let w;,,,, denote the totality of all values @* for which

W(é,—14.u+% 9*, lo) becomes a minimum. Then the necessary and
sufficient condition for a Bayes solution given in (5.68) reduces to ¥

(5.74)

d5(6| x, ---, ry) =]

for all x = (x, -+-, zy) except perhaps on a set of &measure zero.
There does not seem to be a simple characterization of the class of
all the Bayes solutions.

Instead we shall study the Bayes solutions

relative to the uniform a priori distribution which have some interesting properties, as will be seen below.
Let £°(6) be the uniform a priori distribution; i.e.,

(5.75)

d—a

£°(6) = b —

for any @ in theinterval [a, b]. Let 6.,,, be the midpoint of the intersection of the intervals [vy — 4%, u + 1%] and[a, bd]. If the length of this
intersection is greater than or equal to 2lp, w;0,,, consists of the single

point 6,,,, as can easily be verified. If the length of the intersection is
less than 2lo, w,0,,, consists of all points 6* for which the interval

[a* — Io, 6* + Ip] covers the intersection in question.

For any @ in

the interval [a + 1, b — 1}, the probability is 1 that [vp — 1%, u+ Wl
is contained in [a, b]. Then, if the length of the interval [vy — %,

u + Y%] is greater than or equal to 2lp, 6,,4 is equal to (u + »v)/2.

Let 59(@ | %1, ***, tv) be a Bayessolution relative to £°. It can be

shown that r(@, 59) is constant over the 6-interval [a + 1, b — 1].

Furthermore we can easily verify that Maxgr(6, 59) is equal to the
13The argument / in 6(8, J | X%1, °*+, ZN) is dropped, since I is restricted to a fixed
value Ip.
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constant value of r(6, 59) in the interval [a + 1, b — 1].
follows that
(5.76)

lim

Hence

ee

(5.77)
and

(5.78)

lim
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From this it

[Maxg r(@, 50) — r(£, 5o)| = 0

[Maxgr(6, 59) — Infs Maxg r(@, 5)] = 0

eos

lim [Inf r(¢°, 6) — Sup;Inf; r(é, 5)] = 0

(6—a) > ©

Thusfor sufficiently large b — a the distribution £ is for all practical
purposes a least favorable distribution and 4p is for all practical purposes a minimaxsolution.

5.1.4.

Non-Sequential Decision Problems when D’ Is Finite and

Q Is a Parametric Class of Distribution Functions

The case where D*‘ consists of two elements was treated in Section
5.1.2. Here we shall deal with the case where D’is finite and contains

more than two elements.

Let d,‘, ---, d,’ be the elements of D’

(u > 2). As before, we shall admit only decision functions 6 according

to which experimentation is carried out in a single stage by observing
the values of X,, ---, Xyw. For any parameter point 6 = (61, ---, x)

weshall assume that the correspondingjoint distribution of X;, ---, Xw
is absolutely continuous.. Let f(z, «++, zw | @) denote the joint density
function of X;, ---, Xy when @ is the true parameter point. Let

(5.79)

W(0) = WO, d;’)

i.e., W,(@) is the loss when @ is the true parameterpoint andthe decision

d;' is made.
Any decision function 6 can be represented by a vector function
5(21, ++, £y) with the components 6;(21, ---, zy), -*+, Sula, -++, tN)
satisfying the relations

U

(5.80)

(21, +++, tw) 2 0

and

» 6,(a1, +++, tv) = 1

i=l

Here 6;(21, ---, zy) is equal to the probability that we shall decide
on d;’ when (2, ---, zy) is the observed sample. The cost of experimentation being disregarded, the risk when @ is true and 4 is adopted is
given by

(5.81)

r(6, 6) = > u W(6) 8;(x)f(a | 0) dx
jun]
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where z = (2, ---, zy) and My denotes the sample space (totality

of all samples =z).

For any probability distribution £(@) in Q, let W,() denote the expected value of W;(6); 1.e.,

(5.82)

We) =f W.(0) d&(0)

For any a priori distribution é, let £, denote the a posteriori distribution
in © after the sample x has been observed. Weshall refer to the quan-

tity W,(é-) as the a posteriori risk associated with the decision d,’.

A necessary and sufficient condition for a decision function 6 to be a
Bayes solution relative to a given a priori distribution é is given as
follows: For all sample points x (except perhaps on a set of measure
zero) we have
(5.83)

5,(z) = 0

whenever W,,(é,) > W;(é,) for somej.

The proof of the above statement is very simple and is omitted. We

shall now formulate the following assumption,

Assumption 5.6. Qs a closed and bounded subset of the k-dimensional

Cartesian space and W;(6) (¢ = 1, ---, u) ts a continuous function of 8.

Assumption 5.6, together with Assumption 5.1 formulated earlier
(Section 5.1.2), implies the validity of Assumptions 3.1 to 3.7. Assumptions 3.1 to 3.6 hold when W,(6) is a bounded function of 6 (¢ = 1, 2,

-++, u) without any restriction on 2 and f(z | 6).
Let C denote the class of all Bayes solutions; i.e., a decision function
5 is an element of C if and only if there exists an a priori distribution
such that 5 is a Bayes solution relative to ¢. Also let C denote the

closure of C [in the sense of the convergence definition given in (5.36)].
Applying the results of Chapter 3, we obtain the following two
theorems:
Theorem 5.11. If Assumptions 5.1 and 5.6 hold, then
(i) There exists a least favorable a priori distribution.

(ii) There exists a minimax solution which must be a Bayes solution
relative to any least favorable a priori distribution.
(111) C 2s a complete class of decision functions.

Theorem 6.12. If W;(@) ts bounded for 1 = 1, 2, ---, u, then

(i) There exists a minimax solution.
(ii) The class C has the property that for any & not in C there exists

an element 5* of C such that r(6, 5*) < r(0, 6) for all 6; 2.¢., C is essentially
complete.
|
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As an illustration, we shall discuss the followmg simple example:
The chance variables X1, ---, Xw are independently, normally, and
identically distributed. The variance of the common normal distribution is assumed to be equal to 1 and the mean 6 is unknown. Let aand
b be two real numbers such that a < 6. Also let H, be the hypothesis
that 6 < a, Hz the hypothesis that a < 6 < b, and H3 the hypothesis

that 6 = b. The space D*’ consists of the elements d,’, do’, and dz’,
where d,’ denotes the decision to accept H;.
Let p be a positive number < (b — a)/2. We put

(5.84)

W1i(0) =0

for@<a+p,

=]

W.(0)=0

fora—p<6<b+ 4,

= 1 for all other 6

W2(@) =0 foréd >b-—

p,

fordz=a+p

=1 for@=b-—p

Let ~ be the a priori distribution in Q, and é, the a posteriori distribution after the sample + = (2, ---, xy) has been observed. Clearly

Walks) =fata
6Zz=a+p

(5.85)

Walks) =fdko) +fake
6sa-—p

6= b+p

Walks) =|dke(o)
6<b—p

Weshall now study the character of the set of x’s for which

The above inequality can be written as

(5.87)
or

(5.88)

fats<fd

atp 30<b+p

6Sa—p.

JeNO NM de(9) < JeNO ANM Je)
atp 38<b+p

6Sa—-p

where Z is the arithmetic mean of the observations x71, ---, zy.

We

can easily verify that the set of values < for which the above inequality
holds either is empty or is an open interval (—~, c’), where c’ is a
finite constant or ». We can also verify that, if c’ is a finite constant,
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£ =’ is the only value of < for which the left-hand and right-hand

members in (5.88) are equal. Thus, the set of all x satisfying W,(é,)
< W2(é,) is either the empty set, or the whole real axis, or there exists
a finite constant c’ such that Wi(é,) < Wo(é), Wilé) = Woléz), or

Wi (é) > Welt), according to whether < c’,%=c’,oré>c’.

In a similar way we can show that the set of x’s satisfying W,(é,)

< W3(é,) is either empty, or the whole real axis, or there exists a

constant c’ such that W,(é,) <, or =, or > W3(é,), according to

whether <, or =, or > c’”’. Hencetheset of all x’s for which

(5.89)

Wiléz) < Min [Wo(é-), W3(Ee)]

is either empty, or the whole real axis, or there exists a finite constant
c* such that the relation <, or =, or > holds between the twosides

of (5.89), according to whether % <, or =, or > c*.
In a similar manner wefind that the set of x’s for which
(5.90)

W3(Ez) < Min [Wi (Ez), WolEz)]

is either empty, or the whole real axis, or there exists a finite constant

c** such that the relation <, =, or > holds in (5.90) according to

whether >, =, or < c**.
The above results show that there exist two constants c; and co

(the improper values —« and ++ being admitted) such that

(5.91)

Wi(é) < Min [W2(é), Wa(Ez)]

when # < ¢},

(5.92)

We(éz) < Min [Wiéz), Wa(Ez)]

when c; < & < Co, and

(5.93)

Ws(é-) < Min [Wi(E.), Wo(Ez)]

when Z > Co.
For any constants c,; and cz (cy S ce), let 6°" denote the decision
function for which 6,°"?(7) = 1 when @< cq, 6.°"°(7) = 1 when
C, S # S co, and 63°""(x) = 1 when Z > cg. It follows from the above
results that any Bayes solution must be identical to 6°"? for some
values of c, and cp (the values —« and + being admitted) except

perhaps on a set of x’s of Lebesgue measure zero.
to prove that the converse is also true.

It is not difficult

We can even show that for
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any c,; and Co (cy S ce) there exists an a priori distribution £(6) such

that £(@) assigns the probability 1 to the set consisting of the three
points 6=a-— p, (a+ 5b)/2, b+ p and such that 5°"° is a Bayes
solution relative to (6). Thus the class C of all Bayes solutions coin-

cides with the class of all 6°”? correspondingto all possible values of

c; and co.Since the closure C of C is identical to C, Theorem 5.12
gives the following result: For any decision function 6 there exist two

constants cy and cz (cy S& ce) such that r(@, 6°") S r(@, 5) for all 6.
5.2

Discussion of Some Specific Sequential Decision Problems

§.2.1

Introductory Remarks

The problem of choosing a terminal decision d’ after experimentation
has been completed is essentially the same in the sequential as in the
non-sequential case. Consider, for example, the problem of finding
a Bayes solution relative to a given a priori probability measure é on ©.

Let & denote the a posteriori probability measure on © after experimentation has been terminated. A terminal decision dp’ is optimal
if Wé,, d’) = [ W(F, d’) dé, takes its minimum value for dé = dp’.
Q

This holds for sequential, as well as for non-sequential, decision

problems. The main difficulty in constructing Bayes solutions in
the sequential case lies in the problem of finding an optimum rule for
carrying out the experimentation. No such problemsarise, of course,
in the treatment of the non-sequential case, where experimentation is
carried out in a single stage by observing the valuesof the first N chance

variables X,, -+-, Xv.

The purpose of the present Section 5.2 is to discuss in somedetail a

few specific problems which will serve as illustrations of the general
theory and which are indicative of the nature of the difficulties that
arise in the construction of optimum rules for carrying out the experimentation.

5.2.2

A Two-Sample Procedure for Testing the Mean of a Normal

Distribution

We shall consider the following decision problem: The chance
variables X, Xo, ---, etc., are known to be independently distributed
with the same normal distribution. The variance of the common
normal distribution is equal to 1, and the mean is known to be equal
14 This characterization of the class of all Bayes solutions is contained as a special
case In a more general result obtained bv Sobel [48].
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to one of the values —A and A, where is a given positive number.
Thus © consists of two elements F, and F'’, (say), where F' denotes the
distribution of X = {X;} when the mean is —A, and F%the distribution corresponding to the mean A. The space D* is assumed to consist
of the two elements d,;’ and d,’, where d,’ denotes the decision to
accept the hypothesis that F’; is the true distribution of X. Let
(5.94)

W(F,,a;/) =1

ifi 4),

and =0

ifi=j

Weshall assume that the cost of experimentation is proportional to

the numberof observations. Let c denote the cost of a single observation. We shall assume, furthermore, that experimentation must be
carried out in at most two stages; i.e., only decision functions 6 are
admitted according to which the probability is 1 that experimentation
is carried out in at most two stages.

Since the chance variables X,,

Xo, **+, etc., are independently and identically distributed, it is
irrelevant which chance variables are observed, and we can assume
without loss of generality that the first stage of the experiment consists
of the observations on X,, ---, Xm, and the second stage of the observations on Xm41, °**, Xm+n, Where m and n are non-negative integers.

To simplify the problem further, we shall assume that m is a predetermined positive integer not chosen by the experimenter. Thus the

experimenter’s choice is restricted to the choice of n as a function of the
observations 21, --+, 2m.

A decision function 6 can now be represented by a sequence of
functions {6;(21, ---, %m)} (¢ = 0, 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) and a function
54(21, -**, 2m4+n) defined forall real values 21, ---, %m4n and for any
non-negative integer n. The functions 6; are non-negative and
>> 6; = 1.

Furthermore 54(2%1, °**, Im4n) can take only values be-

i=0
tween 0 and 1.

On the basis of the above functions the decision

procedure is carried out as follows: First we make the observations
21, °°*, 2m. To determinethesize n of the second sample, we perform
a chance experiment constructed so that the probability that the

samplesize 2 will be selected is equal to 6;(x1, ---, 2m) @ = 0,1, 2, -->,
ad inf.). After both samples, consisting of the observations 2,

-**, mtn, have been drawn, the terminal decision is made with the

help of a chance mechanism constructed so that the probability of
accepting the hypothesis that A is the true mean is equal to 64(2,
ey m+n):

Weshall now study the nature of the Bayes solutions of this decision problem. Let £; denote the a priori probability that F; is true
(« = 1, 2).

Also let &;,, denote the a posteriori probability that F; is
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true (2 = 1, 2) after the first m observations have been made; i.e.,
:

£1e6—4Y¥m

lm >

(5.95)
:

where
(5.96)

fy e—4¥m + & eAu¥m

_

nm

Foe4um

Eye—Atm Enettn

Yu =X tee + Ly

for any integral value u. Let n denote the size of the second sample
drawn. After both samples have been drawn, the a posteriori probability that F; is true is given by £4, where &;,, 1s defined by the
expression we obtain from (5.95) when m is replaced by w.
A necessary condition for a decision function 6 to be a Bayessolution

is clearly the following: For any x (except perhaps on a set of measure

zero),

(5.97)

64(21,
+\"1) ***, ’ Iman)
+n = 1

when fo,m4in
m+ > $
°

54(t1, °°*; Imin) = 0

when fo,min < 9

Since the set of samples (1, ---, %m4n) for which fomin = 1% is of

measure zero, the above condition determines 64(21, --:, m+n)
uniquely (except on a set of measure zero). Thus the problem of

finding a Bayessolution is reduced to the problem of a proper choice
of the functions 6;(71, «++, %m) (¢ = 0,1, ---, ad inf.). To deal with
the latter problem, we shall study the conditional risk when 2, -+:, Xm
and n are given and 6,(1, --+, m+n) satisfies (5.97).
For given 21, --+, %m and n, let a(z1, +++, %m, n) be the conditional

probability that we shall accept F, when Fis true, and B(21, +++, Xm, 7)
the conditional probability that we shall accept Ff; when Fz is true.

Thus a(x, -*+, %m, 2) is equal to the conditional probability of the
inequality
(5.98)

toohumin > £e —Avm-+n

when F;is the true distribution, and 1 — B(21, ---, Xm, ) is equal to
the conditional probability that (5.98) holds when F», is true.

above inequality can be written as

(5.99)

en > zm =hn (say)
2,m

where
(5.100)

Zn = YUm+n — Ym

The
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If n 2 1, the conditional probability that (5.99) holds can easily be

expressed in terms of the Gaussian function
1

(5.101)

°°

.

G(t) = set e— au" du

One can readily obtain the following results:

(5.102)

log

hin

a(t, «++; tm 2) = G Fre + va|

(n = 1)

1—8(t, -++, tm) =G | - via

(n = 1)

and

(5.108)

For n = 0, we have
(5.104)

a(x, +--+, 2m, 0) = 1 — Bla, --+, tm, 0) =O

whenh, > 1

= 1]

whenh, <1

Since £;, is the a posteriori probability of F; (¢ = 1, 2) when 2x,
+++, Lm are given, the a posteriori risk when 2, ---, 2m and 7 are given
is equal to
(5.105)

r(21, "t*y Um, n)

= Fma(ry, -++, Lm, %) + bomB(21, +++, Lm, 2M) + c(m + n)
For any given values 21, --+, Zm, we shall be interested in values of
n for which r(a, ---, 2m, ») takes its minimum value. Clearly the
minimum of r(x, ---, tm, n) with respect to n can be taken only for

values n <1/c. For any given sample (21, ---, %m), let N(21, +++, Um)
denote the set of all integral values n for which r(21, ---, 2m, n) takes
its minimum value. Thus N(2, ---, %m) is a subset of the set of all

non-negative integers not exceeding 1/c.

A necessary and sufficient condition for a decision function 6 to be a

Bayes solution relative to a given a priori distribution = (#, £&) is
given as follows: 64(21, --°, min) satisfies (5.97), and 5;(21, +++, Xm)
= 0 for any 7 that ts not an element of N(21, +++, 2m) (except perhaps on
a set of Lebesgue measure zero).

If N(21, -+-, 2m) consists of a single

element for each sample (271, «++, %m), then there is (essentially) only

one Bayes solution.
To compute the set N(2, ---, 2m), it is helpful to consider n as a
continuous variable; i.e., n is allowed to take any non-negative real

value. For non-integral values n, we define a(x, «++, 2m, nm) and
B(z1, ---, 2m, 2) formally by the equations (5.102) and (5.103). The
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partial derivative of r(z1, ---, 2m, m) with respect to n is then given by
(5.106)

ér(x1, “2 *%, Um; n)

on
=

—1

(etn avn) j=

‘1 Vaco
m

“62m

be

~~

~ 2

V27:

1

A ||

tané | 2Vn

2a—V/n

—_—<$_—

log Tim

"Tl —log h

avn

4An*%

n -avz)
-3

_- —-———

1 A

|e - =~||

2Vn

re

The set N(21, +++, 2m) can be established by studying theroots of

the equation

(5.107)

dr (x1, "8%, Um, n)

on

= 0

in n.
It is of interest to note that r(x, ---, 2m, n) is a function of

Ym = %1 +--+ 2m and n only.

This follows immediately from

equations (5.102) to (5.105). Hence the set N(21, ---, tm) depends
only on Ym = 21 +:°-+ 2m. This fact greatly facilitates the tabula-

tion of N(x, ---, 2m). Since for any n the value of r(z1, --+, tm, 7)

can easily be computed on thebasis of formulas (5.102) to (5.105), the

set N(x, -++, 2m) can be established bytrial and error.

One can easily verify that Assumptions 3.1 to 3.7 of Chapter 3 are

fulfilled for the decision problem under consideration here. Thusall
the results obtained in Chapter 3 can be applied to this problem. In

particular, the following statements are true: (i) The class of all Bayes
solutions relative to all possible a priorz distributions — 1s a complete class

of decision functions; (ii) there exists a least favorable a priori distribu-

tion &; (iii) there exists a minimax solution; (iv) a minimax solution is
also a Bayes solution relative to any least favorable a priort distribution é.
Weshall now show that £ = (1%, 14) is a least favorable a priori
distribution. It follows from reasons of symmetry that when £° is
the a priori distribution we have N(2, ---, %m) = N(—12, --+, —2m).
Hencethere exists a Bayes solution 6° relative to £ such that 6,°(x,
+, Lm) = 6°(—21, «++, —%m). Furthermore for any Bayes solution
5° relative to £° we have 64 (11, °°*,)lmpn) = Lift +-+-+ Lm4n > 0,
and = 0 when 2; +-°'+ 2m4n <0. It follows from symmetry considerations that for any Bayes solution 6° relative to ¢ for which

6;(t1, *-**, Lm) = 5;(—21, +++, —Zm), we have

(5.108)

r(F1, 6°) = r(Fo, 8°)

The above equation showsthat £° = (14, 14) must bea least favorable
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a priori distribution and any Bayes solution 6° relative to £ satisfying
the condition 6;(%1, +++, 2m) = 6:(—2, +++, —2m) (¢ = 0, 1, 2, «=>,

ad inf.) must be a minimaxsolution.

It was remarked before that r(z1, ---, tm, ») depends only on

Ym = 11 +-+:+ 24m and n.

Thus we may write r(ym, n) instead of

r(21, °**, 2m, n). Let
(5.109)

P(Ym) = Min, T(Yms n)

Furthermore let ¥;(m) denote the expected value of p(ym) when F; is
true (@ = 1, 2);iG-.,

(5.110)
and

(5.111)

1

vilm) = Von

2

1
_ oan

p(Ym)e 2

(ym +mA)?

Ym

1
°
_ = (4m_—maA)?
Yo(m) = Van f p(Ym)e 2
dYm

Then for any a priori distribution § = (&, &) we have

(5.112)

Mins r(é, 6) = f1y1(m) + Eayo(m)

If the value of m can be chosen by the experimenter, an optimum
choice would be a value m for which the right-hand side of (5.112)
becomes a minimum. The functions ¥,(m) and yYo(m) are, however,
difficult to compute. A crude approximation to ¥;(m), but perhaps

sufficient for some practical purposes, may be obtained from p(ym)
by replacing y, by its expected value underF’;; i.e.,

(5.113)
§.2.3

vi(m) ~~ p(—mA)

and

Ya(m) ~ p(mA)

A Sequential Procedure for Testing the Means of a Pair
of Binomial Distributions

In this section we shall discuss the following decision problem: Let

X1, X2, +++, etc., be independently distributed chance variables where
each chance variable X; can take only the values 0 and 1. The probability that X; = 1 is equal to p when is odd, and equal to p* when 7
is even. The constants p and p* are unknown, but it is known that

(p, p*) is equalto either (pi, p1*) or (pe, po*), where pi, Do, pi*, and pe*

are given positive numbers <1.

Weshall assume that p; ~ pe and

p1* ~ p2*. Let F; represent the distribution of the sequence X = {X;}
when (p, p*) = (p:, p:;*) (« = 1, 2). Thus the space © consists of the
two elements F,; and F,.

The space D’ is assumed to consist of the

two elements d;’ and d,’, where d,’ denotes the terminal decision to
accept the hypothesis that F; is the true distribution of X. We put

(5.114) W(F,d*)=1 ifi+j,

and

=0 ift=j
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The cost of experimentation is assumed to be proportional to the total
number of observations made and to be independent of anythingelse.

Thus, if n is the total number of observations made, the cost is cn,

where c denotes the cost of a single observation.

It will be convenient to use the symbol Y; to denote the chance

variable Xo;_1 (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.), and Z; to denote the chancevariable Xo; (2 = I, 2, oe, ad inf.).

Similarly Yi will stand for L2i—1) and oy

for xo; Since the cost of experimentation does not depend on the
number of stages in which the experiment is carried out, we can
restrict ourselves to decision functions 6 according to which each stage
of the experiment consists of precisely one observation. Since the Y
chance variables, as well as the Z chance variables, have a common
distribution, we may impose the following further restriction on 6:
Whenever a y-observation is made, we observe the value of Y; with

the smallest index 7 that has not yet been observed; and whenever we
make a z-observation, we observe the value of Z; with the smallest
index 7 that has not yet been observed. In view of the aboverestric-

tions, a decision function 6 can be represented by four functions
Os(y1, *°*, Ymj3 21, °° *, 2n) (@ = 1, 2, 3, 4) satisfying the conditions
(5.115)

:(y1, 9%) Ym) 21, °° *y Zn) 20

4
2 Si(Y1, +++) Ym3 21, °° *, Sn) = 1

Here 6;(y1, *+*, Ym} 21) °**, 2n) Genotes the probability of making the

terminal decision d,’ (¢ = 1, 2) when the sample y1, +++, Ymj 21, °**) 2n
has been observed; 63(y1, *-*, Ym} 21, °**, 2n) is the probability of
continuing experimentation by observing the value of Y»,41; and
54(Y1, °° *, Ym} 21) °° *, 2n) 1S the probability of continuing experimentation by observing the value of Z,,41;. The functions 6; are defined also

form=n=0. If m= n= 0, 6; is equal to the probability of the
corresponding action before the start of experimentation.
The problem under consideration here is somewhat different from

the type of problems treated in Chapter 4, since in Chapter 4 we
assumed that all chance variables X; (¢ = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.) have the
same distribution. Nevertheless, most of the results in Chapter 4

will be applicable to the present case, as will be indicated later.
Any probability distribution in 2 can be represented by a numberé

between zero and 1, where ~ denotes the probability that Fis true.
For any &, let £22/::%" denote the a posteriori probability distribution

in Q (the a posteriori probability that F, is true) when é is the a priori
probability distribution and the sample (y1, --+, Ym} 21) ***, 2n) has
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been observed. If n = 0, the above symbol reduces to £°°°™.,
Similarly, if m= 0, the above symbol reduces to £é,,...,. If
m =n = 0, the symbol £2%777:2" reduces to &. Clearly
(5.116)

brig
us

fit (L— pi)
Dy

fp! (l— pi)

m—Svi

m— Eu:

Se

+ (pi*)' (lL—pi*)
Ee:

3% (pi*)? (L—pi*)

Due

+ (1 — &)po (1 — pe)

m—Dai

nD

3

n— Ee

?

Se;

| (po*)! (1 — po*)

r— $ 2s

}

For any non-negative integer k, let 5* denote a decision function
such that the probability is zero that more than k observations will
be made when 6* is adopted. As in Chapter 4, we define

(5.117)

px(é) = Infyr(é, 5°) (k = 0, 1, 2, ---, ad inf.)

Clearly

(5.118)

po(é) = Min (, 1 — &)

The following recursion formula holds:

(5.119) px4i(E) = Mim [po(€), ao(E)pn(é°) + a1(E)ex(E")
+ c, bo(E)ex(Eo) + b1(E)px(&1) + ¢]

where

(5.120)
and

(5.121)

ag(~) = &(1 — pi) + (1 — €)(1 — po)
ax(é) = &1 + (1 — £)pe
b o(E) = &( £(1 — pi*)
p,* + ( 1 — £)( ~)(1 — po*)
po*

bi (é) = &py* + (1 — £)po*
The proof of the above recursion formula is omitted, since it is essen-

tially the same as that of the corresponding recursion formulas given

in Chapter 4 (see Theorem 4.1).
Therelation

(5.122)

Tim px(é) = p(é) = Infs r(é, 5)

can be proved in exactly the same way as the correspondingrelation
in Chapter 4 was proved; see equation (4.21).
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The functions po(é), o1(£), p2(é), +++, Pxo(é) can be used to give a

complete characterization of Bayes solutions when only decision func-

tions 6 are admitted for which the probability is zero that the number
of observations needed for the experiment will exceed a prescribed
number-ko. For this purpose, we shall define three subsets, S,1, Su.o,
and S,.3 of the interval [0, 1], depending on a parameter wu which can
take only positive integral values. S,,; is defined as the set of all
values ~ for which

(5.123)

pol) > pulé)

Su,2 is the set of values ¢ for which

(5.124) ao(E)pu—1(E) + a1(€)pus(é") + €

> Min [po(E), bo(é)eu—i (fo) + b1(€)pu—i (Er) + cl
Sx,3 1s the set of all values ¢ for which

(5.125) bo(E)pu—i(fo) + b1(E)pui(&1) + €
> Min [po(é), ao(E)eu—1(E°) + a1 (E)pu—ilE") + ¢]
A decision function 5, subject to the restriction that the probability
is zero that the number of observations will exceed ko, is a Bayes
solution relative to the a priori distribution ¢ if and only if the following
five conditions are fulfilled:

(5.126)

81 (Yi, +) Ym3 21, °° *, Zn) = O

if B2h-- ae < YY;
(5.127)

bo(Y1, °° +) Ym3 21, °°, 2n) = O

if betes clan > Ys
(5.128) 81(y1, +++, Yrs 21) °°; Zn) = O2(Y1, +++, Ymj 21, *° +, Sn) = O
ifm +n < ko and £7772" is an element of S;,—m-—n,1)

(5.129)

53(Y1, -* +, Ym; 21, °°, 2n) = 0

ifm + n = ko, or if m+ n < ko and £20777" is an element of S;,.—m—n,25

(5.130)

O4(Y1, - °°) Ym3 21, *°*, 2n) = O

ifm +n = ko, orifm +n < koand £8"! 7:2" is an element of S;,—m—n,3-

The abovefive conditionsare satisfied for the following decision rule:
Continue experimentation as long (and only as long) asm + n < ko
and &07::2" is an element of S,,-m—ni- If the sample (y1, ---, ym;
Z1, °**, Zn) has already been obtained andthe application of the above
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rule requires taking an additional observation, take a y-observation

when £07772" lies in S;,-m—n,3, and a z2-observation otherwise.

If

experimentation is terminated with the sample (y1, «++, Ymj2:, °**, 2n);

decide for d;* when 27/72" > YY, and for do’ when £22/174" < 14.
Let S; denote the set of values ¢ to which S,,,; reduces if u is replaccd

by «© and p,(&) by p(é) (¢ = 1, 2, 3). A characterization of Bayes
solutions with no restrictions on the number of observations can be
given in terms of the sets S;. A decision function 6 is a Bayes solution

relative to & if and only if (5.126) to (5.130) are satisfied when ko is
replaced by © and S,,; by S;. A decision rule satisfying these conditions may be given as follows: Continue experimentation as long (and
only as long) as £38772:%" is an element of Sy. If (yi, «++, Ym3 21) °° *, Sn)
has already been observed and if £27772" is in 8, take a observation
when &2)32i2" is in Ss, and a z-observation otherwise. If the sample
(y1, °°", Wt Z1, °**, 2n) has already been obtained and £277:2" is not
in S,, decide for ‘i! when EYsim > V6,and for dz’ otherwise.

Let S,* denote the complementof S;; i.e., S;* consists of all values £
which do not belong to S;. The intersection of S,* with the interval

[0, 14] is the set that was denoted in Chapter 4 by C3,t, and the inter-

section of S,* with [14, 1] is the set that was denoted in Chapter 4 by
Cz, The proof that the sets Cy,:and C4,+ are closed and convex, given
in Chapter 4, applies without modification to the present case. Thus

Cz,¢ and C,,t are closed intervals.

Clearly Cz,+ contains the point

¢ = 1, and Cz, contains the point = 0. Let a be the upper endpoint
of Cz,¢, and 6 the lower endpoint of C,,. Clearly S,* is the set-theoretical sum of the intervals [0, a] and [b, 1]. Thus S; is the open interval

(a, b).

It can be shown that the intersection S_S3 of the sets S. and S3 is
precisely equal to the set-theoretical sum of the half-open intervals

[0, a) and (6, 1]. The proof of this is omitted because it is essentially

the same as that of Theorem 4.9 in Chapter4.
By using the above results concerning the nature of the sets S;, So,

and S3, the characterization of Bayes solutions can be given in the

following form: A decision function 6 is a Bayes solution zf and only if
at satisfies the following conditions: (i) If the a posterior: probability of Fy
is <aat some stage of the experiment,experimentation is stopped and
the terminal decision dz’ is made. (ii) If the a posteriori probability of

F, is > b, experimentation is stopped and the terminal decision dy’ is
(iii) If the a posteriori probability of Fy is > aand < 6b, an additional observation is made. (iv) If an additional observation 1s made, zt
18 The a posteriori probability of F1 is-to be replaced by the a priori probability
of F, when experimentation has not yet started.
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must be a y-observation if the a posterior: probability of Fy 1s a point in
S3, and a z-observation if this a posterior: probability 1s a point in So.

(v) If experimentation is terminated when the a posteriori probability
of Fy, is equal to a (b) and ifa< % (b> W), the terminal decision

dy*(d,*) 4s made.

Let S’; be the intersection of S; with the open interval (a, 6) (¢ = 2,
3). Since no point é in (a, b) belongs to the intersection of S, and Ss,

the sets S’s and 8’3 are disjoint. The set S’p consists precisely of those

points ~ in (a, b) for which
(5.131)

ag()p(é°) + ar(E)p(") > bo(E)p(Eo) + b1(E)e(E1)

and the set S’3 consists of the points é in (a, b) for which

(5.132)

a(E)o(E°) + ar (E)o(E") < dbo(E)(%o) + bi (E)e(E1)

The nature of the sets defined by the inequalities (5.131) and (5.132)
has not been studied. It is not unlikely that these sets have a simple

structure; perhaps they are frequently intervals.
Clearly Assumptions 3.1 to 3.7 of Chapter 3 are fulfilled for the

decision problem under consideration here. Thus all results obtained

in Chapter 3 are applicable to this case. In particular, the following
statements hold: (i) The class of all Bayes solutions is a complete
class of decision functions; (ii) there exists a value é’ such that ~ = ¢’

is a least favorable a priori distribution; (iii) a minimax solution exists
and any minimax solution is a Bayes solution relative to any least
favorable a priori distribution.
The foregoing results can easily be generalized in two directions:
(1) Instead of assuming that each Y-variable and each Z-variable can

take only the values 0 and 1, we may work with any general (abso-

lutely continuousor discrete) commondistribution for the Y-variables,
and any general commondistribution for the Z-variables; (2) instead
of assuming that the sequence {X,} can be split into two subsequences
such that the chancevariables belonging to the same subsequence have

a common distribution, the more general case can be treated where
{X;} can be split into a finite numberof disjoint subsequences such
that the chance variables belonging to the same subsequence have a
common distribution.

§.2.4 Discussion of a Decision Problem when {2 Consists of Three
Rectangular Distributions

As an illustration of the various ideas and notions of the general
decision theory, we shall discuss here a rather simple decision problem.
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The chance variables X,, Xo, ---, etc., are assumed to be independently
and identically distributed. The common distribution is known to
be a rectangular distribution with unit range. The midpoint 6 of the
range is unknown, but it is known that it is equal to one of the values:
—ly, 0, and 14. Thus in this problem © consists of three elements.
The space D* of terminal decisions is assumed to consist of three
elements d,’, do“, and d3‘, where d,' denotes the decision to reject the
hypothesis H; that @ = —14, d,’ denotes the decision to reject the
hypothesis H. that 6 = 0, and dg’ denotes the decision to reject the
hypothesis H3 that 9 = 14. Let W(F,, d;) =1 if i =j, and = 0 if
i ~ j, where F;; denotes the distribution of X = {X,;} when H;is true.
In other words, the loss due to the terminal decision d,’ is 1 if H; is
true, and 0 if H; is not true. The cost of experimentation is assumed
to be proportional to the numberof observations. Let c be the cost
of a single observation. Weshall assume that 0 <c < %.

The above decision problem is a special case of the general decision
problem treated in Chapter 4. Thus weshall use the terminology and
notation adopted in Chapter 4. An priori distribution in © is given

by a vector & = (£', £, #), where & denotes the a priori probability

that H; is true (¢ = 1, 2, 3).
Let x = (21, -++, 2m) be a sample of m observations (2; is the observed value of X;), and let &, denote the a posteriori distribution when
£ is the a priori distribution and z = (x, ---, 2m) is the observed
sample. Clearly &=é if -—s2,;5 4 fori=1, ---, m. If

Min (21, «++, tm) < —4, then &,2 = 0. If Max (2, ---, tm) > \%,

then £,1 = 0. Thus, if Min (1, ---, tm) < —14 or Max (x, «++, tm)
> 4, we can make a terminal decision without any (a posteriori)
risk. The probability that an observation will lie outside the interval
[—14, 14] is equal to 4% undereach hypothesis H; (2 = 1, 2,3). Hence

for any a priori distribution ~ the probability is equal to 14 that an
observation will fall outside [—14, 4]. From this it follows that if
experimentation is continued until we obtain an observation outside
[—14, 14], the expected numberof observations is equal to 2.

(5.183)

Hence

p(é) S 2c

where p(é) = Infsr(é, 5) [see Section 4.1.1]. The minimum risk
po(é)—see equation (4.8) in Section 4.1.1—when a terminal decision
is to be made without any experimentation is given by

(5.184)

po(~) = Min (#, £, &)

Since the a posteriori distribution &, coincides with the a priori prob-
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ability distribution ~ as long as no observation falls outside the interval
[—14, 4],it is clear that

(5.135)

p(é) = Min [po(£), 2c] = Min (#", £, &, 2c)

Bayessolutions can easily be constructed with the help of the functions
po(é) and p(é). We haveto consider the following three cases.
I. Min (€', #, &) > 2c. In this case a Bayes solution is given as
follows: We take observations until we obtain onethat lies outside the
interval [—14, 14]. If the last observation z, is < —l4 and = —¥%,
we choose the terminal decision d3’. If tz, < —'% we may choose

between d.‘ and dz’ at random. If z, > % and S %,we choosedj’.

If z, > 4%, we may choose between d,’ and d,’ at random. Using the
notation introduced in Section 4.1.1, we can express this as follows:
62 + 1| 2, +++, 24) = lif —\4 = Min (x1, ney x4) <= Max (x1, a)

ti) S14, and 6 +1|2, ---, 23) =0 otherwise.

5(d; lay, ++,

tn) = 0 if the observations x, ---, x, fall inside the range corresponding to Ha

II. Min (é', #7, &) = 2c. For a decision function 6 to be a Bayes

solution it is necessary and sufficient that the following conditions be

fulfilled (except perhaps on a set of samples whose probability measure
is zero according to H;, H., and Hs): (1) 6(d;' | 0) = 0 for any 7 for
which ¢ > Min (z", e £); (2) b(d,’ | T1, °""*, Ly) = Oif ¢ > Min (é",

¢ £3) and all the observations 2;, ---, z, are inside the interval

[-%4, 14]; 8) ar +1| a, --+, ze) = 0 if a, ---, a4 are inside

[—14, 4] and z, is outside [—14, 14]; (4) 6(d;'| 21, ---, tn) = 0 if

the observations x1, «-+, 2n—_1 are inside [—14, 14] and z, is outside
[—14, \4] but inside the range corresponding to H;.

III. Min (#', #, #) < 2c. In this case a necessary and sufficient

condition for a decision function 6 to be a Bayes solution is that

3
2d, 6(d;'|0) = 1 and 4(d;‘| 0) = 0 for any 7 for which # > Min (#,

e, &).

Let 59 be the decision function determined as follows: 59(1 | 0) =1.

6 +1| 2, ---,2) =1if -K% S2; 5 MY forj =1,---,2. 6d| x,

-++, 2n) = 1 if the observations 21, ---, %,_1 are inside the interval
[—14, 4], zm is outside [—14, 14], and 7 is the smallest integer such

that the range corresponding to H; does not contain z,.

Clearly

r(@, 59) = 2c for @ = —l4, 0, 4%. Hence, if we can show that 6p is a
Bayes solution relative to some a priori distribution £, 59 is a minimax
solution. Let c< Y%. Then 59 is a Bayes solution relative to

t= (4%, %, %). Thus 5is a minimaxsolution when c < Y%.
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Let Co be the class of all decision functions 5 which:satisfy the
following two conditions (except perhaps on a set of samples whose

probability measure is zero according to H,, He, and Hs):

(i) If a, «++, 2n_1 are in [—l4, 14], zn is outside [—14, 14], and if

é(1 | 0)5(2 | 21) ++: &(n | 21, ***, In—1) > 0, then d(n+1 | 1, °°,
tn) = 0 and 6d,’ | 41, °**, In) = 0 for any 7 for which the range

corresponding to H; contains Xn.
(ii) There exists a positive integer 7 < 3 such that 5(d;*| Y1, °°",
tr) = 0 for any sample x, ---, x, for which —l4 S27; S$ 4 for

j = 1, ---, rand for which 6(1 | 0)d(2 | 21) +++ O(r | 1, °**, Zr1) > O.

Weshall show that Co is a minimal complete class of decision func-

tions if 0 <c < Y%. First we showthat,if 5 is a Bayes solution relative
to some a priori distribution ~, 6 is a member of Co. Clearly 5 must

satisfy (i). Since c < Y, there exists a positive integer 7 = 3 such
that & > 2c. A Bayes solution 5 must satisfy condition (ii) for any 7

for which &* > 2c.

Weshall now show the converse.

Let 6 be any

member of Co, i.e., any decision function which satisfies (i) and (ii).
Suppose that (ii) is satisfied for 7 = 7. Let & = (é,!, &,?, &.2) be the

a priori distribution given as follows: é,”° = 1 — 4c and é,’ = 2c for

j #%. Clearly 6 is a Bayes solution relative to &. Furthermore 6
must be an admissible decision function, since all componentsof &, are
positive. Hence Cp is identical with the class of all Bayes solutions
and each member of Cy is an admissible decision function. It then
follows from Theorem 3.20 that Cp is a minimal complete class of

decision functions.
5.2.5

Sequential Point Estimation of the Mean of a Rectangular
Distribution with Unit Range

In this section we shall discuss the following problem: Let X;,,
Xo, -+:, etc., be independently and identically distributed chance

variables.

The common distribution is known to be a rectangular

distribution with unit range, but the mean @ is unknown (may take

any real value). Thus Q is a one-parameter family of distribution
functions. The problem is to set up a point estimate for 0. For any

real value 6*, let das’ denote the terminal decision to estimate the

unknown mean 6 by the value 6*.

Thus D’ consists of the elements

dg«’ corresponding to all real values 6*. We shall put
(5.136)

W(8, dow’) = (6* — 0)

The cost of experimentation is assumed to be proportional to the

numberof observations. Let c denote the cost of a single observation.
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The problem considered here is again a special case of the general
problem treated in Chapter 4. We shall deal here with the question
of finding a minimax solution for our problem. For this purpose we
shall first derive the Bayes solution when the a priori distribution of 6
is a rectangular distribution with a given range [a, b], where a < 6.
Suppose that m observations x1, «++, 2m have been made.

(5.187)

u= Min (a, ---, tm)

and

Let

v = Max (2, -*+, Xm)

Then the a posteriori probability distribution of 6 is again a rectangular
distribution whose range is equal to the common part of the intervals
[a, b] and [vu — %, ut). Let J(u, v) denote the common part
of (a, b] and [(v — %, u + %], andlet t(u, v) denote the midpoint of the
interval I(u, v). It is clear that the optimum terminal decision is to
estimate @ by t(u’, v’), where wu’ and v’ are the values of u and v, respectively, at the termination of the experimentation.

Thus the problem

of finding a Bayessolution reduces to the problem of finding an optimum rule for stopping experimentation.
Clearly, whether a rectangular distribution é in Q is of type 1, type2,

or type 3 (for a definition of the three types see Section 4.1.3) depends
only on the length | of the range of ¢. Thusit is possible to subdivide

the non-negative half of the real axis into three disjoint sets R,, Re,
and R3 such that when | is a point in R; the distribution & is of type

a (4 = 1, 2, 3).
Let L., denote the length of the interval I(u, v) after m observations
1, ***, Lm have been made (m = 1, 2, ---, ad inf.). Wedefine ly as
the length of the range of the a priori distribution; i.e., lj) = b — a.
With thehelp of the sets R;, Re, and Rz, a Bayes solution can be given
as follows: At the mth stage of the experiment (m = 0, 1, 2, ---, etc.),
compute L,,. If lL, is a point in R,, stop experimentation and make the
proper terminal decision. If lL, is a point in Re, we can decide at

random between taking an additional observation and making the
proper terminal decision. If |, is a point of R3, an additional observation is made. Thus the problem of constructing a Bayes solution
reduces to the problem of determining the sets R,, Re, and R3.

If experimentation is terminated with the mth observation, the
a posteriori risk associated with the terminal decision is equal to the a

posteriori expected value of [@ — t(u, v)]* which is simply equalto

ln’/12. For the purpose of determining the sets R,, Ro, and Rg, it

will be necessary to determine the conditional expected value of
741/12 when ln = 1 and | is a given positive number (m = 0, 1, 2,

---, ad inf.).

A simple. computation shows that the conditional
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expected value in question is given by

(5.138)

E(

when O <1 S 1, and
(5.1389)

E

2,
7
12

ntl

12

nn
12

24

1

1

12

24l

Ll,» =l)=——-—

when / = 1.
Let

(5.140)

oO)

(I) = v

p(s ln = )

= 5

i2

|”

Then
[3

( 5.141 )

l) = —
o(l)
5A

when ! < 1, and

5.142
(5.142)

oO)

(1)

=

a4 t
5
PAI

when 721. The quantity ¢(l) is simply the expected decrease in
the a posteriori risk associated with the terminal decision due to an
additional observation when | is the length of the interval I(u, v)

before the additional observation is made. Clearly ¢(l) is strictly
increasing with increasing | over the whole range of /. Thus the
equation in
(5.143)

¢(l) =c

(c= cost of a single observation)

has exactly one root. Let 1 = 1 be the root of this equation. Since
¢(l) is a monotonic function of 1, and since l,41 S ly (m = 0, 1, 2,
---, ad inf.), we can easily verify that R, consists of all values | <

l, Re contains the single value lJ, and Rs3 consists of all values | > l.

Thus, if the a priori distribution in Q is a rectangular distribution,

a Bayessolution is given by the following rule: At the mth stage of

the experiment, for each non-negative integral value m compute the
value of lm. If ln < 1, stop experimentation and make the proper ter-

minal decision. If lL, > 1, take an additional observation. If I, = l,
we can decide at random between making a terminal decision and

taking an additional observation.
Let 59 be the decision rule given as follows: At least one observation
is made. Experimentation is stopped at the mth observation with the
adoption of (um + %m)/2 as the point estimate of 6, where m is the
smallest positive integer for which (uw, — vm +1) S 1, wu, = Min (21,
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72°) Lm), and vm, = Max (11, --:, 2m). We shall show that 59 is a
minimax solution of our decision problem. Clearly r(6, 59) is constant
over the whole domain of 6.

Let 79 be the constant value of r(6, 69).

For any positive integer k, let &, be the rectangular distribution in Q

with range [—k, k]. Let 6; be the Bayes solution relative to £, accord-

ing to which experimentation is stopped as soon as l,, $l. For any
k > Max (2, 1/2), we have
(5.144)

7(0, dx) = 7(8, 59) = 70

for —(k —1) S$6Sk-—1. The above equation is an immediate
consequence of the fact that 69 coincides with 6, when |9| < k — 1.

Suppose now that 49 is not a minimax solution. Then there exist a
decision function 6* and a positive value 79* < ro such that
(5.145)
for all 6.

(5.146)

r(6, 6*) < ro* < 7
Clearly

limsup r(&,, 6*) S ro*
k=0

It follows from (5.144) that
(5.147)

liminf r(&,, 54) 2 To
k=

Since 6; is a Bayes solution relative to £,, equation (5.146) cannot

hold. Thus we arrive at a contradiction, and our statement that 5p
is a minimaxsolution is proved.
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estimation, 139-140
for non-sequential parametric test
of hypothesis, 132

for sequential case when Q and D!

are finite, 121
for sequential case when Q and D*
consist of two elements, 119
existence of, 89
in the strict sense, 17, 97, 98
in the wide sense, 17, 90, 97
relative to a sequence of a priori distributions, 16, 90, 97, 98
relative to least favorable a priori dis‘tribution, 18, 91; see also Least
favorable a priori distribution,

Minimax solution

.

Bayessolutions, class of all, 16
closure of a subclass of, 100, 101
complete class theorems concerning,
100, 101, 125, 127, 134, 140, 145,
148
completeness of, 101
Binomial variate, Bayes solution for,
114
for sequential test of hypothesis
that mean is <4, example, 117
sufficient conditions to insure
bounded number of observations
for, 115
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Binomial variate, minimax solution for
non-sequential point estimate of
mean of, 142
non-sequential test about mean of,
example, 128
Binomial variates, sequential test of
pair of means of, 156-161
generalizations, 161
Blackwell, D., 29, 106n, 107, 122
Bogoliouboff, N., 50n
Borel field, 6n
on certain product spaces, 70
on decision space, 70
on sample space, 70
on space of admissible distribution
functions, 70
on spaces of purestrategies, 33, 34, 41,
| 48
on terminal decision space, 62
Burman, J. P., 29
Cartesian product spaces, 34, 70
Chance variable, see Stochastic process
Closure of a class of decision functions,
100
Compactness, see also Conditional compactness of spaces of pure strategies, Weak compactness of space
of pure strategies, Weak intrinsic
compactness of space of decision
functions
of space of admissible distribution
functions, 96
of space of decision functions, 72
of space of terminal decisions, 62
of spaces of strategies, 49
Complete class of decision functions, 15,
29; see also Essentially complete
class of decision functions, Minimal complete class of decision
functions
for choosing between two distribution functions, non-sequentially,
17, 134
sequentially, 121
for non-sequential case when Q and
D* are finite, 125, 127
for non-sequential parametric case
when D*is finite, 148

Complete class of decision functions, for

non-sequential parametric interval estimation, 145
for non-sequential parametric point
estimation, 140
relative to subset of space of decision
functions, 99
theorems on, 100, 101, 121, 125, 127,
134, 140, 145, 148
Complete class of strategies, 26, 54, 57
Conditional compactness of spaces of
pure strategies, 37, 38
Confidence coefficient, 24
Confidenceinterval, 24; see also Interval
estimation
Convergence, of a sequence of a priori
distributions, ordinary, 89
of a sequenceof density functions, in
measure, 133
on space of admissible distribution
functions, 86, 94
regular, 60
on space of decision functions, intrinsic, 77
regular, absolutely continuous case,
66, 134
regular, discrete case, 65
weak intrinsic, 77
on space of mixed strategies, intrinsic,
49
ordinary, 49
Convexity of classes of probability
measures on Q, 112, 113
Convexity of space of decision functions,
67, 68
Cost, expected value of, 12
Cost function, 9
assumptions on, in general theory,63,
71
in special case, 103
disregarding of, in non-sequential
case, 124
non-linear, 107, 122
simple, 10, 13, 20, 103, 152, 157, 162,
164
Covering net of terminal decision space,
66, 74
Critical region, 20
Cumulative distribution function, see
Distribution function

INDEX
Decision function, 6; see also Experimentation, Terminal decision
admissible, 15
non-randomized, 6
non-sequential, 8, 64, 123-151
randomized, 7
sequential, 8, 103-122, 151-167
truncated, 68, 92, 104
Decision functions, complete class of,
see Complete class of decision
functions
equivalent, 101
essentially complete class of, see Essentially complete class of decision functions
minimal complete class of, see Minimal complete class of decision
functions
space of, 27
assumptions on, in general theory,
65, 68, 71
assumptions on, in special case,
103-104
compactness of, see Compactness,
Weak compactness of space of
pure strategies
convergence on, see Convergence
convexity of, 67
uniformly better of two, 12
Decision space, 6; see also Experimentation, Terminal decisions, space
D* of
Borelfield on, 70
probability measure on, 7; see also Decision function
topology of, 65
Density function, see Probability law
Design of experiments, 19, 30
as a special case of the general decision problem, 19
Distance, see Metric
Distribution function, 1, 104
absolutely continuous, 59, 65
assumptions on, in general theory,
59, 71
in special case, 103—104
degenerate, relative to an a priori distribution, 91
discrete, 59, 65
parametric representation, 2, 22, 130
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Distribution functions, convergence of
sequences of, 60, 86, 94
space of, see Admissible distribution
functions, space Q of
Dodge, H. F., 28
Double sampling, 28
example, 152
Efficient estimator, 22
Essentially complete class of decision
functions, 99
for non-sequential parametric case

when D*is finite, 148

for non-sequential test of parametric
hypothesis, 135
relative to a subset of space of decision functions, 99, 101
theorems on, 101, 135, 148
Estimation, see Interval estimation,
Point estimation
Estimator, 22
Experimentation, 2, 4; see also Number
of observations
cost of, see Cost function
decision(s) on, 5; see also Decision
function
probability of, 11
space of, 5
multi-stage, 28, 29; see also Double
sampling, Sequential analysis,
Sequential decision function
non-sequential, 8, 19, 22, 23, 64, 123151
performance characteristic regarding,
14
restriction to one observation per
stage, 64, 103
sequential, 8, 21, 103-122, 151-167
stages of, 4
Experimenter viewed as a playerin zero
sum two-person game, 27

Fisher, R. A., 19, 21
Game, see Strictly determined games,
Theory of games, Zero sum twoperson game
Girshick, M. A., 29, 106n, 107, 122
Helly, E., 33
Hodges, J., 142
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Hypothesis, see Terminal decision, Test
of a hypothesis
Identically distributed chance variables,
103
Independently distributed chance variables, 1, 103
Inductive behavior, 10, 28
Interval estimation, 23
as a special case of the general decision
problem, 23
non-sequential parametric, 144-147
Intrinsic convergence, see Convergence
Intrinsic metric, see Metric
Kaplansky, I., 40
Kryloff, N., 50n
Latin square, 19
Least favorable a priori distribution, 18,
91; see also Minimax solution
existence of, 97
and form of, for non-sequential case

when Q and D*are finite, 125-128

for non-sequential parametric case

when D’is finite, 148

for non-sequential parametric interval estimation, 145
for non-sequential parametric point
estimation, 140
Lefschetz, S., 54n
Lehmann, E. L., 29, 188n, 142n
Linear manifold of probability measures
on Q, 113, 122
Loss, 8
expected value of, 12
Loss function, see Weight function
Mahalanobis, P. C., 28
Maximalstrategy, 25, 26, 52
Measurability assumptions in general
theory, 70
Metric, on space of a priori distributions, relative to space of truncated decision functions, 94
on space of admissible distribution
functions, 85
intrinsic, 89
relative to r-dimensional sample
space, 60

Metric, on space of admissible distribution functions, relative to space
of truncated decision functions,
intrinsic, 85, 89, 94
on space of terminal decisions, intrinsic, 62
on spaces of mixed strategies, intrinsic, 34
on spaces of pure strategies, intrinsic,
33
Milgram, A. N., 54n
Minimal complete class of decision functions, 15, 29, 101
Minimal complete class of strategies, 54
Minimal strategy, 25, 26, 52, 57
Minimaxsolution, 18
as a Bayes solution relative to least
favorable a priori distribution,
18, 91
in wide sense, 90
existence of, 90, 95
for non-sequential case when 2 and
D‘are finite, 125-128
for non-sequential parametric case
when D*is finite, 148
for non-sequential parametric interval estimation, 145
for non-sequential parametric point
estimation, 140
risk function of, 91, 92
for non-sequential case when Q and
D* are finite, 128
Minimaxstrategy, 25, 52, 53
Minimum variance estimator, 22
Mixed strategies, spaces of, 24, 44, 48
compactnessof, 49
convergence on, see Convergence
intrinsic metric on, 34
separability of, 51
Mixedstrategy, 24, 44
Mosteller, F., 29
Nature viewed as a player in zero sum
two-person game, 27
Neyman, J., 10n, 19, 23, 28, 29n, 30,
127
Neyman-Pearson theory of testing hypotheses, 20, 131
relation to the general decision theory,
20, 127

INDEX
Non-randomized decision function, 6;
see also Decision function
Non-sequential decision function, 8, 64,
123-151; see also Decision function
Normal distribution with known variance,
non-sequential
choice
among three possible values of
mean of, example, 129
non-sequential choice among three
ranges for mean of, 149
non-sequential point estimation of
mean of, 140
non-sequential test of hypothesis that
mean is < 0, 135
non-sequential test of hypothesis that
mean lies in a bounded interval,
136
two-stage sequential test about mean
of, 151-156
Number of observations, 6; see also Experimentation
sufficient conditions to insure boundedness of, in binomial case, 87
Observation, 4; see also Experimentation
Optimal terminal decision, 3, 151
Optimum property of sequential probability ratio test for choosing between two distribution functions,
121n

Outcome function of a game, 25, 34
Parametric case, 2, 22, 180-151
Pearson, E. S., 19, 28, 29n, 127
Performance characteristics regarding
experimentation and terminal decisions, 14
Pitman, E. J. G., 23
Point estimation, 21
as a special case of the general decision problem, 22
non-sequential non-parametric, example, 143-144
non-sequential parametric, 138-143
Polar distance function, 33n
Power function of a test, 20, 131
Probability distribution, see A priori
probability distribution, A posteriori probability distribution,
Decision function, Distribution
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function, Mixed strategy, Probability law, etc.
Probability law, elementary, 71n, 104
densities, 71n, 104
convergence of sequence of, in
measure, 133
discrete, 71n, 104
Probability measure on space of decisions, see Decision function
Probability measures on Q, see also A
priori probability distribution,
A posteriori probability distribution
convexity of certain classes of, 112,
113, 119, 121
linear manifolds of, 113, 122
Probability ratio decision function for
fixed sample size, 126-127
Pure strategies, spaces of, 24, 44
Borel fields on, 33, 34, 41, 48
Cartesian product of, 34
compactness of, 49
conditional compactness of, 37, 38
game relative to finite and denumerable subsets of, 39, 40, 43
intrinsic metric on, 33
separability of, 34, 41, 51
weak compactness of, 53
Pure strategy, 24
Randomized decision function, 7, 27; see
also Decision function
Rectangular distribution with known
range,
non-sequential
fixedlength interval estimation of
mean of, 145
sequential choice among three possible values of mean of, example,
161-164
sequential point estimation of mean
of, 164-167
Risk, a posteriori, see A posteriori risk
Risk, average, see Average risk with respect to an a priori distribution
Risk function, 12
bounding conditions on, 21
for minimax solution, 91, 92
for non-sequential case when 2 and

D*are finite, 128

measurability of, 71
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Risk function, simple, 12
Robbins, H., 133
Romig, H. G., 28
Rubin, H., 142n

Saks, S., 71n
Samplesize, see Experimentation, Number of observations
Sample space, 11, 70
Borel field on, 70
Savage, L. J., 29
Separability, 40
of space of admissible distribution
functions, 60, 85
of spaces of mixed strategies, 51
of spaces of pure strategies, 34, 41, 51
Sequential analysis, 21, 29, 64
Sequential decision function, 8, 103-122,
151-167; see also Decision function
Sequential probability ratio test, 29
for choosing between twodistribution
functions, 120
optimum property of, 121n
Size of a critical region, 20, 131
Sobel, M., 117n, 130n, 136n, 138n, 151n
Statistical decision function, see Decision function
Statistical decision problem, formulation of, 1, 10
interpretation of, as a zero sum twoperson game, 27
strict determinatenessof, 88
Stein, C., 29, 30
Stochastic process, 1
absolutely continuous, 59, 65
assumptions on, in general decision
theory, 59, 71
in special case, 103-104
discrete, 59, 65
Stockman, C. M., 29
Strategies, complete class of, 26, 54, 57
minimal complete class of, 54
spaces of, see Mixed strategies, Pure
strategies
uniformly better of two, 26
Strategy, 24; see also Admissible strategy, Maximal strategy, Miunimal, strategy, Minimax strategy,
Mixed strategy, Pure strategy

Strict determinateness of statistical decision problem, 88
Strictly determined games, 32; see also
Zero sum two-person game
conditions for, 37, 38, 42, 44, 45, 55,
56
Terminal decision(s), 2; see also Decision
function
interpretation of, as accepting a hypothesis, 3
optimal, 3, 151
performance characteristic regarding,
14
probability of, 11
right, 8
space D* of, 2
assumptions on, in general theory,
61
Borel field on, 62
compactness of, 62
completeness of, 15
covering netof, 66, 74
intrinsic metric on, 62
topology of, 65
wrong, 8
Test of a hypothesis, 18
as a special case of the general decision
problem, 18
non-sequential, in parametric case,
130-138
non-sequential probability ratio test
for, 17, 126-127
sequential method for, 21, 28, 119
sequential probability ratio test for,
29, 120
zones of indifference and preferences
in, 131
Theory of games, 24
Truncated decision procedure, 68, 92
Two-person game, see Zero sum twoperson game
Uniformly better of two decision functions, 12
Uniformly better of two strategies, 26
Value of a game, 32
Ville, J., 32
von Neumann,J., 24, 28, 32, 37, 52n
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Wald, A., 29, 103n, 121
Weak compactness of space of pure
strategies, 53
Weakintrinsic compactness of space of
decision functions, 77
Weight function, 8, 119, 123
assumptions on, in general theory,61,
70, 96
average of, with respect to an a priori
distribution, 104
conditional expected value of, 86
expected value of, 12
linear, 9
quadratic, 22, 140, 142, 143, 146, 164
simple, 9, 13, 20, 23, 117, 127, 128,
129, 131, 152, 156, 162
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Widder, D. V., 53n
Wolfowitz, J., 29, 103n, 121
Zero sum two-person game, 24; see also
Strictly determined games
correspondenceof, to the general decision problem, 27
relative to subsets of the spaces of
purestrategies, 39, 40, 43
Zone of indifference, 131
Zone of preference for accepting a hypothesis, 131
Zone of preference for rejecting a hypothesis, 131
Zorn, M., 54n

